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THE MOOD
Military ranks
Fashion is still in love with 
the military trend but this 
season it’s showing its 
softer, more frivolous side
Her personal best
When it comes to styling 
new sportswear trends, 
it’s all in the attitude
Smarter. Stronger
Fresh takes on British 
heritage fabrics create 

subversive suiting styles 
that go far beyond the 
boardroom 
I predict a riot
An exclusive look at 
the hottest pairing this 
season: Kenzo x H&M
Chanel/Cuba/Cruise
This was 2016’s most 
historic fashion moment
Ways of seeing
We talk gender blending 
with Loewe’s creative 
director, J.W.Anderson
The velvet revolution
ELLE’s Harriet Stewart 
shows us how to style the 
sumptuous fabric
Spark joy
Meet the labels on a 
mission to bring more 
light into our lives
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ON THE COVER
Happy feet
Once the ultimate fashion
faux pas, socks and
sandals are now de
rigueur for the fashion girl
Beyond the skinny
ELLE’s Bibby Sowray
takes a look at the dawn
of a new denim era
The elegant sweater
Uncovering the many
hidden talents of your
new winter staple
Her dark materials
Hermione Eyre cracks
through the sugary
surface to discover Lily
James’ darker side

ELLE COLLECTIVE
When Mia met Mia
The faces of Prada’s new
fragrance, Mia Goth and
Mia Wasikowska, talk
style, stardom and identity
Cultural cues
Celebrating all the best
happenings in the arts
world this month
Lotte’s lexicon
What it means to be a
woman in a girls’ world
My world
Poppy Okotcha shows us
her most precious pieces
Street style
How to work your shirt
My story
Sarah Wood, the tech
star with an unexpected
career path
ELLE Book Club
The books that shaped
designer Molly Goddard
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On the cover: Photographer: Kai 
Z Feng. Styling: Anne-Marie  
Curtis. Hair: Soichi Inagaki at 
Saint Luke using Kiehl’s Smooth-
ing Oil-Infused Haircare. Make-
up: Naoko Scintu at The Wall 
Group using Burberry Beauty. 
Manicurist: Trish Lomax at Jed 
Root using Burberry Beauty Set 
design: Thomas Bird. Cotton 
sweater, Cotton shirt (worn un-
derneath), silk trousers, all Burb-
erry. 18ct gold earring, H Samuel. 
Sterling silver earring, Pandora. 
Sterling silver ring, Pandora. 18ct 
gold-plated pearl ring and 18ct 
gold-plated ring ( just seen), both 
Jane Kønig (left hand). Sterling 
silver ring, Pandora. 18ct gold-
plated pearl ring, Jane Kønig 
(right hand). On the subscrib-
ers’ cover: Cotton shirt, Osman - 
The Perfect Five. Cashmere 
Foundation, £35, Light Glow 
Blush in Peony Blush, £29, Kisses 
in Nude No.21, £25, Effortless 
Eyebrow Definer, £22.50, Effort-
less Blendable Kohl in Chestnut, 
£17, Complete Eye Palette in Dark 
Spice, £40 and Curve Lash Mas-
cara, £24, all Burberry. 

THE COVER

FASHION
Urban legend 
Take to the streets in 
graphic shapes and  
bold silhouettes for this 
season’s athleisure look  
Biker girl  
Throw caution to the wind, 
embrace leather and 
bring out your wild side
Lean in 
Tailoring is back with a 
bang – think razor-sharp 
edges, oversized trousers, 
and big, bad shoulder pads 
Style out
Julia Cumming shows us 
how to really work the 
animal print trend

REGULARS
Powered by 
The behind-the-scenes 
innovators for the 
October issue
Editor’s letter  
Lorraine Candy talks 
career and life advice
Astrology 
Dramatic changes are 
afoot for all the star signs 
this month. The Saturn 
Sisters help you know 
what to expect
Behind the covers 
Revealing the inspiration 
– and the new Burberry
collection – behind this 
issue’s covers
London Fashion 
Weekend 
Get 20% off tickets, today
Exclusive offer 
River Island is offering  
a 25% discount to ELLE 
readers. So your AW 
wardrobe is sorted

FEATURES
How to be happy  
at work 
Five women at the top  
of their career game tell 
Tamsin Crimmens how 
they enjoy the ride
Confessions of a 
feminist bride
Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett 
on why feminsim and 
weddings can say ‘I do’
Blithe spirit
When a spiritual 
‘strangeness’ pervaded 
her home, Stevie Martin 
called in the cleansers 
True grit
A feminist ex-addict  
with a palpable ‘edge’? 
Marisa Meltzer meets 
Daniel Radcliffe 

TRAVEL
Argentine heights 
Travelling to the ends  
of the Earth was an 
otherworldy experience 
for ELLE’s Associate 
Editor Fern Ross. And yet, 
in Argentina’s Patagonia 
region, she found a place 
she could call home  
Hot hotel 
Nestled within the urban 
sprawl of King’s Cross  
lies an opulent haven of 
gothic glamour – the St 
Pancras Renaissance 
London Hotel

BEAUTY
Throw some shade 
Indulge your dark side 
with modern gothic
make-up – this season’s 
most subversive look 
Beauty CV 
Christian Louboutin on 
his journey from musical 
theatre to shoe stardom
Sophie says 
There’s a new remedy for 
shocking hairstyles, and 
it’s simpler than you think
Beauty directory 
Everything you need (and 
some things you just want) 
Skin laundry: A facial 
Revolution
More intense than a mask, 
less so than a dermatology 
treatment? Sign us up
Fit notes 
ELLE columnist Bangs on 
why it’s time to perspire
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ELLE NOTESELLEUK.COM

EVERYWHERE

A bolder, cleaner new design featuring
long reads by writers such as Zadie Smith,

witty takes on pop culture and smart
opinion from our ELLE Voices.

Follow us on Instagram for exclusive insider
access to the ELLE Fashion Cupboard, and
a beautifully curated (and photographed)

first look at the best new pieces.

Sign up for a weekly dose of what to buy now,
top stories and beauty heroes at elleuk.com/
newsletter. And don’t miss this exclusive art-

work, created by talented new illustrators.

Catch our candid Facebook live streams
from behind the scenes at shoots, the front

row at shows, exclusive events and team
antics at Workout Wednesdays.

Join us for panel discussions,
cultural happenings and parties, plus
fashion and fitness events. Find out

more on elleuk.com.

ELLE EVENTS

Findusat...

@ELLEUK

LIVE
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Terms and conditions: Offer valid for new UK subscriptions by Direct Debit only. *After your first six issues, your subscription will continue at £15 every six issues, unless you are notified
otherwise. All orders will be acknowledged and you will be advised of the start issue within 14 days. Subscriptions may be cancelled by providing 28 days’ notice. Minimum subscription term is
six issues. Free gift is available for the first 300 subscribers and is subject to availability. If stock runs out, you will be offered a gift of similar value. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery of your
gift, which will arrive under separate cover to your subscription. All savings are based on the basic cover price of £4.10. Subscriptions may not include promotional items packaged with the
magazine. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other subscription offer and closes on 17 October 2016. For UK subscription enquiries, please call 01858 438 796. For overseas
subscription rates and enquiries, please call +44 1858 438794 or visit hearstmagazines.co.uk. All information is correct at time of going to press. For our data policy, visit hearst.co.uk/dp

JUST £10 FOR 6 ISSUES*

ONLY £1.67
per issue for your
first six issues*

(usual price £4.10)

SAVING 59% on the
newsstand price

FREE DELIVERY

Transform your skincare routine with
FOREO’s illuminating Day Cleanser

and detoxifying Night Cleanser

SUBSCRIBE TO ELLE

FREE FOREODAYANDNIGHTCLEANSERSWORTH£55

TOSUBSCRIBE,VISIT elleuk.com/subscribetoelle
or call 0844 322 1767 and quote reference 1ES10755
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POWERED BY

5. BRENDAN FREEMAN
Hackney-based photographer Brendan has a talent for accents, and says his friends would describe
him as ‘annoying but funny’. Brendan has shot for Christian Lacroix and Hunter, but says his greatest
achievement is launching Girls Magazine and Boys Magazine, titles that celebrate new model talent.
The best piece of advice that he has ever been given is simply, ‘Enjoy it!’ See his work on p274.

3. ROSAMUND URWIN
If Evening Standard columnist

Ros had to describe herself in five
words, they would be ‘powered by

chocolate and gin.’ She started
her career as a business reporter

and on her first day of work at the
Evening Standard in 2007, she

wore a black pencil skirt and
jacket with very high heels: ‘I was
the only woman on the business

desk when I started.’ When asked
what makes her laugh, she says,

‘My boyfriend. Mostly with,
occasionally at.’ Ros meets

Unruly founder and digital tech
powerhouse Sarah Wood on p176.

4. STEVIE MARTIN
Writer Stevie’s proudest moment

is her appearance on Nineties
children’s show Get Your Own

Back. The soundtrack to her life
would be Go With The Flow by

Queens Of The Stone Age
‘because I like the sentiment.

Sometimes it’s hard not to
overanalyse and get caught up in

stupid stuff.’ Her dream dinner
guest is Harry Potter creator J.K.
Rowling: ‘I’m a huge HP fan, both

the franchise and the brown
sauce.’ Stevie has her home

spiritually cleansed on p210.

2. BEN JONES
Hairstylist Ben Jones has worked
with Tilda Swinton, Emma
Watson, Cara Delevingne and
Sienna Miller, to name a few.
He admires Alexander McQueen
‘for putting creativity before
commercialism’, and the last
thing that he bought was a black
velvet floral cushion from House
of Hackney for a friend’s birthday
(and desperately wanted to keep
it for himself). Ben is based in
London... for now: ‘I’ve got itchy
feet. I’m craving an adventure.’
See his work on p274.

1. ILVIE WITTEK
Austrian-born model Ilvie
was the face of Chloé’s SS16
campaign and has walked for
Céline, Marni and Jil Sander.
Her earliest memory is her father
putting her on a horse: ‘He put
me right on its back. I felt no fear,
only joy.’ Ilvie stocks her fridge
with ‘healthy stuff ’ and always
has a bottle of white wine in there
too. She says that if she were
a cocktail, she would be a
Moscow Mule (‘hard but fresh’).
Ilvie stars in our new-season
leather shoot on p248.

OCTOBER ELLE

FIVE THINGS THAT MADE THE OCTOBER ISSUE

‘Pret’s amazing coconut yoghurt and mango pots,’ BILLIE BHATIA, FASHION ASSISTANT. ‘Sunshine commutes on my bike,’ FERN ROSS,  

ASSOCIATE EDITOR. ‘Office ice cream runs,’ HANNAH NATHANSON, COMMISSIONING EDITOR. ‘My upcoming trips to Amsterdam, Berlin and 

Portugal,’ IMOGEN VAN ZAANE, WORKFLOW DIRECTOR. ‘Early morning personal training sessions, ’ UNSAH MALIK, SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER.

@ILVIEWITTEK

@ROSAMUNDURWIN

@5TEVIEM

@BENJONESHAIR

@BRENDANFREEMANPHOTO
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T
he best piece of work advice I have ever been given 
is also the best piece of life advice I’ve ever been 
given: ‘Just be you.’ Legendary magazine editor, 
Helen Gurley Brown who reinvented Cosmopolitan 
in 1965, gave me this advice during our first lunch 
together at London’s glamorous restaurant, The 
Ivy. Princess Diana sat at a table nearby, titans of 

the industry trooped in for important decision-making 
meetings and a sprinkling of the capital’s most fabu-
lous feasted on the restaurant’s to-die-for shepherd’s 
pie. At the time, in 2001, it was almost impossible to get 
a table at The Ivy and, as the newly installed Editor In  
Chief of UK Cosmopolitan, I couldn’t quite believe I was 
there, let alone in my first big glossy editing role. 

HGB, as we called her, was one of my magazine  
heroes. She gave women across the world a voice at a time 
when they were ignored, she campaigned hard for pro-
choice changes to the abortion law and for young women 
to have access to contraception, and she made it possible 
to talk about female sexuality. I learned a lot from her, 
but more than anything I learned how important it was 
to be happy at work and how hard it is to just be yourself. 
She also didn’t believe in work versus home. Ahead of her 
time, she advocated a blend of the two: that every part of 
your life should be nourished and enjoyed. 

As the way in which women work changes across 
the globe, this month we asked several smart thinkers 
how they made sure they enjoyed their jobs (p190). It’s a  
fascinating read, packed with useful motivational advice. 
To make it even more helpful, I asked some of the women  
Iknowtotalkmethroughtheir‘happylife’strategies.

Gail Bojarski, General Manager of UK and Eire
Benefit Cosmetics, explained that loving the people you
work with is as important as loving the job. I often marvel
at how hard she works to make Benefit such an upbeat
and positive office; Gail drives for laughs as hard as she
drivesforprofit.It’slovelytoseethisinaction.

My friend, the actress and United Nations’ Women’s
Advocate Meghan Markle, believes that cutting ‘drama’
out of your life makes you happier. ‘Take a step back, gain

perspective on what’s happening, take it all with a pinch 
of salt and avoid adding unnecessary stress to your day.’ 
This is something I adhere to: as long as no one is going to 
die then it can’t be that traumatic, can it? 

Editor Lindsay Nicholson, who runs the UK’s biggest 
magazine brand Good Housekeeping, makes the point 
that factoring in a way to help other people gives you add-
ed fulfilment at work – or the ‘karma payback’ as I call it.

Facebook’s Europe, Middle East and Africa Vice 
President Nicola Mendelsohn, a force of nature on the 
work front, advised me not to divide life between career 
and home. ‘Look at it as one complete whole. I write a life  
vision at the start of each year that includes my personal, 
work and community goals. I share it with my family and 
those I work for and with. Everyone understands what  
I am trying to achieve and then they can help me get 
there,’ she says.

I think we often overlook the softer side of ambition at 
work. All the studies I read now prove that emotional hap-
piness is increasingly important in business: it’s as much 
about what you feel as what you do. Model Coco Rocha, 
who I’ve known for more than a decade and who runs her 
own company, told me a wonderful story that illustrates 
this: when a friend of Coco’s family died, they discovered 
he kept a daily diary in which he wrote down one positive 
thing that had happened that day. Coco now follows this  
mantra: ‘I find someone or something to be thankful for  
each day. At the end of a hard week, it gives me something 
to focus on and move towards.’

But perhaps the most interesting piece of advice  
I was offered for this Editor’s letter comes from Google’s 
Head of Marketing and powerhouse of a leader, Nishma 
Robb. She tells me that, for her, happy at work equals  
secure at work. ‘I want to feel safe in an environment 
where I can bring all of me to work everyday. This 
means an inclusive culture, safe to make mistakes and 
take risks, safe to be vulnerable at times, safe that I am  
operating in an honest and transparent environment 
and safe in the presence of colleagues,’ she explains.

Asking if you feel emotionally safe in this context at 
work is a good test of whether you are, or will be, happy 
there. I hope this is useful and I wish you all luck in your 
careers as summer comes to a close and we head into an 
autumn of new fashion and new ideas.

LORRAINE CANDY EDITOR IN CHIEF

Twitter @lorraineELLE
Facebook @lorraine.elleuk
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VIRGO
Your month to:
Feel the fear and do it anyway
Happy birthday Virgo!
You’re being pushed to your
maximum on all levels. The
party begins at the start of the
month with a powerful solar
eclipse. This sets the tone for a
much-needed transformation.
On the 16th, the lunar eclipse
turns the spotlight on your
current relationship: it’s a
make-or-break moment.

Date for your diary: 29th
You’re 10 steps ahead of
everyone else.

LIBRA
Your month to:
Be an escape artist
Early September delivers an
intensely strong urge to run
away from it all. Even if you can
only manage a day trip, make
some time to escape because
a few weeks later the lunar
eclipse will keep you very busy.
Luckily, your birthday month
officially begins on the 22nd,
so you’ll have some fun to look
forward to.

Date for your diary: 14th
Harmless flirting is a cure-all.

SCORPIO
Your month to:
Build your network
Networking is top of your
agenda this month, Scorpio.
The solar eclipse at the start
of September is the opening
chapter for your next big story,
but the closing act might not
take place until next March.
Work hard now and it will all
pay off. The intense lunar
eclipse on the 16th calls a
romance into question – but
it’s not over until you say it is.

Date for your diary: 6th
You’re full of passion.

SEPTEMBER WILL DELIVER DRAMATIC CHANGE TO ALL THE STAR SIGNS, ESPECIALLY VIRGOS 
AND PISCES. WE’RE IN THE MIDST OF TWO MAJOR ECLIPSES (FALLING ON THE 1ST AND 
THE 16TH), INITIATING MAJOR TRANSFORMATION ON ALL LEVELS. YOU MIGHT NOT FEEL THE 
FULL REPERCUSSIONS UNTIL NEXT MARCH, BUT TRUST THAT A BIG SHIFT IS HAPPENING. 
MERCURY RETROGRADE IS IN EFFECT UNTIL THE 21ST, SO BACK UP ALL YOUR DATA.

PISCES 
Your month to: 
Fall head over heels
Love is in the air this month,  
so much so that it may be hard 
to maintain perspective. You’re 
swept up in a dreamlike reverie, 
Pisces, but don’t lose your 
sense of self. The solar eclipse 
pushes your relationship 
potential to new levels, while 
the lunar eclipse makes you 
irresistible – be prepared  
to meet someone exciting. 
Boundaries dissolve near  
the 16th, but that’s just  
how you like it. 

Date for your diary: 26th
Write down your long-term 
goals and visualise them 
happening. 

ARIES 
Your month to:  
Get it done
Work/life balance is key this 
September, Aries. With two 
back-to-back eclipses, you 
need to focus and finish. At the 
start of the month, the solar 
eclipse forces you to grapple 
with impending deadlines, so 
organisation is essential. The 
full moon merges with the 
second eclipse on the 16th, 
illuminating your dreams and 
your urgent need for a break. 
Book a spa weekend if you can 
– you need to unwind.

Date for your diary: 3rd
Love will save the day. 

TAURUS
Your month to: 
Create and collaborate
Your heart reigns supreme  
this month. The solar eclipse  
at the beginning of September 
kick-starts a six-month phase 
during which love and pleasure 
rule your world. If you’ve been 
going it alone for too long, join 
forces with kindred spirits 
around the lunar eclipse (on 
the 16th). Collaborations will 
take work projects to the next 
level. It’s all about who you 
know, Taurus, so make the 
most of those contacts and  
get out there and network.

Date for your diary: 19th
You’re a force to be reckoned 
with today.

GEMINI
Your month to: 
See your vision through
All things professional are on 
the rise this month, Gemini. 
You’re in creative overdrive 
from the start thanks to the 
power of the solar eclipse. This 
may require some solo time  
so you can access your genius, 
but it’s worth it. The lunar 
eclipse on the 16th is set to 
send your career stratospheric. 
If it doesn’t happen overnight,  
it will surely unfold over the 
next six months, so be patient.

Date for your diary: 21st
Mercury retrograde is over.  
You can safely dream, scheme 
and sign contracts again.

CANCER
Your month to: 
Raise your vibration
September’s solar eclipse  
will change everything about 
your current mindset. Remain 
keenly aware of your thoughts 
and how they impact what you 
say and what you do, because 
they can quickly become your 
reality. By the time the lunar 
eclipse rolls in on the 16th, 
you’re ready to walk your talk 
and be the fearless leader you 
were born to be.

Date for your diary: 9th
Change starts here.

LEO
Your month to:  
Monitor your bank balance
Keep your eyes on the prize.  
At the start of the month, the 
solar eclipse is like a portal to 
a potential cash windfall that 
can arrive any time over the 
next six months. If you are 
focused, it will be yours. The 
lunar eclipse on the 16th 
triggers your inner romantic:  
if you’re in a relationship, let 
your partner know how much 
they mean to you. 
Date for your diary: 25th
Shout about your talents.

SAGITTARIUS
Your month to:  
Play the lead
Sagittarius, your star is rising 
fast right now, but it’s nothing 
you can’t handle. The solar 
eclipse gives you a major 
career boost, but the lunar 
eclipse on the 16th creates  
a tipping point. Come back  
to your roots and spend time  
with friends and family.

Date for your diary: 8th
Things are getting serious. 
Think hard before making any 
major decisions. 

CAPRICORN
Your month to: 
Speak the truth
Your tongue could get you  
into trouble this month, as  
the more critical edges of your 
personality take on a life of 
their own. Near the solar 
eclipse at the start of the 
month, you might be a bit too 
hard on yourself – or others. 
Tame that inner critic. Luckily 
the lunar eclipse on the 16th 
will reconnect you with your 
compassionate tendencies, 
deepening your relationships 
and easing your mind. 

Date for your diary: 27th
Ambition and discipline starts 
now: you can’t and won’t stop. 

AQUARIUS
Your month to:  
Join the movers, shakers  
and moneymakers
Money is on your mind this 
month, starting with the solar 
eclipse at the beginning of 
September. You’ve got some 
brilliant schemes to maximise 
your income. Use the power of 
the lunar eclipse on the 16th  
to work your connections. Your 
potential is off the charts, 
Aquarius – if you want 
abundance, go for it. 

Date for your diary: 13th
Don’t let anyone break your 
stride today. 

This month The Saturn Sisters predict…



THE PLAYLIST  Let’s 
Dance by David Bowie,  
Go Your Own Way  
by Fleetwood Mac,  
Final Song by MØ,  
Tilted by Christine and 
The Queens, Panda
by Desiigner, Cheap 
Thrills by Sia, One 
Dance by Drake.

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, 

SHOP LILY JAMES’ COVER 

LOOK STRAIGHT FROM THE  

BURBERRY RUNWAY – WE 

REVEAL THE NEW COLLECTION 

LIVE AS IT GOES ON SALE WORLDWIDE

THE LOOK Tough 
English rose, featuring 
a base of creamy 
cashmere skin, sporty 
highlighter and 
outdoorsy flushed 
cheeks. Finish off with 
soft nude lips and ‘I 
woke up like this’ hair. 

THE FASHION  The 
Eighties is finally 
having its fashion 
moment. The Saint 
Laurent AW16 show 
led the charge with 
high waistlines, big 
shoulders, and many 
a flourishing side-bow. 
Our interpretation 
uncovers the grown-up 
Sloane part of the era, 
mixing elegant denim 
with pie-crust collared 
shirts, and layering 
elevated jumpers. The 
icon of the shoot? Why, 
Princess Di of course. 

THE FILM Lily James 
off the record. Watch 
her exclusive ELLE 
behind-the-cover 
film, directed by Will 
Paterson, at elleuk.
com/lilyjames 

THE BROWS A focal 
point – they should  
be boyish, brushed  
up and bold. Finally, 
subtly smoky and 
slightly smudged 
eyes with a good few 
coats of lengthening 
mascara brings 
everything together.
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Photography James O. Roberts
Fashion Michelle Duguid

THE MOOD
Military is no longer just about 
khaki and camo. This season  

it has a sense of elegance and fun,  
says ELLE’s Kenya Hunt

 COTTON-MIX JACKET,  

£1,599, DANIELLE ROMERIL. 

TENCEL SHIRT (JUST SEEN),  

£70, FRENCH CONNECTION. 

COTTON-MIX TROUSERS,  

£255, ZADIG & VOLTAIRE
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THIS PAGE COTTON JACKET, £160,

FRENCH CONNECTION. WOOL-MIX

DRESS, £970, SPORTMAX OPPOSITE
ABOVE WOOL CAPE, £1,180, DSQUARED.

COTTON-MIX JACKET (JUST SEEN),

£180, ZADIG & VOLTAIRE
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owing up as the daughter of a former 
rmy man who fought in the Vietnam 
ar and the granddaughter of a former 
avy man who served in the second 
orld war, I always viewed military 
niform as a sign of conflict. It was the 
lothing I’d see in family photos from 
n era before I was born, or hanging in 
he closet of things my dad never wore. 
erious clothing for seriously fraught 
imes. A uniform to express power and, 
 all went to plan, world domination.

And then as a young graduate in 
ew York, those same pieces became 
one of my city wardrobe. I used 

military as streetwear to dress down my vampy 
tendencies: an MA-1 bomber jacket to add edge 
to an embarrassingly glittery body-con dress, 
for example, or an army utility shirt to wear with 
the tiniest leather shorts (I was 21!).

But as an editor seeing military references 
on a Paris runway for the eighth consecutive 
year in March, I had to rethink my entire life’s 
worth of associations with the uniform. Yes, the 
streetwear element was still there, but at the 
opposite end of the trend spectrum was a sense 
of lightness and frivolity. As the looks walked on 
and off the runway, all the essays I had ever read 
about the uniform as a means to ‘soldier on’ and 
seemed suddenly less relevant.

There was my father’s khaki brass buttoned 
jacket reimagined as a hybrid skirt-suit at 
Maison Martin Margiela. It was fabulously 
fanciful and gloriously impractical – as were the 
officers’ jackets at Dolce & Gabbana, Givenchy 
and Roberto Cavalli, decorated to Michael 
Jackson levels of gilded pomp and regalia. 

Meanwhile, Burberry and Mulberry took the 
more useful route, but their interpretations of 
military – a shock of lime faux fur, for example, 
along with strips of red topstitching and rock 
star studs – were no less slick and playful. And 
on the high street, Topshop’s army green wrap 
skirt and silk jumpsuit is more martini-after-
work than whisky-in-the-trenches.   

For Mulberry Creative Director Johnny  
Coca, his use of military was as much about  
the attitude as it was the decoration: ‘The  
sharp tailoring, the colours, the decoration,  
the attitude. Military is also related to punk.  
I had a real punk moment when I was 18 and  
am still inspired by it.’

In years past, the military piece was the 
practical item you used to dress down. It’s now 
become the thing that dresses you up. ‘I’m 
definitely into the contrast of “decorated” 
military – brooches, brocade or embroidery – 
on stiff, utilitarian fabrics. I like how it changes 
something classic into something more fun,’ 
says street style muse and Tank Magazine’s 
Fashion Director Caroline Issa. She admits the 
military piece that gets the most wear in her 
wardrobe is also the most playful: ‘I own an old 
pair of  Valentino x Gap military green combat 
trousers – with frills! I live in them,’ she says.

‘Military for me has always had a casual 
take,’ says Laura Larbalestier, Womenswear 
Buying Director of Browns. ‘But as we get into 
autumn, it has become a new option for evening 
dressing.’ Lisa Aiken, Retail Fashion Director 
at Net-a-Porter, agrees: ‘The new decorative 
additions are the perfect way to turn a classic 
item into a trophy piece. Givenchy’s red military 
jacket is top of my wish list. I’ll be throwing  
it over anything from a full Gucci look to a pair  
of jeans.’ The new military is pure escapism. 
Imagine AW16’s soldier has gone AWOL and 
run off to live her best life somewhere – one that 
ideally doesn’t have Wi-Fi, all the better to tune 
out all those news alerts of the latest conflicts. 
If reality is all sobering news headlines, fashion 
resolutely remains the conduit to the dream. ›

‘As the looks walked on 
and off the runway, all 

the essays I had ever read 
about uniform as a means 

to “soldier on” seemed 
suddenly less relevant’
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‘Themilitary piecewas
the practical item you
used to dress down. It’s

nowbecome the thing that
dresses you up’

LEFT WOOL-MIX JACKET,

£99, MANGO. SILK SHIRT, £370,

EQUIPMENT. LEATHER TROUSERS,

£895, AMANDA WAKELEY.

LEATHER BOOTS, £105, DR.

MARTENS RIGHT KHAKI JACKET,

£290, PAUL SMITH. BLUE DENIM

JEANS, £215, MHL BY MARGARET

HOWELL. BEIGE COTTON AND

WOOL HAT, £395, MAISON MICHEL.

MULTICOLOURED SILK SCARF

(AROUND NECK), £55, DRAKE’S

RIGHT KHAKI JACKET, £58, AND TAN FAUX-

SUEDE COAT (WORN UNDERNEATH), £75,

BOTH NEXT. BROWN COTTON SHIRT, £295,

MARGARET HOWELL. BLACK LEATHER

TROUSERS, £350, TOPSHOP UNIQUE. BLACK

LEATHER-MIX BOOTS, £38, ASOS BELOW
COTTON JUMPSUIT, £45, ASOS. POLYESTER-

MIX TOP, £174, CLAUDIE PIERLOT ›
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‘The streetwear 
element is still 
there, but at  

the other end of the 
trend spectrum is 

a sense of lightness 
and frivolity’

LEFT COTTON JACKET 

AND WOOL-MIX  

DRESS, AS BEFORE. 

LEATHER BOOTS, £105,  

DR. MARTENS 

LEFT WOOL-MIX COAT, 

£85, RIVER ISLAND  

RIGHT GREEN WOOL 

COAT, £699, REJINA 

PYO. BLACK LEATHER 

JACKET (WORN 

UNDERNEATH), £940, 

MM6. WHITE COTTON 

SHIRT (JUST SEEN), 

£179, LUISA CERANO. 

BEIGE COTTON 

TROUSERS, £295, 

STUDIO NICHOLSON. 

BLACK LEATHER 

BOOTS, £105,  

DR. MARTENS
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LEATHER AND SHEARLING

BAG, £1,550, CÉLINE

Photography Amy Currell

‘Fashion still loves the fuzz. Céline, 
which gave us the Furkenstock 

sandal, has translated the idea into a 
beautiful yet functional shearling bag’

Words and styling Donna Wallace

THE PIECE











WOOL-MIX JUMPER, £165, PAUL SMITH.  

WOOL SKIRT, £480, AND GOLD-PLATED 

SILVER RING, £215, BOTH VIVIENNE 

WESTWOOD. PONYSKIN SHOES, £205,  

BIMBA Y LOLA. STERLING SILVER 

EARRINGS, £80, THOMAS SABO.  

NYLON SOCKS, £8, EMILIO CAVALLINI
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TOP WOOL CARDIGAN, £209, SANDRO. LEATHER 

TROUSERS, £165, CLAUDIE PIERLOT. SUEDE SHOES, 

£340, EMPORIO ARMANI. METAL EARRINGS, £135, 

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD. LEATHER WATCH, £580, 

GUCCI. STERLING SILVER RING (MODEL’S LEFT 

HAND), £40, PANDORA. STERLING SILVER RING 

(MODEL’S RIGHT HAND), £125, THOMAS SABO. BOTH 

RINGS WORN THROUGHOUT. COTTON SOCKS, £40, 

MARIA LA ROSA ABOVE SHEARLING COAT, £1,590, 

SANDRO. WOOL JUMPER, £145, LACOSTE. VISCOSE-

MIX TROUSERS, £29.99, LINDEX. PATENT LEATHER 

SHOES, £45, RIVER ISLAND. COTTON-MIX SOCKS,  

£8, AMERICAN APPAREL LEFT POLYESTER 

TROUSERS, £149, MARC CAIN. LEATHER SHOES,  

£75, DUNE. WOOL SOCKS, £15, JOHN SMEDLEY. 

LEATHER BAG, £395, ZADIG & VOLTAIRE › 

Photography Lauretta Suter

‘Whether it’s a 
Hermès-esque 

bright sock or a 
sheer anklet as 
seen at Loewe,  

I generally like to 
keep the rest of 

my look to a single 
tone. It’s all about 

showing off the 
hosiery here’

HAPPY FEET
FROM PRADA’S PATTERNED TIGHTS 

TO GUCCI’S LUXE SOCKS, THE 

END OF BARE-LEG SEASON IS 

POP YOUR COLOUR

Words and styling Donna Wallace

ACTUALLY BRINGING US JOY
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TOP RIGHT LEATHER SKIRT, £795, 

AMANDA WAKELEY. VELVET SANDALS, 

£580, PRADA. WOOL SOCKS, £60, MISSONI 

ABOVE LEFT LACE DRESS, £2,390, AND 

LEATHER SHOES, £645, BOTH MULBERRY. 

COTTON-MIX SOCKS, £3.50, TOPSHOP. 

LEATHER WATCH, AS BEFORE RIGHT 

SILK DRESS, £625, DKNY. LEATHER-MIX 

SHOES, £580, MARNI. METAL EARRINGS, 

£124, VIVIENNE WESTWOOD. LEATHER AND 

MOTHER OF PEARL WATCH, £560, GUCCI. 

COTTON SOCKS, £40, MARIA LA ROSA ›

‘If you get the colours
and textures right

(ribbed is ideal), socks
can be the thing that

takes a conventionally
pretty dress to a cooler,

more off-kilter place.
It’s one of the easiest
styling tricks there is’

PLAY WITH TEXTURE
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‘Hosierywornwith
open-toe shoesmay

have felt like every kind
ofwrong years ago,
but now they’re the

trademark of a fashion
girl. They also extend

the life of your sandals’

SOCKS, MEET SANDALS

TOP RIGHT CASHMERE TOP, £255, AMANDA 

WAKELY. COTTON TROUSERS, £235, PAUL & JOE. 

LEATHER-MIX SHOES, £585, GUCCI. LEATHER 

BAG, £365, SONIA RYKIEL. POLYAMIDE-MIX 

SOCKS, £16.50, ITEM M6 ABOVE LEFT COTTON-

MIX TOP, £249, MARC CAIN. LEATHER SKIRT, 

£230, DIESEL. WOOL TIGHTS, £22, FALKE. VELVET 

SANDALS, £165, WHISTLES  RIGHT COTTON-

CORDUROY TROUSERS, £155, PAUL & JOE SISTER. 

WOOL-MIX SANDALS, £110, KG KURT GEIGER. 

WOOL SOCKS, £7.99, PRINGLE OF SCOTLAND 
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Photography Amy Currell Words and styling Donna Wallace

‘Saint Laurent proves there’s no  
need to restrict your glittery accessories  

to party season. This look has an  
impact all year round’

GLITTER-EMBELLISHED LEATHER  

BAG, £1,065, SAINT LAURENT
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HER  
PERSONAL 
BEST 

Photography Ben Parks
Styling Michelle Duguid  
and Felicity Kay

It’s not what you 
wear, it’s how you 
style it. The key to 
pulling off a new  
look isn’t the pieces 
but the attitude 
behind them. Here, 
we deconstruct three 
takes on the new 
sportswear trend 

EASY RIDER
She’s never been on  
a motocross bike in  
her life but appreciates 
the look, thanks to 
Chloé. Besides, she 
doesn’t have to ride to 
understand the power 
of speed: she’s living it.

FROM LEFT LEATHER 

JACKET, £529, MAJE. LEATHER 

BAG, £295, FURLA. POLY-MIX 

TROUSERS, £29.99, NEW LOOK

BELOW LEATHER JACKET 

(WORN AROUND WAIST), 

PRICE ON APPLICATION, 

ROKIT VINTAGE. COTTON 

TOP, £230, RAG & BONE. 

COTTON-MIX DRESS (WORN 

UNDERNEATH), £370, DIESEL. 

VISCOSE TROUSERS, £300, 

MARQUES’ALMEIDA. COTTON 

SCARF, £10, LEVI’S

FROM LEFT LEATHER 

TROUSERS, £945, SADIE 

WILLIAMS. LEATHER 

SHOES, £150, CAMPER. 

WOOL-MIX JUMPER,  

£35, TOPSHOP ›
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BELOW BURGUNDY COTTON 

JACKET, £199.99, H&M DESIGN 

AWARD. GREY COTTON-MIX 

HOODIE, £65, LEVI’S. BEIGE 

WOOL-MIX CARDIGAN (JUST 

SEEN), £360, TOGA PULLA. 

BLACK COTTON-MIX CROP 

TOP, £22, ADIDAS AT JD 

SPORTS. NAVY COTTON-MIX 

TROUSERS, £69, WAREHOUSE. 

BLACK AND WHITE CANVAS 

TRAINERS, £47, VANS. 

STERLING SILVER EARRINGS, 

£70, THOMAS SABO

FROM LEFT SILVER 

CHAIN, £45, AND  

SILVER PENDANT, £90,  

BOTH THOMAS SABO.  

COTTON JACKET, £55, 

TOPSHOP. COTTON 

JEANS, £49.99, H&M ›

SKATER GIRL
She nailed her first ollie 
at eight years old. As 
far as she’s concerned, 
it’s not that Vans are 
the new Stan Smiths 
– they just never went 
out of style. And don’t 
call her hoodie a trend. 
That would actually 
be an extension of her 
lifestyle, thank you.  
She was wearing 
hoodies long before 
Alexander Wang and 
Gosha Rubchinskiy 
made them ‘cool’.

FROM LEFT COTTON-MIX HAT, 

£18, RIVER ISLAND. COTTON 

TOP, £165, OFF-WHITE AT 

SELFRIDGES. LEATHER  

SHOES, £450, CARVEN
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BLADE RUNNER
After completing her
first ultra marathon,
she’s hooked on a life
of sport, clean eating
and Lycra. And even
though she’s the kind
of woman who would
rather travel to St Barts
than St Moritz, it’s the
ski-inspired puffers, roll-
necks and trousers that
appeal to her active
lifestyle the most. Bring
on the quilted layers:
she has her heart set
on Balenciaga’s.

FROM LEFT COTTON-MIX

JACKET, £190, ZADIG &

VOLTAIRE. WOOL-MIX TOP,

£189, MARC CAIN. COTTON

DUNGAREES, £695, DKNY

BELOW RED NYLON JACKET,

£100, COTTON-MIX ZIPPED

JACKET, £26, AND COTTON-

MIX ZIPPED BODY, £24, ALL

RIVER ISLAND. NYLON JACKET

(WORN AROUND WAIST),

£119, IVY PARK AT TOPSHOP.

COTTON-MIX SALOPETTES

(JUST SEEN), £350, LACOSTE.

FROM LEFT NYLON 

COAT, £575, MONCLER. 

RUBBER BOOTS, £79.99, 

H&M DESIGN AWARD. 

COTTON-MIX COAT,  

£230, LACOSTE  
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WOOL COAT, £120, RIVER 

ISLAND. SILK CORSET, £79, 

COAST. COTTON SHIRT 

(WORN UNDERNEATH), £80, 

GANT.  LEATHER TROUSERS,  

£199.99, H&M STUDIO
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SMARTER. STRONGER 
IF AUTUMN/WINTER’S printed maximalism is too 
much of a colour riot for you, the season’s subversive 
take on suiting might be your sweet spot. Isabel Marant, 
Vêtements and Dries van Noten all showed their own 
versions of British heritage fabrics, which are no longer 
limited to trousers and jackets. And while pinstripes, 
Prince of Wales check and houndstooth are usually 
associated with officewear, the new way to style them 
is a far cry from the boardroom. Don’t limit yourself to 
one type of suiting fabric and mix in snakeskin textures, 
thigh-high boots and flashes of skin. ›

Photography Daisy Walker Styling Harriet Stewart

LEFT COTTON JACKET, £495, SANDRO 

BELOW RIGHT WOOL JACKET, £275, TOPSHOP 

UNIQUE. COTTON SHIRT, £24.90, UNIQLO. 

COTTON BODY (WORN UNDERNEATH), £24, 

AMERICAN APPAREL. SUEDE BOOTS, £530, MAJE. 

POLYESTER CHOKER, £12, ASOS  

BELOW LEFT WOOL SLEEVELESS JACKET, 

£750, RAG & BONE. WOOL-MIX JACKET (WORN 

AROUND WAIST), £28, TU AT SAINSBURY’S. 

COTTON TOP, £25, AMERICAN APPAREL. 

COTTON-MIX TROUSERS, £150, WAREHOUSE ›
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RIGHT POLYESTER JACKET, £65, RIVER ISLAND. 

LYCRA-MIX BIKINI TOP, £80, KIT AND ACE. COT-

TON-MIX TROUSERS, £79, COS. BELOW COT-

TON-MIX JACKET, £580, SEA NEW YORK. VELVET 

CORDUROY TROUSERS, £158, CACHAREL. 

STERLING SILVER EARRINGS, £70, PANDORA. 

STERLING SILVER RING, £90, THOMAS SABO

RIGHT WHITE COTTON SHIRT, £518, PREEN BY 

THORNTON BREGAZZI. BLUE COTTON SHIRT 

(WORN UNDERNEATH), £19.90, UNIQLO. WOOL 

TROUSERS, £185, MICHAEL MICHAEL KORS. 

LEATHER BELT, £22.95, GAP › 
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LEFT WOOL COAT, £65, TOPSHOP.  

COTTON-MIX TROUSERS, £150, WAREHOUSE. 

ROLLER SKATES, STYLIST’S OWN 

LEFT COTTON-MIX TOP, £69, COS. POLYESTER 

TROUSERS, £90, FRENCH CONNECTION

BELOW RIGHT COTTON-MIX BLAZER, £50, NEXT. 

VELVET TOP, £129, HOBBS. COTTON-CREPE 

TROUSERS, £49.99, H&M STUDIO ›
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SHOPPING FOR JEANS JUST GOT A LOT EASIER. THAT UNFORGIVING, 

LEG-HUGGING STYLE HAS MADE WAY FOR A LOOSER LOOK.  AS SHOPS 

ARE STOCKED WITH EVERY POSSIBLE SHAPE, WASH AND PRICE POINT, THE 

ONLY RULE NOW IS THAT YOU MAKE JEANS YOUR OWN. 

BIBBY SOWRAY NAVIGATES DENIM’S RELAXED NEW MOOD 

SKINNYBEYOND THE

114 ELLE/OCTOBER



I have vivid memories of my mum wearing classic
Levi’s 501s – stonewashed, high-waisted with
a button-fly and loose tapered legs in signature

thick denim – throughout my childhood to do the
gardening or take the dog on a muddy walk.

As I hit adolescence, when replicating Kate
Moss and Sienna Miller in their super-skinny
Sass & Bide ‘Misfits’ (remember those?) became
my ultimate goal, I would tease her about how
‘dated’ her pale Levi’s were. ‘They’ll come back
around one day,’ she’d say, like all mums do.

She was right: they have. Now her single pair
of life-worn Levi’s make me look like the dated one.
I own 24 pairs of jeans – and every single one of
them is skinny.

After years of riding high, this style is now the
bedridden former rock star of denim, clinging
on for dear life as it watches its younger, peppier
counterparts steal the limelight. Sure, Kate Moss
is still wearing them, but she’s Kate Moss and
I, sadly, am not.

What used to be my fail-safe outfit, the staple
that formed the basis of every single look I wore,
now makes me feel lumpy and overexposed. No
matter what I pair them with, the proportions
somehow feel all wrong.

I’m not the only one who feels this way, either.
‘As I get older, it’s not about showing off skinny
legs, or figure-hugging clothing – feeling
comfortable in my clothes and in myself is more
important,’ says fashion editor and The Frugality
blogger Alexandra Stedman, 33. ‘Plus, the denim
styles at the moment are moving away from slick
silhouettes to more relaxed and voluminous – and
I love that.’

Parisian writer and creative consultant Camille
Charrière, 28, agrees. ‘It was very hard to get out
of skinnies, especially being French, but now I find
it hard to get back into them. I think it comes with
being a certain age – you look more rock’n’roll in
skinny jeans, but more elegant in boyfriend jeans,’
she says, adding that she finds the best jeans
courtesy of Levi’s, Monki and H&M.

But where did it all go wrong for skinny jeans?
‘Jeggings ruined them,’ says Donna Wallace,
ELLE’s Accessories Editor, who currently favours
a pair of Lee straight-leg men’s jeans that she’s
cut off at the hems. ‘As soon as they started
bastardising the denim and putting in too much
stretch, it became trashy.’

THREE NEW
BRANDS TO KNOW

Bliss And Mischief
Designer Hillary Justin

takes the growing
trend for customised
denim and makes it

beautiful. Vintage Levi’s
are embroidered with
delicate wild flowers

or dappled with laser-
cut eyelets for true
statement jeans.

blissandmischief.com
KÉJI

Former fashion buyer
Katie Green launched
KÉJI in 2015, inspired
by denim’s origins as
a workwear fabric. It
takes the everyday

and elevates it – think
tailoring that just

happens to be denim.
kejidenim.com

AMO
Denim industry veterans

Kelly Urban and Misty
Zollars honed their skills
at brands including True
Religion before setting

out to create the perfect
jeans themselves. AMO
fuses vintage-inspired
washes with modern

cuts to create the best
of both worlds.
amodenim.com

HIGH-STREET
HEROES

ASOS
You’ll find more than 200

different jean styles at
asos.com, from wide-leg
to deconstructed, as well
as tall and petite options
for all key styles. A one-

stop denim shop.
asos.com

Warehouse
Thanks to new Design
Director Emma Cook,
Warehouse has some

incredible denim due to
hit stores in September.

The poppered super-
flares will be a sell-out.

warehouse.co.uk
Monki

The sister brand of H&M
has seriously upped its
jeans offering of late.
Its thick, cotton-rich

denim doesn’t lose its
shape – buy the ‘Kimono’

style in bulk.
monki.com

Our perception of what looks cool has shifted,
and though I’m a little miffed to realise that the
skinny jean isn’t, as I had previously thought, my
denim life partner, it’s a sign of a greater shift
in fashion, and that is always exciting.

Brands such as Vêtements, the Parisian
underground collective turned game-changing
fashion powerhouse, and London-based
Marques’Almeida, have heralded the return of
true denim. They’ve reminded us of a pre-skinny
golden age when it was thick, stretch-free and
more of a statement than just an off-duty staple.
Think Farrah Fawcett on that skateboard, Thelma
and Louise mid-road trip, Jane Birkin in her
spliced and re-stitched flares.

The way we shop has changed, too. ‘It used to
be that a customer might find one style or fit they
preferred and stick to that,’ says Topshop Buying
Director Emma Fox, ‘but now they are building up
their jeans wardrobe with different shapes, cuts,
washes and finishes according to what they want
to wear that day.’

Proof? From high street to high end, we’re
buying more jeans than ever before, with price
points across the board. Net-a-Porter has
reported a 25% increase in sales on last year
and can’t keep Vêtements’ now-iconic style in
stock, despite its eye-watering £790 price tag.
Meanwhile, ASOS saw sales up 47% in the three
months from March versus the same period last
year, and has to date sold an incredible 12,000
pairs of its washed blue ‘Farleigh’ Mom jean,
priced at just £35.

‘The influence of street style on this is undeniable
and the result is that we are seeing trends emerging
upwards from the street to influence designers,
rather than the other way around,’ says Lisa Aiken,
Net-a-Porter’s Fashion Director.

The street-style phenomenon, made possible
by the growth of digital and social media over the
past decade, means that we now have endless
inspiration at our fingertips. We can see how
real people make clothes and how trends work
for them in real life, rather than solely through
the creative filter of a major fashion house. This
has undeniably made us more adventurous,
more confident and far more attuned to our own
personal style. In turn, we’re now more diverse
in our denim choices, and far less likely to head
sheep-like into a mass trend. ›
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DECONSTRUCTED VINTAGE The new wave of 
denim has seen something quite remarkable – the 
creation of a ‘cult’ jean. When Vêtements decided 
to take two pairs of vintage Levi’s, deconstruct 
them and sew them back together to form unique 
quirks like double-back pockets and uneven hems, 

it produced a phenomenon. Parisian street-style muse Camille 
Charrière was wooed by their charms and bought a pair when 
they first hit stores. ‘Vêtements brought back a classic shape  
– that old-school Mom style – but with a real edge, which makes
it feel so current. Jeans can feel off-duty, but when I wear these 
I feel like I’m still high-fashion.’ Though she experienced some 
initial buyer’s remorse, the cost-per-wear has made them 
worth it. ‘There is something to be said about the shape – they 
give an arc to your legs that you’d never find with a pair of 
basic jeans.’ LA-based Re/Done has a similar approach, taking 
vintage Levi’s apart at the seams and repurposing the fabric to 
create one-of-a-kind jeans that are made all the better by the 
worn denim. Meanwhile, FRAME has created its very own sell-
out version of the trend, the Le Mix style. If you want a gentler 
introduction, seek out Mother’s Insider Crop Step Fray, a great 
middle ground between a skinny and a deconstructed style. 

BOYFRIEND Typified by a true straight leg, loose 
fit and often turn-ups, the boyfriend jean is the 
antithesis of the skinny jean. ‘About 18 months ago 
I noticed I was actually wearing my boyfriend jeans 
more than my skinnies,’ says Harriet. ‘I wanted a 
pair that were smarter, less worn-in and cropped, 
and got really into M.i.h’s “Phoebe” style.’ Donna 

Ida Thornton, Founder of denim boutique Donna Ida, sees 
them as a year-round classic. ‘Current/Elliott makes the best 
boyfriend jeans with mid-weight denim, which is designed to 
wash and wear for years to come,’ she says. 

CUSTOMISED ‘The ultimate in statement denim 
is the return to customisation,’ says Lisa Aiken, 
Net-a-Porter’s Fashion Director. ‘It plays into the 
maximalist mood that is dominating right now.’ 
Gucci has led the charge with colourful fauna-
themed embroidery all over its various jean 

styles, while Levi’s now offers personalisation options where 
you can add pins, studs, patches, monogramming, embroidery 
or custom distressing. Similarly, Topshop has made a pop-
up customisation service with Hand & Lock a permanent 
concession in its Oxford Circus flagship store, due to its 
unprecedented popularity. 

MOM JEANS Characterised by its high waist, 
tapered leg, ankle crop and thick denim, the  
Mom jean borrows from the trends of the Eighties 
and Nineties. ‘I always have a pair of men’s Levi’s 
501s on the go, in high-waisted indigo selvedge,’ 
says Harriet Walker, Deputy Fashion Editor at 
The Times. ‘I’ve been wearing them with a  

black Petit Bateau long-sleeved bodysuit in homage to the 
Nineties supermodels.’

CROPPED KICK-FLARE This new denim style  
takes the snugness of skinny jeans in the upper  
leg but has a Nineties boot-cut flare or a Seventies  
bell-bottom, cropped to an ankle-hovering length. 
The Frugality blogger Alexandra Stedman is 
currently in love with M.i.h’s ‘Lou’ style (‘They’re a 

real mid-blue, so really Seventies’), while Caroline Issa, Fashion 
Director of TANK Magazine is favouring J Brand’s ‘Selena’ cut 
in white (‘I pair them with a white T-shirt or a simple blouse’).

Mom jean
Embrace the Eighties 

feel and wear a polo neck 
body or a crisp white shirt 
(but keep it tucked in) to 
show off the high waist  

of the jeans.

Deconstructed vintage
The jeans make the 

statement, so don’t over-
think the rest of your look. 
Keep the top half of your 

outfit fairly relaxed.  
A tee or hoodie works. 

Cropped kick-flare
The emphasis here is on 
the ankle, so style this 
jean with a high-heeled 
patent boot or a trophy 

shoe. Keep it neat up top 
with a short jacket.

Boyfriend
Stay casual and opt for a 
classic T-shirt or mannish 

grey cashmere jumper. 
For evening, pair with a 
tuxedo jacket and shiny 

loafers or heels.

Customised
Like the deconstructed 

style, the jeans are doing 
all the hard work here. So 
make the rest of the outfit 

simple: a crisp men’s 
button down and trainers.

THE NEW JEANS TO BUY NOW

How to 
STYLE IT
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Meet your new
winterwear staple

1. WOOL AND CRYSTAL JUMPER, £2,140,

GUCCI 2. NYLON-MIX JUMPER, £24.99,

NEW LOOK 3. LUREX JUMPER, £185, PS

BY PAUL SMITH AT VERY EXCLUSIVE

4. COTTON JUMPER, £485, SACAI AT

NET-A-PORTER 5. WOOL AND CRYSTAL

JUMPER, £245, BA&SH

1.

THE
ELEGANT

SWEATER

For too long, knitwear has been over-
looked as a practical off-duty wardrobe
staple – essential and unexciting. But no
more! AW16 is its season in the spotlight
and the sweater is ready to showcase its
many hidden talents. As seen on our cover
star, Lily James in Burberry, the jumper can
be the transformative piece that single-
handedlyelevatesyourlook.

After something clean and understat-
ed? Try the graceful bell sleeves seen at
The Row and J.W.Anderson, or the simple
belted styles by Sacai and Joseph. Crav-
ing the athleisure look? Let Louis Vuitton’s
varsity-inspired styles enthuse you. Want
some guaranteed Instagram likes? Then
you’ll need Gucci’s intarsia cat (right) or
Valentino’s butterfly-embroidered, classic
cable knit. The styling options are limitless,
too. Whether you pair one with an ankle-
grazing pleated midi skirt or your favour-
ite denim, layer it under a pinafore or even
partner with tailored trousers, the impact
is the same: laid-back luxe. On the high
street, head to Zara for the most faithful
catwalk recreations, ASOS White for direc-
tional silhouettes and fabrics, and Whistles
for understated essentials with oh-so-
subtletwists.
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ABOVE VISCOSE-MIX SHIRT,

£49.99, MATCHING TOP (WORN

UNDERNEATH), £29.99, AND

MATCHING SKIRT, £79.99, ALL

KENZO X H&M. JEANS, BOOTS

AND TIGHTS, STYLIST’S OWN

BELOW SILK-MIX DRESS, £149,

KENZO X H&M. BOOTS AND

TIGHTS, STYLIST’S OWN PhotographyOwenBruce
StylingYashua Simmons

H&M is partneringwith Kenzo on a bold collection
that goes back to the Parisian fashion house’s wild

Seventies heyday. Creative Directors Carol Lim and
Humberto Leon talk us through their inspiration and

BhumikaAroramodels the key pieces to buy now

KENZO X H&M

Since taking the reins of print-happy
Kenzo five years ago, Creative Directors
Carol Lim and Humberto Leon have
avoided diving into the house archives.
Instead, they prefer to modernise the
Parisian label with inspiration from
their youth in Los Angeles (read:
skater culture) and fun partnerships
(examples: a trainer collaboration
with Vans and a Jungle Book-inspired
collection with Disney). With the H&M
collaboration, however, they bridge the
present and the past for the first time.

‘We’ve brought back certain
silhouettes and prints, and closely

combined them with our own,’ says
Leon, while adjusting a tiger-striped
boot on model Bhumika Arora during a
fitting in New York. That means a range
of boldly confident pieces in loud and
proud prints, from a quilted kimono in
contrasting graphics to a ruffled
peasant dress in neon leopard spots.

‘The collection is a dialogue between
us and Kenzo Takada, the founder. The
brand is nearly 50 years old, so it’s time
to present its story to new generations.’

Takada has the kind of fascinating life
story that’s just waiting for a big-screen
adaptation: a free spirit moves from
Japan to Paris in the Sixties and turns
the fashion establishment on its head.
In 1970, he opens his boutique, Jungle
Jap, building a celebrity following
including Grace Jones and Jerry Hall;
women who wear his wild, Japan-meets-
France-meets-Africa prints to Parisian
nightclub, Le Palace. The H&M
collaboration brings back that
glamorous feel-good sensibility with
looks inspired by the archives, such
as an Eighties-style tiger-print
turtleneck with matching leggings.

‘People want to treat themselves
to a small part of a legendary Parisian
label without leaving their home-town,’
says Leon. The party lands near you on
3 November, when the collection hits the
internet and 250 locations worldwide.
Prices from £7.99. Available at hm.com

ModelBhumikaArora
WordsTina Chadha

I PREDICT
A RIOT

SILK-MIX KIMONO, £149, KENZO X H&M.

JACKET (WORN UNDERNEATH), JEANS,

STYLIST’S OWN BELOW COTTON-MIX TOP,

£39.99, AND MATCHING TROUSERS, £119.99,

BOTH KENZO X H&M
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TOP LEFT COTTON-JERSEY DRESS, £175, POLO BY RALPH LAUREN. COTTON T-SHIRT, £12.95, GAP. LEATHER TRAINERS, £62, ADIDAS

AT SCHUH. ALL JEWELLERY (WORN THROUGHOUT), ROBERTA’S OWN MAIN AND ABOVE RIGHT WOOL-MIX CARDIGAN, £429,

AND SILK DRESS, £499, BOTH POLO RALPH LAUREN. COTTON SHIRT, £175, ANNA QUAN. LEATHER TRAINERS, £70, ADIDAS AT SCHUH

RIGHT CASHMERE JUMPER, £249, AND SILK DRESS, £199, BOTH POLO RALPH LAUREN. LEATHER TRAINERS, AS ABOVE

 T
his month, the doors open to a 
17,561-square-foot space of prime 
American real estate on one of 
London’s most famous streets. 
In celebration of this collision of  
cultures at Polo Ralph Lauren’s 

new flagship store on Regent Street, 
we’ve given the US classic an urban, 
minimalist spin.

Our starting point: the slip dress. 
‘When I’m not in denim, I gravitate 
towards the slip because its chic and 
versatile,’ says ELLE’s Fashion Assis-
tant, Roberta Hollis. ‘I always style it 
with trainers, never heels, because it’s a 
much cooler, unaffected way to wear it.’

The trick is in the dressing down.  
‘I love layering button down shirts, 
tees and roll-necks under dresses usu-
ally reserved for nights out,’ she says.  
‘It instantly makes the look more casual,  
so you get more use out of the piece.’ 
Here, she wears a Polo Ralph Lauren 
slip dress three ways. The Polo Ralph  
Lauren flagship store is open now on 
the corner of Regent Street and New  
Burlington Street, London 

KEEP IT FRESH
Counteract the  
super-feminine  
slip with box-fresh  
trainers and a  
plain white tee.  
Less is more.

MIX AND MATCH 
Juxtapose a silk slip dress with 

knitwear to toughen it up and 
make it look less like lingerie, 

more office appropriate.

BACK TO BASICS
Invest in luxe yet 
simple pieces to 
wear with your slip 
dress: crisp white 
shirts, fresh tees 
and cosy knits.  
Mix and match  
for endless  
outfit options. 

Photography Victoria Adamson 
and Georgia Devey Smith

ELLE’s Fashion Assistant  
Roberta Hollis puts a 
distinctly London spin  
on all-American  
Polo Ralph Lauren 
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GARDEN VARIETY Styling Donna Wallace  Photography Victoria Adamson

Not into florals? These bold winter blooms will change your mind

1.

4.

7.

2.

5.

8.

3.

6.

9.

1. PRINTED LEATHER JACKET, £1,850, JUST CAVALLI. SILK SHIRT (WORN THROUGHOUT), £185, THE KOOPLES. LEATHER BAG, £795, PAUL SMITH 2. LEATHER BAG, 

£1,395, JIMMY CHOO 3. COTTON TROUSERS, £239, SANDRO. VELVET BOOTS, £85, MISS SELFRIDGE 4. WOOL-MIX JUMPSUIT, £280, BIMBA Y LOLA. COTTON SHIRT, 

£340, MULBERRY. SILK-MIX BELT, £345, ETRO 5. WOOL-MIX DRESS (WORN THROUGHOUT), £1,990, MULBERRY. FAUX-LEATHER LEGGINGS, £29.99, NEW LOOK. 

RAYON-MIX SHOES, £705, ALBERTA FERRETTI. RIGHT HAND: SILVER RING, £160, AND LEFT HAND: SILVER RINGS, £90 EACH, ALL WORN THROUGHOUT, ALL 

THOMAS SABO 6. VISCOSE-MIX TOP, £95, WHISTLES. SILK-MIX TOP, £48, INTIMISSIMI. SILK TROUSERS, £625, BALLY. LARGE LEATHER BAG, £145, KURT GEIGER. 

SMALL LEATHER BAG, £55, GUESS 7. SILK TROUSERS, AS BEFORE. LEATHER SHOES, £38, NEXT 8. VISCOSE-MIX TOP, AS BEFORE. METAL EARRINGS AND PLASTIC 

BROOCH, BOTH £12.50, BOTH MARKS & SPENCER 9.  WOOL-MIX TROUSERS, £1,165, ALEXANDER MCQUEEN. LEATHER SHOES, £85, DUNE 
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CHANEL/CUBA/CRUISE
2016 was the year when fashion houses travelled abroad to stage extravagant 

shows at the Niterói Museum in  Rio, Westminster Abbey in London,  and 
Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire. As the cruise collections hit stores, bridging 
the gap between spring/summer and autumn/winter, we take an exclusive 

look at this year’s most historic moment: Chanel in Cuba
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3

4,661

700

ATELIERS WORKED 
ON 86 LOOKS, FROM 
REIMAGININGS OF THE 
TWEED SUIT TO THE 
 VIVA COCO LIBRE  
T-SHIRTS, FOR WHICH 
KARL LAGERFELD  
SENT SKETCHES  
6 WEEKS BEFORE.

MILES  
FROM LONDON TO  
HAVANA WITH A FLIGHT 
TIME OF 680 MINUTES. BUT 
NO AEROPLANE COULD 
MATCH THE FLEET OF 
CLASSIC CARS (70 VINTAGE 
CHEVROLETS, CHRYSLERS, 
OLDSMOBILES, AND MORE) 
THAT TOOK THE FASHION 
CROWD TO THE HOTEL 
NACIONAL DE CUBA. 

VIP GUESTS 
FLOWN IN, INCLUDING 
GISELE BÜNDCHEN, TILDA 
SWINTON AND VANESSA 
PARADIS. VIN DIESEL, 
SOMEWHAT SURPRISINGLY, 
WAS ALSO THERE. AND 
WHILE KANYE WEST AND 
KIM KARDASHIAN WEREN’T 
AT THE SHOW, THEY  
MADE AN APPEARANCE  
ON THE ISLAND A DAY 
LATER. CIGAR SELFIES 
WERE INEVITABLE. 
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THIS PAGE (L-R) LILY
WEARS: TWEED JACKET,
£6,200, AND MATCHING
TWEED SKIRT, £2,675,
COTTON TOP, £610,
AND GOLD AND PEARL
NECKLACE, £4,005,
ALL CHANEL. GOLD
EARRINGS, MODEL’S
OWN. ELIZA WEARS:
COTTON TOP, £560,
TWEED SKIRT, £3,470,
AND GLASS AND
RESIN BELT, £3,540,  
ALL CHANEL



YEARS SINCE 
CUBA’S COMMUNIST 
REVOLUTION, THE  
SHOW WAS A SIGN THAT 
THE NEXT GENERATION  
IS ON THE VANGUARD  
OF MOMENTOUS CHANGE. 
KARL LAGERFELD SAID  
HIS CRUISE COLLECTION 
WAS INSPIRED BY THE 
‘CULTURAL RICHNESS’  
AND OPENING UP OF CUBA.

57

9,498

44

 POSTS TO 
#CHANELCRUISECUBA 
– WITH LITTLE NEED FOR 
FILTERS – FOLLOWED  
BY MANY HOURS OF 
INSTAGRAM STALKING 
FOR THOSE NOT LUCKY 
ENOUGH TO SCORE AN 
INVITE. OUR FAVOURITE 
POSTS WERE VIDEOS 
OF THE CONGA AT THE 
SHOW’S FINALE ALONG 
THE PASEO DEL PRADO.

 PANAMA HATS 
AND 18 BERETS WORN. 
VERY FRENCH, BUT 
UNDENIABLY ‘CHE 
GUEVARA’. ULTIMATELY 
THOUGH, WHO COULD 
FORGET GISELE 
BÜNDCHEN RESEMBLING 
THE DANCING WOMAN 
EMOJI IN HER RED  
RUFFLED DRESS?
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SHOP IT FIRST

THE FASHION FUTURE is finally 
here, and it’s a see-now-buy-now, 

straight-from-the-runway shopping 
experience. Topshop Unique is among 

the pioneering brands leading the 
charge. For the first time, it’s making 
its runway looks available in stores 
immediately following its London 
Fashion Week catwalk show. Here, 
ELLE gives you an exclusive edit of  
the best Topshop pieces straight  

from the front row. 

CATWALK 
TO CLOSET

Photography Luke Kirwan

(L-R) SILK DRESS, £350, SILK 

DRESS, £225, COTTON-MIX 

JUMPSUIT, £215, COWSKIN 

JACKET, £595, AND WOOL-

MIX TOP, £145, ALL TOPSHOP 

UNIQUE, TOPSHOP.COM



Words Kenya Hunt

As a fashion-obsessed kid in Northern Ireland, 
              Jonathan Anderson demanded the shelves 

     be removed from his wardrobe so he could  
curate ‘the rail’. Now he’s transforming Loewe 

       alongside his own subversive collection

WAYS  
OF  

SEEING
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racking times. ‘I grew up during one of 
Northern Ireland’s most complex periods.  
I remember going to school where you 
would pass through a checkpoint. That was 
normal. So when people look at the news and 
they go, “Oh my god, what’s happening in 
that country? Look, there’s military on the 
street,” – I grew up with that.’ 

So to understand the overachieving 
Jonathan of now – the man with a growing 
fan base of celebrities (Alexa Chung, 
Solange Knowles, Kim Kardashian), internet 
influencers (Susanna Lau AKA Susie Bubble 
and Yasmin Sewell) and industry bigwigs 
(former boss Donatella Versace and Delphine 
Arnault who tapped him for Loewe) – I think 
it’s best to go back to the beginning.

Let’s imagine a little flaxen-haired, pre-
teen Jonathan – dressed in tiger-print velour 
cargo pants. ‘I was obviously quite a confused 
kid,’ he jokes. Long before he kick-started 
fashion’s age of the gender fluid, he grew up 
in a small village called The Loup, shopping 
for discounted designer gems in T.K. Maxx.

‘I would go with my mother and buy things 
that were on sale – stuff that was either too 
small or just too outrageous. For me it was 
like a gold mine.’ One of three siblings, he 
convinced his dad, Willie, a star rugby player, 
and mum, Heather, a former English teacher,
to remove the shelves from his wardrobe so
he could work with the rails instead. ‘I would
visually merchandise all these clothes in my
wardrobe.’ His instinct to run counter to the
status quo started early. ‘My parents were
extremely liberal. They didn’t believe in being
Catholic or Protestant, and that was a big
deal at the time,’ he explains. That contrarian
spirit, and penchant for curation, has carried
over well into adulthood.

‘The minute you see that everything is
going one way, you get the hell out,’ he says.
It’s an interesting thought coming from the
guy who has given other men permission to
wear feminine things, a trend so pervasive
in fashion it’s now a menswear norm.

When Jonathan showed men in frills
and lace three years ago, he was hardly the
first. And yet his view looked intelligent and
transgressive, mostly because fashion had ›

 ‘F   or me, doing an interview with 
someone is like having therapy,’ 
Jonathan Anderson tells me. ‘When 

I go to an interview, I’m trying to work out 
contextually what the hell is going on.’

Jonathan, 31, and I have been chatting  
for an hour. But instead of lying on a leather 
Chesterfield sofa, we’re seated across from 
one another in a showroom, surrounded by 
rails of shoes and bags. If I were a therapist, 
I’d probably make note of the following 
behaviour: he talks 20 miles per minute, 
seems to have a not-so-latent thing for pop 
music (Justin Bieber gets seven mentions 
and Rihanna four) and has a higher-than-
average desire to make sense of things. I find 
him to be likeable – a guy you’d want to have  
a drink with. And yet, I sense that if we were 
competitors, it might be a different story.

We’ve met to discuss his first fragrance 
launch, a chic pair of Loewe perfumes called 
001. It’s an important milestone for any 
designer. But in this moment, we’ve gone off 
on a tangent about the crazy times we’re 
living in and specifically, how Jonathan – the 
first person to win a Designer of the Year 
British Fashion Award in both the Menswear 
and Womenswear categories in a single year 
(2015) – has managed to flourish in them.

While some designers appear to resent
fashion’s increasingly big asks, Jonathan
thrives on them. And against a backdrop
of the most far-reaching cultural, political,
economic and industry changes we’ve seen
in generations, he seems to be doing just fine.

So fine, in fact, that fashion publications
regularly describe his career rise as ‘meteoric’,
as he’s grown his part-LVMH-owned label,
J.W.Anderson, to a company that makes an
estimated £5m and pushed the LVMH-owned
Loewe, where he is three years into a creative
director role, to generate a predicted £302m,
according to the trade newspaper Women’s
Wear Daily. Armed with three phones,
Anderson is juggling his roles at the helm of
a 170-year-old heritage house and an agenda-
setting namesake label with an impressive
amount of focus.

To hear Jonathan explain it, it’s in his
hardwiring to operate smoothly in nerve-

SEPTEMBER 2014 Jonathan
Anderson makes his Loewe

women’s debut. The Guardian
calls it ‘fluid and controlled’.

JUNE 2014 Anderson taps 
graphic team M/M (Paris) to 

redesign the Loewe logo. The 
new incarnation is based on 

a forgotten font by legendary 
typographer Berthold Wolpe. 

JUNE 2014 ‘When I first joined 
Loewe, I was like “There’s no way 

I’m just talking about myself”. 
It’s about the people I work 

with. I want to talk about Jamie 
Hawkesworth and Steven Meisel 

– the most talented people in 
the world. I believe in them so 

that’s what makes it work.’ 

JULY 2014 The next stop
in Anderson’s new Loewe

branding: redesigning more
than 150 stores worldwide.
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become quite safe. Tabloids made fun of it,
while critics were divided, with some praising
his bold statement and others making
pointed comparisons to Gaultier’s work.
Regardless, it placed the London College of
Fashion alumnus on a watch list of exciting,
emerging names in British fashion, alongside
Mary Katrantzou and Erdem. Now, nearly
everyone is gender blending. ‘I do believe
what we did in J.W.Anderson was different
from what Gaultier had done. We had guys
in lace pyjamas with headscarves and the
reviews for that show were horrendous,
which was fine,’ he says. ‘We could have
changed direction but we stuck with it
because I felt like we were on a creative path.
I still believe in this idea that fashion has to
be able to look culturally at where you are and
then be a stepping stone to work out where
to go. As a creative you’re trying to find out
what’s missing and I think sometimes we
forget that. That’s the whole point.’

Lately, though, Jonathan seems more
intrigued by the divisions between the sexes.
His most recent Loewe womenswear
collection is replete with sensual, swingy
dresses and skirts, brass breastplates and
pussycat pendant necklaces. The show
unfolded against a hypnotherapy soundtrack
– a woman cooing, ‘Focus on your breathing.’

‘I’ve become obsessed with this idea,
which is so bipolar to me, of sex and glamour.
The last Loewe collection was erotic and
empowering. We had everything from a
choker to the shoe, which was incredibly
Helmut Newton. And I have never looked
to Newton as a reference. But when I look
at fashion now… I can just sense the women
around me are going to a new place which is
like, “Yes we can wear the flat, but when we
want to take control we will do something
else.” And that’s why I’m very proud of the
last show, because for me, that was a change.’

The fashion website SHOWStudio called
the collection, ‘The beginning of a new age
for Anderson,’ which is a point that his two
new fragrances drive home. ‘It’s called
001 because it’s a new beginning,’ a Loewe
PR woman tells me before I sit down with
Jonathan, who later clarifies: ‘It’s not the

beginning, but the 1% of a new beginning for 
me and a new start for Loewe in fragrance.  
I thought it should be a unisex perfume. But 
when I started the process, I thought, “This 
isn’t how it should be. Let’s split the notes.”’ 
The perfumes are two variations on a theme: 
a rich blend of tangerine, bergamot and 
sandalwood, with undertones of cedar and 
musk for one and jasmine and vanilla for the 
other. They smell rich and carnal, sweet and 
fleshy. ‘It’s about the sexual allure of 
borrowing something, no matter if it’s a man 
to a man, or a woman to a woman, or a man  
to a woman.’ Jonathan’s first goal when he 
started at Loewe three years ago was to turn 
it into a ‘cultural brand’. ‘I wanted to take the 
veneer off. Old brands collect a lot of dust. 
You know, the logo collects dust, the bag, the 
whole thing.’ In Jonathan’s world, the pieces 
are as central to the culture as their curation. 
This is most evident in his progressive retail 
spaces, from his complete overhaul of more 
than 150 Loewe stores to his J.W.Anderson 
Workshops space in east London, which is 
equal parts art happening and boutique. 
Loewe doesn’t release sales figures but 
Jonathan’s approach is successful. Clothing 
sales have reportedly increased 380% since 
his joining, says fashion blog Fashionista.

‘We’re heading into a decade where we’re
all curators, where the sofa in our home is
as important as the clothing we wear. Why?
Because we can take a picture of it. I’m part
of a generation where it is impossible to just
think about fashion because culture doesn’t
work that way. If you can’t be 360°, then
forget about it.’ Deep down, he’s still the kid
merchandising product in his wardrobe, but
he’s a savvy marketer as well. ‘We live in a
culture where if you are a creative director,
you are essentially dealing with a consumer
who is already bored.’ Does he get exhausted
trying to create the next new thing? ‘In
fashion you have a moment – it can be
two years or 20 – but there will always be a
generational move when you realise you’re
not relevant anymore, and that’s fine.’ But
for now, he’s got a collection to create and
a launch to promote; our ‘session’ is over
and he’s on to the next moment.

THE STORY

LOEWE 001 MAN AND
WOMAN ‘It’s very nerve-racking
because perfume is a very fickle

business,’ says Jonathan. ‘If it
works, it works. If it doesn’t work,
it doesn’t work. But I really have
come up with something that
fundamentally I would want to

wear.’ Prices start from £61

OCTOBER 2015 The FT noted, 
‘The most striking feature [of 
SS16] was the branding.’ The 
collection’s use of logos and 

fractured mirrors was a social 
media hit.

MARCH 2016 SHOWStudio
declared the AW16 collection
‘The beginning of a new age’

for Anderson.

MARCH 2015 For AW15, 
Anderson moved his vision 

forward with colourful leather 
trousers, metallic pleats and  

a lot of bags.
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DISTANT
HORIZONS
WHEN LOUIS VUITTON develops a perfume,
you expect something as beautifully crafted as
this. Rose des Vents is our favourite of the seven
scents, all of which are inspired by an ‘emotional
journey’. Such craftsmanship deserves
distinguished company on your dressing table.
This revolutionary gold mascara wand and two
formulas to dip it in gives your lashes superior
length. And if you’re going to wash your hands,
do it with Bottega Veneta for goodness sake.

PhotographyBeate Sonnenberg

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: LOUIS

VUITTON ROSE DES VENTS,

£180 FOR 100ML. BOTTEGA

VENETA HAND SOAP, £25.

CURATOR LASH INSTRUMENT,

£66, AND CURATOR LASH

PRIMER AND MASCARA, £32

EACH, ALL HOURGLASS
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‘Riff on the opulence of
velvet and make your
accessories the icing on
the cake. High-shine shoes
and statement earrings
are the finishing touches’

THE VELVET 
REVOLUTION

THE MESSAGE WAS CLEAR: GO VELVET OR 
GO HOME. Sumptuous folds of the fabric 
dominated the AW16 catwalks in various 
guises, from louche suits in inky blue at 
Roksanda to boy blazers at Vêtements 
and ruched candy pink at Preen.

If you’re toeing the line this season 
then you could channel Vêtements’ 
Seventies student vibe with Topshop’s 
moss green trouser suit, worn with 
a check shirt and Russell & Bromley 
tartan brogues. Or for a more elegant 
option head to Finery, which has a pair of 
slouchy dusty lilac trousers that I would 
wear with a silver sequined polo neck for  
a boyish alternative to a cocktail dress.

Eveningwear is the obvious choice 
for velvet – its luxurious texture lends 
itself to a jewel-toned colour palette and 
feminine flourishes, such as ribbons and 
bows. Do as Valentino did and layer a 
wafer-thin polo neck underneath a velvet 
flapper-style party dress, then top it off 
with a grosgrain ribbon around the waist. 

This H&M dress has a touch of 
Seventies glam rock, with its cobalt blue 
colour and threads of silver, but could 
bedressedupordownaccordingly. I’ve
styleditasmoreoftunicovercropped
kick-flares,butyoucouldwearitonits
ownasadress,ortryitoverjeansfora
morecasualspin.

Riffontheopulenceofvelvetand
makeyouraccessoriestheicingonthe
cake.High-shineshoesandchunkygold
earringsshouldbeyourfinishingtouches.

Words and styling Harriet Stewart   
Photography Victoria Adamson

ABOVE SILK-BLEND DRESS, £79, H&M STUDIO.

POLYESTER-MIX TROUSERS, £45, RIVER ISLAND.

LEATHER BOOTS, £500, BY MALENE BIRGER.

GOLD EARRINGS, £214, ANNELISE MICHELSON.

WOOL COLLAR, £17, COS. RINGS, HARRIET’S OWN

TRY IT NOW FOR AN EXPENSIVE-LOOKING FINISH AVOID ANYTHING BRIGHT AND INSTEAD CHOOSE 

VELVET IN RICH, DEEP COLOURS SUCH AS OCHRE, EMERALD GREEN, NAVY AND MAUVE. KEEP IT MODERN 

BY MIXING WITH OTHER FABRICS: SILK FOR EVENING AND A BEAT-UP DENIM JACKET FOR DAYTIME.
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HARRIET STYLES IT





Top: Silver foil jacket,
£599, Rejina Pyo.
Below: Cotton top,
£325, Rejina Pyo
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THE LABELS

Above: Silk jacket, 
£2,670, and 
matching trousers, 
£690, both Sies 
Marjan. Top: Silk 
crepe top, £890, 
Sies Marjan

REJINA PYO
‘As much as I appreciate art, I’m not 
interested in making costume pieces,’ 
says London designer Rejina Pyo. ‘I’m 
interested in a real woman who has a job 
and has to go straight from the office to 
evening drinks. So while I make clothes 
with interesting details, they don’t 
scream at you,’ she adds. 

Her speciality is artful clothing that 
is equally wearable, such as a reversible 
cocoon coat with grey wool for everyday 
wear, and a mustard and olive jacquard 
for your bolder moments. ‘I love giving 
people options they can play with,’ says 
the softly spoken Seoul native.

It’s an approach that’s won Pyo fans 
including style influencers Caroline Issa 
and Kate Foley, and the retail team at 
Browns, which has just picked up her 
line for autumn. Pyo is also one of 12 
young designers awarded a grant from 
the BFC Fashion Trust – money that will 
allow the expansion of her online shop.

Now 33, the Central Saint Martins 
alumna launched her label three years 
ago after a stint at Roksanda Ilincic. ‘We 
shared an aesthetic. Neither of us are 
interested in a brash, sexy woman,’ she 
explains. ‘I think about what my friends 
and I want from clothes, and that’s what 
I design. It’s that simple. If I go out for 
dinner, I want a dress with a bit of room 
around the waist so I can eat.’

Pyo admits that her aspirations are 
high: ‘I want to be like Acne or Marni. 
I like to make clothes that people 
treasure and keep coming back to.’

Available at Browns and Harvey 
Nichols, prices from £245

SIES MARJAN
How many of us have our dream job? 
Sander Lak, the 33-year-old Dutchman 
at the helm of Sies Marjan, does. ‘To be 
able to create a company like this is a 
joy, and that gets into the work,’ he says 
from his New York studio. 

The crowd of retailers and editors at 
his AW16 New York Fashion Week debut 
agreed. Styled by Vêtements’ Lotta 
Volkova, each piece was as wearable as 
it was beautiful: a floral bias-cut dress; 
a ballet slipper-pink ruffled sweater; 
effervescent oranges and yellows.  
‘I start and end with colour,’ he says. 
‘I create things that make me happy.’

Lak cut his teeth on Central Saint 
Martins’ MA course before design stints 
at Phillip Lim, Balmain and Dries van 
Noten. When the chance to start his 
own label arose last year, he relocated 
to New York and Sies Marjan was born. 
‘Sies is my father’s first name, Marjan my 
mother’s first name,’ he explains. ‘I didn’t 
want to use my own name: I’m not after 
fame, but I did want it to be personal.’

He may not want it, but it’s coming 
for him whether he likes it or not.

Available at Matchesfashion.com, 
prices from £690

SPARK JOY
Because 2016 has been grumpy as  
hell, lighten up with two labels injecting 
optimism back into your wardrobe 

Words Bibby Sowray and Kerry Potter













THIS MONTH  
Actresses-to-watch Mia 
Wasikowska and Mia Goth  
in conversation. Plus, meet  
Sarah Wood, the woman who  
is reshaping the online video 
industry, and the Frieze artists 
you need to know about. 

CALLING ALL 
THINKERS, CREATIVES 

AND VISIONARIES.  
THIS IS OUR  

ALL-NEW CULTURE 
EDIT CURATED JUST 

FOR YOU. BE THE FIRST 
TO KNOW WHAT’S 

COMING NEXT

Edited by Lena De Casparis
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Photography Christoph Wohlfahrt
Styling Michelle Duguid

MIA WASIKOWSKA
(LEFT) WEARS:

COTTON-MIX CORSET,
WOOL-MIX COAT

(WORN UNDERNEATH),
LEATHER-MIX BOOTS

AND EMBELLISHED
LEATHER BELT, ALL

PRADA. MIA GOTH
(RIGHT) WEARS: SILK

BROCADE COAT, SILK-
MIX SKIRT, COTTON

TROUSERS (JUST SEEN),
LEATHER SANDALS AND

LEATHER BELT,
ALL PRADA
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The Survivalist, for which she’s been 
nominated Most Promising Newcomer  
at The British Independent Film Awards.

Wasikowska, three years her elder 
at 26, became the highest-grossing 
female actress in the world after Tim 
Burton’s Alice In Wonderland franchise 
raked in more than $1 bn globally at the 
box office in 2010. Rather than continue 
chasing the ‘big bucks’ she has since 
chosen to work with some of the most 
in-demand directors of the moment: 
Lisa Cholodenko (The Kids Are All Right), 
Richard Ayoade (The Double), David 
Cronenberg (Maps To The Stars) and 
Guillermo del Toro (Crimson Peak).

The friends are also the new stars  
of Prada’s fragrance campaign (former 
faces of the iconic adverts include Léa 
Seydoux, Lara Stone and Daria Werbowy)
and it’s a happy partnership. ‘I love how 
Prada’s designs subvert the norm of 
fashion; they always go against what 
is typically feminine or masculine. It’s 
awesome to be representing them,’  
says Wasikowska.

Today, in a photo studio near Paris’ 
Canal Saint-Martin, they’re grabbing a 
quiet moment together to chat and eat 
takeaway pad thai before switching back 
into fashion mode and heading to a star-
studded party at the Palais d’Iéna.

Q&A / Mia Goth and 
Mia Wasikowska
 
THESE ELECTRIFYING ACTRESSES 
SHARE MORE THAN A FIRST NAME. 
THEY’RE THE FACES OF PRADA’S 
NEW FRAGRANCE. WE EAVESDROP 
ON THEIR CONVERSATION IN PARIS

Interview Louisa McGillicuddy

I
have pumpkins, lettuce, tomatoes…’  
Mia Goth and Mia Wasikowska, two 
of this generation’s most boundary-
pushing young actors, are swapping 
gardening tips. A world away from the 
frantic glamour of life in the spotlight, 

Goth is proudly describing the vegetable 
patch at her home in Los Angeles. Mean-
while, Wasikowska explains she’s building 
up her citrus tree collection some 7,500 
miles away in Sydney. ‘I have a mandarin 
tree and lemon tree so far,’ she boasts.

Green fingers aside, these women 
have some of the best-curated IMDB 
pages in the industry. London-born Goth, 
23, has been on Storm Models’ roster 
since the age of 13. She has sidestepped 
into acting, making her film debut in Lars 
von Trier’s Nymphomaniac, following in 
the footsteps of fellow model slashers 
Cara Delevingne and Agyness Deyn. 
She’s since starred in Sky Atlantic’s The 
Tunnel, the film Everest alongside Jake 
Gyllenhaal, and this year’s indie thriller 

Mia Goth: It was so good to  
meet you at the Met Ball [in May].  
It felt like it was just the pair of  
us hanging out in that incredible 
environment. And it’s always nice 
to dress up, isn’t it?

Mia Wasikowska: It felt both 
empowering and humbling to be 
there. Though the red carpet is 
probably not my natural comfort 
zone, for a brief moment it can be 
fun. But to be honest, I’m most 
comfortable in those sweatpants 
you get on aeroplanes. I collect 
them – they’re useful for the 
amount of long-haul flights I’m on.
 
MG: Living in Australia must equal 
a lot of flying…
 
MW: Yes, but I love being in 
Sydney. My house is in the eastern 
suburbs, not far from the beach 
and 20 minutes’ drive from the city. 
It’s where I grew up, and all my 
friends and family are there now. 
My mum was born in Poland, 
though. I love eastern European 
culture because I associate it with 
her and my grandma. I see it in all 
their quirks – they’re both very 
superstitious and suspicious.
 
MG: I know what you mean. 
I was raised in London but my 
mum is Brazilian. We lived in 
London until I was 12 and it 
definitely rubbed off on me.  
I think I have that Brazilian spirit;  
I’m quite an animated person.  
I’m very expressive with my face 
and my hands, and I don’t think 
that’s considered typically English. 
I live in LA and think of it as home 
now, but London will always have  
a place in my heart. ›

MIA G WEARS:
WOOL-MIX COAT,

BROCADE DRESS AND
LEATHER BELT, ALL

PRADA. MIA W WEARS:
BROCADE DRESS AND

WOOL-MIX SHRUG,
BOTH PRADA
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I LIKE THAT YOU GET
A BIT OF SEPARATION
FROM THE INDUSTRY
IN AUSTRALIA. I DON’T
GET TOO AFFECTED
BY THINGS LIKE THE
PAPARAZZI - MIA W

MW: I lived in LA for a bit when we
were filming Alice In Wonderland,
but I like that you get a bit of
separation from the industry in
Australia. I don’t feel too affected
by things like the paparazzi…

MG: I try and take that side of
the industry with a pinch of salt.
It’s not real. It’s so important to
maintain a personal life and make
sure the business side isn’t your
whole world. You’re not on social
media are you?

MW: No, I used Facebook when
I was younger but I shut it down
because I was being home-
schooled at the time and was
spending too much time on it!

MG: Same. Skype is probably
the closest thing I have to a social
media account.

MW: It’s quite hard to keep things
private anyway, and I don’t actually
think I’ve got anything to say on
Twitter or Instagram. Maybe if
I wasn’t an actor I would. I’ll go on
my friends’ accounts sometimes
and have a look at what people
are up to, have a bit of a stalk.
What’s your favourite thing to
do when you’re not working?

MG: At the moment I’m reading
a book of poetry by Ted Hughes.
I didn’t know anything about him
so had no idea what to expect. The
way he writes is stunning. In many
ways it’s quite melancholy, but it’s
also gorgeous. I’m also really into

music. I’m listening to a lot of 
hip-hop and rap, and I’m into  
Vic Mensa at the moment – he’s  
a Chicago rapper that Kanye West 
discovered. What about you?

MW: I got into Amy Winehouse.  
I watched the documentary on
a plane and at the end I felt so
distraught.

MG: The altitude makes you so
emotional, doesn’t it? The last
film I watched on a plane was 99
Homes with Michael Shannon. I’m
obsessed with him at the moment.
Do you have any people whose
work you’re completely in awe of?

MW: I’ve worked with Julianne
Moore on two films [The Kids Are
All Right and Maps To The Stars],
and I think she is awesome.

MG: Marion Cotillard is on
my wishlist of women I’d love
to work with next. And of
course, you!

Mia Wasikowska and
Mia Goth are the new faces
of Prada La Femme
perfume, £69 for 50ml

MIA G WEARS:
EMBELLISHED SILK-
TULLE DRESS, LEATHER
SANDALS, SILVER
NECKLACE AND WOOL
TIGHTS, ALL PRADA.
MIA W WEARS: SILK
BROCADE JACKET, SILK
SKIRT, LEATHER SHOES,
LEATHER BELT, LEATHER
BAG, GOLD AND SILVER
KEY CHARMS AND WOOL
TIGHTS, ALL PRADA
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MANE MAN
THE STYLIST BEHIND YASMIN LE BON’S CROPPED CUT ON ELLE’S 

FIRST EVER COVER IN NOVEMBER 1985, SAM MCKNIGHT, HAS 
TRANSFORMED WOMEN’S HAIR FOR 40 YEARS. NOW, A MAJOR 

EXHIBITION CELEBRATES THE CAREER OF FASHION’S LEADING 
HAIRSTYLIST, FROM KATE MOSS’ BEDHEAD TO 

PRINCESS DIANA’S SHORT, SLICKED STYLE. HAIR BY 
SAM MCKNIGHT RUNS 2 NOVEMBER 2016 – 12 MARCH 2017, 

SOMERSETHOUSE.ORG.UK 

Daring to be different
‘Even as a kid I was obsessed with neon  
and holographic things,’ says 26-year-old 
Central Saint Martins fashion graduate  
on the up, Matty Bovan. With collections 
that mix rainbow colour palettes, tactile 
lurex and a DIY approach to design, it’s  
no surprise he took a LVMH prize and was 
chosen for this season’s Fashion East 
scheme at London Fashion Week. ‘I knit 
and crochet a lot of my own fabrics, which 
means I can control and experiment.’ The 
York-born creator says he designs every-
thing for himself but is inspired by ‘PJ 
Harvey, Björk, Nina Hagen and Rihanna.’ So 
what’s next? ‘The new collection is based on 
a foundation of wearable pieces, alongside 
a cacophony of textures and colour.’

ABRA Already a fashion favourite, 
Atlanta-based Abra (right) – she keeps 
her real name and age under wraps – has 
soundtracked a J.W.Anderson show 
with her icy, breathy vocals. Her new 
EP, Princess, combines sensual stylistic 
sounds, with Eighties synth R&B to create 
a track you’ll want to play on repeat.

JORJA SMITH  Dizzee Rascal shaped  
all our teenage years, but none more 
than Jorja Smith, 18, from Walsall 
(left), who’s used his 2007  song, 
Sirens, as backing on her new track 
Blue Lights. Exploring the negative 
stereotyping of young black men, her 
sound mixes raspy vocals with social 
commentary to impressive effect.

ONE DANCE 
Not since the mid-Nineties has there 
been such a burst of formidable and 
fierce R&B singers. Download now.

BEYA LIKHARI Prepare to crush on this 
18-year-old Baltimore-based singer (right) 
with a new track, Lovebug – expect big 
honey vocals, feel-good lyrics, and dancing 
beats. She’s been heralded by Saint 
Records, Solange Knowles’ record label,  
so you can guarantee it’ll be good. 
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On the wall
Bart Simpson’s biggest fan, some glass 
bubbles, and Drake’s muse: the three 
artists to watch out for at Frieze Art Fair 
in Regent's Park, London (6-9 October)  

Christine Sun Kim
Berlin-based Christine, 36, was born  
deaf and has spent her career making 
extraordinary work as a sound and  
performance artist (listen to her TED  
Talk). Bart Simpson is one of her biggest 
inspirations: ‘I think being an artist you 
need to be Bartesque,’ she says. ‘It’s  
about staying with your vision, which isn’t 
easy. But you must be uncompromising, 
and that’s very Bart.’ Christine brings a 
revolutionary installation to Frieze Live, 
which involves a group of performers 
using everyday objects to create an 
incredible soundscape.

Gabriele Beveridge
Sun-faded posters sourced from shop 
windows and hand-blown glass bubbles 
are just some of the materials Gabriele 
will use for her show at Frieze Focus,  
a curated section of the fair that 
showcases the most exciting young 
artists. Represented by Chewday’s 
London Gallery, the 30-year-old artist, 
born in Hong Kong, is creating her 
biggest works yet, curating banal 
objects in uncanny ways alongside  
a series of Neolithic idols.

James Turrell
While rapper Drake’s Hotline Bling video 
looked like a nod to James Turrell’s light 
and space installations, the renowned 
73-year-old American artist definitely 
didn’t have anything to do with the art 
direction. He’s far too busy finishing off 
his giant-scale work: the Roden Crater  
in Arizona, a series of tunnels, apertures 
and chambers sculpted from an extinct 
volcano in the middle of the desert. He 
does, however, have time to make it to 
Frieze where the Californian gallery 
Kayne Griffin Corcoran will be exhibiting 
his work, ‘Diamonds (Squares On Point) 
Glass’. Each composition is made from 
LEDs, etched glass and shallow space, 
and they change colour hundreds of 
times over a two-and-a-half-hour period.  

HIGH RISER 
Until last year, Texas native Sasha Lane,  
20, worked as a hostess in a Mexican 
restaurant in Dallas. Then, during 
Spring Break in Florida, everything 
changed when British director Andrea 
Arnold (the woman behind 2009’s Fish 
Tank) cast Sasha as the lead in her new 
film American Honey, which took the 
Prix du Jury at Cannes Film Festival. 
Sasha captivates as Star, a runaway 
teen who gets caught up with a 
travelling gang selling magazine 
subscriptions, and is thrown into a life 
of partying and law-bending, opposite 
Shia LaBeouf. Next up, Sasha is the lead 
in a new project, Hunting Lila, based on 
the popular young adult book by Sarah 
Alderson,  and is working with her 
American Honey co-star Riley Keough 
on a documentary about the plight of 
Native Americans. A star has risen.

Above: Christine 
Sun Kim brings her 
revolutionary work 

to Frieze Live

From left: 
Gabriele 
Beveridge’s  
Untitled piece, 
and a James 
Turrell light 
installation  

Sasha Lane 
electrifies as Star, 
the lead role in 
American Honey
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VOICE OF THE UNHEARD
Growing up on a Hackney estate with eight 
siblings and her single mother, award-winning 
playwright Theresa Ikoko says her childhood 
inspired plenty of dramatic material. Now,  her 
objective as a playwright is to explore ‘the parts 
of life and the people that can sometimes be 
overlooked and unheard.’ Theresa premiered her 
latest play Girls, which is inspired by Boko Haram’s 
kidnappings in Nigeria, at HighTide Festival. 
Three best friends Tisana, Ruhab and Haleema 
talk about faith, sex, love and their bodies during 
their kidnap. Girls makes its London debut at 
Soho Theatre 27 September – 29 October.

WITH LOVE FROM IRELAND
The Emerald Isle is long-known for its 
storytelling tradition, so this month  
we’ve  compiled a list of our favourite 
Irish writers to look out for now.

Eimear McBride. McBride’s debut,  
A Girl Is A Half-formed Thing, scooped 
six major prize wins. Her new book  
The Lesser Bohemians (out now) covers 
themes of lost innocence, sex, and 
girlhood. Beautiful and powerful in 
equal measures.

Emma Donoghue. Best known for her 
2010 novel Room, which was adapted 
into an Academy Award-winning film, 
Donoghue’s latest offering is The 
Wonder (out now). This psychological 
thriller is set in 1850s rural Ireland and 
features a little girl who stops eating,  
a nurse hired to keep watch over her, 
and a journalist desperate for a story. 

Lisa McInerney. Following a group  
of characters from the underside of 
Cork society, McInerney’s debut The 
Glorious Heresies, released April 2015, 
offers a darkly comic look at the 
aftermath of an accidental murder.  
It’s already won this year’s Baileys 

Women’s Prize for Fiction and  
the Desmond Elliott Prize.

Maggie O’Farrell. The scenic seventh 
novel to come from O’Farrell, This Must 
Be The Place (out now),  jumps around 
from modern day rural Ireland to 
Nineties Brooklyn, telling the story  
of Daniel Sullivan and his reclusive  
film star wife, Claudette.

Claire-Louise Bennett. Magical, 
experimental and sharp, Bennett’s 
debut collection of short stories, Pond, 
has been garnering critical acclaim 
since its release late last year. The 20 
interwoven stories are narrated by the 
same unidentified woman who lives  
a secluded life on the west Irish coast. 

The revolution is coming 
An exhibition looking at the rebellions of the 
Sixties, from flower power to political activism, 
has opened at the V&A Museum in London. 
Admire John Peel’s record collection, George 
Harrison’s Sergeant Pepper suit, and a moon 
rock on loan from Nasa. Our highlight? The 
dreamy unseen Woodstock pictures. You Say 
You Want a Revolution? Records and Rebels 
1966-1970 runs from 10 September-26 February 
2017, sponsored by Levi’s and Sennheiser.

Above:  A still from 
cult 1966 film,  
Blow Up. Left: An 
original Acid Test 
poster designed  
by Wes Wilson

Girls tells the 
story of the 

abduction of  
three friends

TEEN SPIRIT
TAVI GEVINSON ENTHUSIASTS SHOULD GET ACQUAINTED 
WITH 20-YEAR OLD NEW YORKER EILEEN KELLY.  BETTER KNOWN 
ONLINE AS @KILLERANDASWEETTHANG, SHE POSTS ABOUT
SEX EDUCATION, PLANNED PARENTHOOD, AND STRONG FEMALE
ROLE MODELS TO HER 388K FOLLOWERS ON INSTAGRAM.
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Noun (informal): A woman of any age
‘GIRL’

LEXICON

IN OUR NEW COLUMN, DEPUTY EDITOR LOTTE JEFFS TAKES A SIDEWAYS LOOK AT A WORD 
THE FASHION WORLD CAN’T STOP SAYING AND ASKS: ‘WHAT DOES IT REALLY MEAN?’

hen a waiter in Paris 
called me ‘madame’ 
recently, I almost 
choked on my  
croque monsieur.  
‘It’s mademoiselle 
merci very much,’  
I muttered as he 
topped up my wine. 

‘How rude,’ I thought. I must really 
look my age (I’m in my thirties 
and my French friends tell me if 
you appear to be over 25 you can 
expect to be ‘madamed’ as a mark 
of respect). It’s the difference, 
I suppose, between being seen 
as a woman or seen as a girl and 
in Paris, apparently, my normal 
thoughts on such matters don’t 
apply.AtworkI’moftencalling
outpeopleforreferringtome
andmycolleaguesas‘girls’. Itcan
comeacrossasdemeaninginthe
office;wearesmart,powerful
womenifyoudon’tmind.Buthere
IamsippingroséinMontmartre,
wantingtobeseenasaningénue;
agirl likeJeanSeberginBreathless
orAudreyHepburninFunnyFace
–pretty, light-hearted,carefree.

Idon’tthinkit’shypocriticalof
meexactly. I’dcall itmore‘flexible’.
Iamawomanatwork,withfamily
orwhen arguingwithUber
drivers. I’magirlwhenflirting,
ordancing,orridingpillionona
motorbikealongcountryroads,
clingingtoaleatherjacketinfront,
hairbillowingoutfromundera
helmet…OK,I’mgettingcarried
away,butyouseemypoint.

Girls are fun and adventurous. 
Women are serious. But aren’t we 
lucky we get to be both, and on our  
own terms? 

It gets more difficult when 
someone is doing the defining for 
you. We’re guilty of it in fashion. 
We use ‘girl’ all the time to describe 
people – well, models –  who may 
actually prefer the W-word: she’s a 
‘Gucci girl’, a ‘Prada girl’, a ‘new girl’ 
or a ‘big-name girl’. In this context 
the word ‘woman’ just sounds too 

cool’ – which means that (spoiler 
alert) when they attempt to fake 
their own murder to frame their 
husband, it’s a real shocker.

Women, on the other hand, are 
more often ‘scorned’, ‘widowed’, 
‘divorced’, the ‘other woman’, or the 
‘woman on the verge of a nervous 
breakdown’. They’re not sexy. 
Babestation might feature ‘girl-on-
girl’ action, but ‘woman-on-woman’ 
action? That’s something you 
might watch on The Apprentice.  
What about girl power and 
#ThisGirlCan and Run The World 
(Girls)? What do we mean by that 
word here? Because these slogans 
are supposed to talk to all females. 

It’s weird when you think  that 
girlsarealsochildren,andthere’s
notamorefinitelinguisticsolution
tostopushavingtoreappropriate
themeaningaswegetolder.Men
havelotsofdescriptivenounsto
choosefrom:lads,chaps,guys,
bros,dudes,mate…Allofthem
hittingtherighttoneofgrown-up
yetlight, inoffensiveandpally.

Yes, it’sgreatthatwegetto
bebothagirlandawomanwhen
wewanttobe,butmaybewealso
needanewwordthatspeakstothe
spacein-between. ‘Wirl’seemsto
haveacertainringtoit. I’mgoing
totryandmakeithappen.Butin
themeantime,IthinkIspeakfor
women,girlsandwirlstheworld
overwhenIsaywhateveryoudo,
don’tcallus‘ladies’.

Lotte Jeffs is the PPA 
Awards 2016 Writer  
Of The Year. Follow her  
on Instagram @lottejeffs

weighty and solemn. And despite 
my own bandying around of the 
word girl in this work/fashion 
context, if you send an email to the 
ELLE team addressed, ‘Hey girls,’ 
then unless you are Ryan Gosling 
I’ll blacklist you forever.

The power of book titles such 
as Gone Girl, The Girl On The Train 
or Emma Cline’s The Girls comes 
from the juxtaposition with their 
dark themes. There isn’t supposed 
to be anything threatening about 
a girl – girls are ‘silly’ and ‘little’ but 
they’re also ‘insanely hot’ or ‘soo 

‘IF YOU SEND AN EMAIL 
TO THE ELLE TEAM 

ADDRESSED “HEY GIRLS” 
THEN UNLESS YOU’RE 

RYAN GOSLING, I’LL 
BLACKLIST YOU FOREVER’
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MY SPECIAL PLACE 
This is a photo of one of  
my favourite areas – it’s 
near Stonehenge. The altar 
stone was moved there by 
a farmer to grind his wheat.

MY HOME LIBRARY 
I love second-hand 
books, especially if 
they have notes left  
in them from the 
previous owner.

ART BY MY MUM  
My mother, Belinda Fowler, 
is an artist who makes 
wonderful hand-drawn 
mandalas with delicate 
little details. It makes me 
want to stare and stare, 
and is one of my most 
precious possessions.  
My mum is my biggest 
creative inspiration.

MY FAVOURITE PLANT 
This perennial started life as  
a baby growing on my mum’s 
spider plant. We display it 
against the porthole window 
as it really captures the 
combination of mine and  
my partner’s tastes. With  
his designs, Toby works with 
sacred geometry and the 
shapes that occur in nature, 
and he’s translated this 
harmony into our boat’s decor.

Sitting on the deck of Poppy 
Okotcha’s canal boat in Ladbroke 
Grove, there’s a sense that 
anything is possible. The 20- 
year-old model, immediately 
recognisable for her doll-faced 
looks and natural hair, has a 
growing profile thanks to catwalk 
appearances at Chloé, Alberta 
Ferretti and Vivienne Westwood, 
as well as Zara’s AW15 campaign. 
But today we’re talking style  
of a different kind – that of  
the space she shares with her 
designer-and-architect boyfriend 
Toby Burgess, 37, and the 
eclectic selection of things she 
chooses to surround herself with. 
Here, she talks us through the 
pieces that mean the most to her.

THE JACKET THAT MEANS MOST TO ME 
One of my favourite festival outfits is this vintage 
feather jacket worn with a fluffy pink bikini (also 
vintage) and my mum’s prayer beads. I found  
the jacket in a fancy dress shop in south London. 

WE LIKE STYLISH PEOPLE 
WHO FILL THEIR WORLDS 
WITH MEANINGFUL STUFF. 
SOME OF IT BRINGS THEM 
JOY, SOME OF IT IS JUST 
FASHIONABLE CLUTTER. 
EITHER WAY, IT MAKES 
THEM WHO THEY ARE  

MY CROCKERY COLLECTION I love it when  
things are mismatched. I pick things up here and  
there so that everything has a story. These plates 
come from a junk shop in the countryside, a market  
in New York, charity shops in London and an antique 
shop in Gamla Stan, Stockholm.

All clothes  
and jewellery, 
Poppy’s own

MY WORLD / Poppy Okotcha
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STREET STYLE 
 
TWIST IT. FLIP IT. UNBUTTON IT. LAYER IT. YOUR WARDROBE 
UPDATE IS ALL IN A DAY’S SHIRT. MAKE LIKE THESE STYLISH 
WOMEN AND GO FOR THE BOLD AND UNEXPECTED, OR  
PARE IT BACK AND MAKE THE SHIRT THE STAR OF THE SHOW

Fashion Editor Sherry 
Shen gives us a 

layering masterclass 
with two shirts and 
two skirts. It’s easy 

when you know how.

This Johanna Ortiz shirt, 
seen on Tamu McPherson, 

is the advanced level take 
on a traditional button-

down. Genius.

Puff sleeves? 
Check. Off-the-

shoulder? Check. 
Nipped-in waist? 

Check. Model Sara 
Rossetto nails a 

triple threat.

Pyjama dressing is one 
of the easiest ways to do 
shirting. Blogger Doina 
Ciobanu goes for 
maximum impact with 
her sunny yellow 
co-ord by 3.1 Phillip Lim 
and neutral  crop top.

Stylist Ogo Offodile 
turns striped cotton 

shirting into a 
statement with her 

ruffled  J.W.Anderson 
two-piece.

The Hawaiian  
shirt is back 

(thanks Prada!). 
Stylist Natasha 

Goldenberg  
offsets it with a 

pretty skirt. 175ELLE/OCTOBER
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pivotalmomentformewasthe7/7bombingsin
London.IwasalecturerinAmericanStudiesat
theUniversityofSussexatthetimebutdoing
researchatTheBritishLibrary,whereIwasheaded
thatmorning.Iwasrunning15minuteslaterthan
usual.AsIwentundergroundatMileEndstation,
panicbrokeoutandwewereevacuated.Itmademe
wonder, if ithadbeenmylastdaywouldIhavebeen
happy?Theanswerwasno.

Backthen,Ifelt likeIwasinhabitinganivory
tower.Iwasresearchingperiodsofrevolutioninthe

US,andthebigsocialchangeatthetimewastheinternet.
Itwasthesocialwebthatfascinatedme.Thiswasafissure
inhistoryanditwasgoingtohavemassiveimplicationsfor
communication.Itfeltunruly.

SoIhandedinmyresignationatSussexand,alongwith
myhusbandScottButtonandMattCooke,whoScotthad
metatanotherstart-up, launchedUnrulyinJanuary2006.
Webuiltablog-scanningenginethattrackedandranked
themostpopularvideosontheblogosphere.That’swhen
westartedcollectingdata,whichwepassontocreative
agenciesandbrandssotheycancreategreatcontent
andthendistributeitinsocialformats,ratherthanthose
annoyingpregnancyadsyoudon’twanttosee.

Ibecameanentrepreneurnotjusttobuildacompany,
butaculture–onewhereyoucouldbethesameselfatwork
asyouareathome.Ouroffice,offBrickLane,hasafamily
vibe: it’sanopenhouseforchildrenanddogs,namelyour
residentpugLola,whooncegotlost.WeranagiantTwitter
campaignuntilsomeonespottedherunderahedge.

Youhavetolovewhatyoudoasanentrepreneur
becauseyousacrificealot.Luckily,astrongworkethicruns
inmyfamily.Myfirstjobwasasaneggpackeraged12when
wewerelivinginPeacehaveninEastSussex.Afarmerhired
mebecauseIkeptbringingbackhiswanderingdogfor
areward.Eventuallyhegaveme50pandemployedme.

Growingup,Iwantedtodoseveraldifferentthings.
Forawhile, Iwantedtobethefirstfemalebishop.Inmygap
year,I livedinamonasteryinMontevideoinUruguayand
workedwiththoseinneed.IreadEnglishatCambridge,
whichiswhereImetScott.Hewasverycool,whereasIwas
geeky.WebothgraduatedwithfirstsbutScottmanaged
topartyandstudy(unlikeme).Workingwithyourpartner
meansyoutalkbusiness24/7.Itwouldmakesomepeople
balk,butitmeansthingsmovequickly.

MY STORY / Sarah Wood, Unruly
 
FROM PACKING EGGS ON A FARM TO SETTING 
UP THE VIDEO ADVERTISING COMPANY UNRULY – 
AND THEN SELLING IT FOR £114M – SARAH WOOD, 
43, IS A TECH SUPERSTAR WHO TOOK
AN UNEXPECTED PATH TO SUCCESS

A
I was the first person in my family to go to university so 

there were no expectations when I graduated. I ran a cafe, 
set up a tutoring agency for refugees and got a job as  
a ticket collector on the London Underground. Then  
I went to be a physics and mathematics teacher in Geneva. 
While I was out there, I received funding for a PhD in 
revolutionary culture at University College London,  
and was later offered the job as lecturer at Sussex.

 We sold Unruly to News Corp last year for £114m.  
We weren’t planning to sell but when we took News Corp’s 
CEO Rebekah Brooks around our future video lab she 
was excited and it was contagious. Afterwards, we had a 
long lunch where we sketched out the future. Rebekah is 
energetic, charismatic, super-smart and a very generous 
person. Her drive comes from the top. I’ve met Rupert 
Murdoch several times – he’s indefatigable. I hope I have 
half as much energy as he does when I’m in my eighties.

 Earlier this year, I was named Veuve Clicquot Business 
Woman of the Year and met most of my heroes in one 
night, from Sock Shop founder Sophie Mirman to The 
River Café’s Ruth Rogers. It was mind-blowing to spend 
the evening with so many successful women. That said, 
there’s still so much to do and tech needs more women. We 
need to tackle that at every point in the funnel – whether 
it’s getting more girls coding or closing the confidence gap. 
Most of all, we need to celebrate female role models. It’s like 
Geena Davis said: “You need to see it to be it.”
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‘I UNDERSTOOD 
HOLDEN CAULFIELD’S 

FRUSTRATION WITH 
SHALLOWNESS AND 
I LOVE HOW HE SAW 

GOODNESS IN PLACES 
THAT OTHERS DIDN’T’

Goodbye Baby & Amen  
by David Bailey
This is a photography book, but 
it’s my favourite ever. It’s portraits 

of people in the Sixties, 
mainly celebrities such 
as Mick Jagger, Michael 
Caine and Mia Farrow. 
I could look at it every 
day. My copy is so old and 

battered – it was my mum’s when 
she was younger. I like it when you 
look through a book and see a 
different thing every time – I still 
do. There are photos I didn’t even 
notice before and suddenly they 
become my favourite.

THE FIRST WORD NEW AUTHOR TO KNOW
Yaa Gyasi’s powerful debut, Homegoing, is already causing a stir in the US where it was released in June. Gyasi, who was 
born in Ghana and raised in Alabama, tells the story of two half-sisters Effia and Esi, one who is sold into slavery and one who 
becomes a slave trader’s wife. Gyasi manages that tricky double whammy of extraordinarily beautiful writing coupled with a 
page-turning plot. The book spans seven generations of one family, travelling from 18th-century west Africa to modern-day New 
York. It’s epic in its scope but intimate in its execution, with each chapter focusing on one character. Add to your wishlist now.

The BFG by Roald Dahl 
I loved reading all the Roald Dahl 
books as a child. They were gritty 
and dark. There’s just the right 
amount of reality and imagination 
in them; I remember thinking that 
it might actually happen, that it 
wasn’t all fantasy. The BFG was my 
favourite and I really thought that 
one day, a giant was going to walk 
past my window. 

Far From The Madding Crowd 
by Thomas Hardy
When I was 14 my mum gave me 
this and Tess of the D’Urbervilles.  
I read them again and again.  
I love the pace of this book. It’s 
like Romeo and Juliet in that 
there’s a horrible fate and there’s 

nothing anyone can do about 
it. My boyfriend and I often 
go camping in south-west 
England. Whenever we go, I 
always think of Thomas Hardy. 

The Catcher In The Rye  
by JD Salinger
I read this on holiday in Vietnam 
recently. I forgot to pack any 
books and had to buy photocopied 
versions from strange shops. 
It’s one of those books everyone 
should read. I related to the main 
character, Holden Caulfield, then 
my boyfriend told me that John 
Lennon’s assassin was carrying 
the book when he shot him. Then 
I thought, ‘Oh, that’s not so good!’ 
But  I understood Caulfield’s 
frustration with shallowness, and 
I loved how he saw goodness in 
places that others didn’t. It’s also  
a very good insight into depression 
and how easy it is to become very 
quickly isolated. I like a book that’s 
about day-to-day life, and quite 
conversational, where not much 
even happens but you get a real 
feeling for what the people are like.

The Chrysalids  
by John Wyndham
I studied this at school  
but never got bored 

of it, and I’ve read it again since. 
I did A-level English, and we 
overanalysed everything we read, 
but this survived that process. 
It’s a very surreal book, kind of 
sci-fi, but not quite. It’s about 
people who have abnormalities – 
they have six toes – and they slip 
between two clashing tribes. But 
it’s actually about racism, or at 
least persecution and prejudice 
against people who are different. 
It was very vivid and I remember 
imagining what it would be like  
to be in that world. I’ve had a  
really visual response to books  
ever since.

The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand
I love architecture and the way 
it is described in this novel is so 
incredible – you can really see 
everything. A lot of people don’t 
like this book, but I’ve since read 
about how it’s not political, it’s 
actually just about one man 
striving for perfection. I’m not a 
perfectionist, but I thought it was 
amazingly written. Afterwards, 
I wanted to read lots about 
architecture. It’s a hard 
thing to write about, but 
if you can describe these 
buildings and processes, 
and make it interesting, 
that’s quite a feat.

BOOK CLUB
NEWGEN DESIGNER MOLLY GODDARD, 27, SHARES THE BOOKS THAT SHAPED HER LIFE

Words Holly Williams

Fashion designer 
Molly Goddard
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ELLE PROMOTION



THIS PAGE PLEATED

MIDI SKIRT, £35, AND

COTTON SWEATSHIRT,

£22 OPPOSITE, LEFT
FLORAL DRESS,

£45, AND MILITARY

JACKET, £38 MIDDLE
GEORGETTE BLOUSE,

£32, STRIPED

TROUSER, £28, AND

BLOCK-COLOUR COAT,

£90 RIGHT RIBBED

JUMPER, £30, AND

PLEATED MIDI SKIRT,

£35. ALL V BY VERY

IN THE 
SWING

NAVIGATE THE SEASON’S SHIFT 

WITH EASE – AT WORK AND AT PLAY – 

IN THE BOLD NEW A/W 2016 

Photography Kristin Vicari 
Styling Harriet Stewart

V BY VERY COLLECTION 



ELLE PROMOTION



THIS PAGE, LEFT 

COTTON T-SHIRT, £8, 

WIDE-LEG TROUSERS, 

£30. AND SANDALS 

(JUST SEEN) £28  

RIGHT ROLL NECK 

JUMPER, £18, LACE-

TRIMMED CAMISOLE, 

£18, SKINNY JEANS, 

£28, AND FAUX-SUEDE 

ANKLE BOOTS, £42 

OPPOSITE LACE TOP, 

£45. ALL V BY VERY



THIS PAGE STRIPED 

JUMPER, £25, CHECKED 

TROUSERS, £32, AND 

LEOPARD-PRINT COAT, 

£70 OPPOSITE, LEFT 

ROLL NECK JUMPER  

(AS BEFORE), AND 

QUILTED DRESS, £39 

RIGHT EMBROIDERED 

BLOUSE, £32, AND 

ZIPPED TROUSERS,  

£32. ALL V BY VERY

SHOP THE COLLECTION 
AT VERY.CO.UK



WATCH IT NOW Join Sharmina, Suki and Emma on location in north London for the first of three video adventures 
shot exclusively by ELLE to showcase the new V by Very collection from very.co.uk. Go to elleuk.com/vbyvery

ELLE PROMOTION
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WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU GET TO WORK AT 7AM, ARE THE LAST ONE TO LEAVE, BRING IN COOKIES EVERY 
FRIDAY, OFFER TO FINISH OTHER PEOPLE’S WORK FOR THEM AND STILL HAVEN’T HAD THAT PROMOTION? 
IT’S TIME FOR A NEW APPROACH – ONE WHERE HAPPINESS IS YOUR BOSS. WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER. 

SLEEP, EXERCISE AND SOCIALISE MORE. BEFORE YOU KNOW IT, YOU’LL BE LOOKING FORWARD  
TO MONDAY MORNING. TAMSIN CRIMMENS SPEAKS TO FIVE WOMEN WHO HAVE IT ALL WORKED OUT

H
ow was your day? If it wasn’t that great, don’t despair that you need to 
pack it all in and start again. Based on the women I spoke to, those who 
dominate their careers from boardroom to army base, the formula for  
happiness depends a lot more on what you do outside of the office than in 
it. For Junior Doctor Storm Lonsdale, who encounters death on a regular  
basis working at a London A&E, switching off from work by going climbing 

or meeting friends for a drink is fundamental. Army Staff Sergeant Sara Canning 
feels like she can achieve anything at work by starting her day early with a run.

It goes without saying that enjoying the job itself is key. But if you want to 
start feeling better about your day come Monday morning, what’s clear is that  
preparing well both mentally and physically for your day ahead, and then allowing  
yourself time to kick back after work, leaves you in a far better position to confront 
work challenges. 

Whether this inspires you to change career altogether or just set your alarm for 
an hour earlier, finding your own formula for happiness and success comes down to 
two things: self-knowledge, and trial and error.

HOW
TO BE 

HAPPY 
AT 
WORK

• EAT A PROTEIN-
RICH BREAKFAST
• DITCH YOUR 
WORK PERSONA
• HAVE AN  
F-OFF FUND
• START A  
SIDE PROJECT

Photography Daniel Fraser 
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STORMLONSDALE,27,
isaJuniorDoctorcurrentlyworking
inA&EatQueen’sHospital,London.
VolunteeringatanHIVorphanagein

Kenyainspiredhertostudymedicineat
BartsandTheLondonSchoolofMedi-

cineandDentistry.Thisyearshe’llbegin
anaesthetictraininginintensivecareand
herambitionistoworkinconflictzones.

I encounter death on a regular basis and
speaking to patients’ relatives is one of
the hardest parts of the job. Often your
best isn’t good enough and as a doctor
youseehowunfairlifeis.It’sasmalldown-
side and is balanced with the special mo-
ments I experience every day. I was part
ofateamlookingafteraverysickboywith
meningitis who was in intensive care for a
long time. We didn’t think he was going to
survivesowatchinghimwalkoutofhospi-
tal was amazing. You realise that without
our intervention that person would be
lost.IlovethatIneverclock-watchatwork
and am constantly challenged. I hate feel-
ing bored.

When the blue phone in A&E rings with 
a five-minute warning of a cardiac ar-
rest coming in, the team of doctors and 

nurses immediately snaps into action. 
I have to be extremely focused to cope 
with the pace of such a busy ward and, as 
a junior doctor, I know it’s my responsibil-
ity to speak up if I’m feeling overwhelmed. 
The team support makes it easier and we 
have a debrief after any cardiac arrest so 
we can voice our emotions. There are few 
jobs where you have such intimacy with a 
complete stranger; it’s a huge responsi-
bility and privilege.

Doctors aren’t great at work-life bal-
ance because if something goes wrong 
it’s more important to stay. When I work 
regular hours, I might go climbing or for 
a drink after work. I have good financial 
security as a doctor, though mine isn’t the 
highest paid profession: I’m on around 
£30K because I live in London. My family 
work in creative fields; my mum and dad 
met when she was a model and he was 
importing Levi’s, and my sisters are art-
ists and designers. They are proud of me, 
though my dad thinks the NHS works its 
staff too hard. But the way I see it, every-
one who loves their job works hard at it. 

WORK IT
Storm’s secrets to success 

Don’t take work home. 
The time you’re away from work is 

your own and you don’t help anyone 
by ruminating. Switch off by going for 

a drink or doing some exercise.
Think long-term. 

It can be soul-sucking when friends are 
establishing careers and you’re still a student, 
but doctors have to play the long game and 

know the rewards will come eventually.
Make your career work for you. 

My aspirations to travel and do humanitarian 
work have driven the choices I’ve made. ›

 

CAREERS

JO BERTRAM,  34,
is Regional General Manager of UK, 

Ireland and the Nordics at Uber. After 
studying Physics at Cambridge and 

getting her MBA in Paris, she spent four 
years working in business consultancy 

in Africa before joining Uber in 2013.

Getting plenty of sleep is vital for my hap-
piness, as is disconnecting from work. I’m 
very ambitious, so when I’ve had a tough 
time with work-life balance in the past I’ve 
created a yearly bucket list of things that 
I then commit to making happen, such as 
going to a friend’s wedding or booking a 
holiday. I’m more resilient now after fac-
ing some big challenges at work, including  
vicious trolling that forced me to quit Twit-
ter earlier this year. Unfortunately when 
you compete with an established industry 
like Uber has, there are some that will lash 
out and social media provides an easy plat-
form. I used to personalise everything and 
get very upset if something went wrong, 
assuming it must be my fault. Now I focus 
on the bigger picture and realise it’s not 
about me. I spent a lot of time building up a  
picture of my dream job. I loved working 
in Africa as I saw the impact my busi-
ness had. I’m a bit socially awkward and 
hate networking, so would instead ask 
everyone I knew out for coffee to dis-
cover what resonated about their jobs. 
The opportunity at Uber popped up 
when a friend contacted me via LinkedIn.  
I had never heard of the company, but  
the job matched my skills and it seemed 
like a dynamic business, so I jumped at it.  

I ask my team to rate their happiness at  
work out of 10 so I can get a clear picture. 
I’m an eight out of 10 (I’m British and  
cynical, so I doubt 10 is ever possible).

WORK IT
Jo’s path to career enlightenment

Have a f**k off fund. 
If you end up in an awful job, savings give you 

the time to think about what you want.
Don’t worry too much about a plan. 

Make decisions based on whether 
you’ll enjoy the challenge, not if 

they’ll look good on your CV.
Arrange social events after work. 

I don’t like letting people down, so 
saying I’ll meet a friend at 7.30pm 

means I can’t work late.
 Seek advice. 

I wouldn’t find my job description as exciting 
as the role actually is, so talk to someone 
doing the type of job you’re interested in.
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CAREERS

JULIA STEPHENSON, 41,
workedatUniversalMusicandwentontour

withNellyFurtadoasaRoadManager,before
joiningtheBBCasaPublicist.Sheretrained
asalawyerandhascombinedheroldand
newcareersasaLegalAdvisoratITVplc.

As soon as I walked into ITV I knew it
was the right place for me. There’s a
diverse mix of nationalities, races and
backgrounds, and being back in a me-
dia environment felt like home. Working
with like-minded people in an intellectu-
ally stimulating job is more important to
me than money. I could work at a leading
Magic Circle law firm and earn £100K,
but wouldn’t havetimetospendit.

I’m a creature of habit: I get up at
6.30am and go for a run. As soon as I ar-
rive at the office, I run through my to-do
list. I adore my team. We’re currently six
women and very chatty, usually about
our latest Netflix binge. We’re collabora-
tive and solve problems together. We’re
all at different life stages: some have chil-
dren, others are dating or single. We’re
fromdifferentbackgroundsbutaregreat
friendsandgooutfordinnerregularly.

Our team director makes sure our
successes are celebrated and we have
a monthly meeting where we nominate
someone to win the ‘Top Dog’ award.
My colleagues are important to happi-
ness. It’s the opposite of the temporary
role I took while transitioning to law,
which was so negative that I left before
I had another job. I found out the next
day I had aced an interview at the BBC
– sometimes you have to have faith.
Life is too short to do something that
doesn’t make youbounceoutofbed.

WORKIT
Julia’s careertoptips

Outlineyouragendaearly.
Don’tsetaprecedentofworkinglatewhen
youstartanewjoborpeoplewillexpectit.

Beyourself.
It’sexhaustingtoputona‘work

persona’sofindanenvironmentwhere

you’llbeacceptedforwhoyouare.

It’s never too late to change careers.

Itwasabigchallengebeingatraineelawyer

atanolderageandIhadtobattlemyown

insecurities.Youhaveonelifeandyoucan

doasmanythingsasyouwantwithit.

Taketimetoreflect.

Turnoffyourphoneandaskwhetherwhat

you’redoingismakingyouhappy.If it’s

not,askwhatyoucandotochangeit.

ROBERTA BENTELER, 32,
spentherearlycareerinfinance.At
26shequittointernforindependent

designerSaloniandstartedAvenue32,a
luxurye-commercewebsiteofemerging

designtalentandestablishedbrands.

People think that designer clothes, travel
and fashion shows are what make me
happy, but I would give them all up for my 
team. My happiest moments aren’t be-
ing snapped by photographers, which is 

quite stressful, but during our monthly
company breakfasts when we all eat to-
gether. We’ve grown to 40 people in the
six years since I started Avenue 32. The
average age of people who work for me is
under 30, so I feel like I’m mother to a sec-
ondfamily.

The first thing I do when I arrive at our
open-plan office is go around and chat
with everyone, maybe ask how a business
trip went or check on the interns who sit
next to the directors. I know that even if
I’m having a hard time in my personal life,
thepositivityofmyteamwillcheermeup.

I have workaholic tendencies and used
to wake up in the night to check emails.
I have to make a conscious effort to take
time for myself. I don’t get up at 5.30am
anymore but I still like to exercise, have a
long bath or cook an omelette and read
the news. I take my mornings slowly so
that when I arrive at the office around
9.30amI’mhappyandbalanced.

I knew nothing about e-commerce
when I started Avenue 32. My naivety
was a blessing; had I known how much ›

‘IT’S EXHAUSTING  
TO PUT ON A WORK 

PERSONA, SO FIND AN 
ENVIRONMENT WHERE 
YOU’LL BE ACCEPTED  

FOR WHO YOU ARE’
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CAREERS

money and work it would take, I would 
have been terrified. The business is 
100% family financed, which is a double-
edged sword; I’m lucky to have their 
mentoring but it’s a lot of responsibility. 
We relaunched the website recently and 
faced some big challenges. It has made 
the team stronger though – we all pulled 
together and introduced new reporting 
structures as a result. Back when I was 
working in finance I was well paid but iso-
lated; I wouldn’t do it again for the world.

WORK IT
Roberta’s philosophy for  

enjoying each day

Keep your team happy. 
Everyone contributes to our internal 

newsletter – even if only to mention their 
new haircut, birthday party or holiday.

It’s just a job. 
While this is my dream job, I don’t 

let work make me unhappy.
Crisis is necessary. 

Overcoming challenges makes 
work fun. If you don’t have any 

problems it can become routine.

SARA CANNING, 27, 
is an Aircraft Communication Specialist 
in the 1 Army Air Corps, who has served 
in Australia and Northern Ireland. The 

daughter of a soldier, she joined the army 
at 18 and currently lives in military quarters 

in Somerset with her 10-year-old son.  

I never think of myself as a woman leading 
men. We’re soldiers – we wear the same 
uniform, carry the same weights and go 
through the same training. I don’t shout. 
I find it more effective to be calm, quiet 
and clear on what I expect. Some people 
say women aren’t as strong as men but  
I would argue that strength isn’t just 
physical. I’ve known some incred-
ibly physically strong women in the army 
whose characters and mental attitudes 
have been just as inspiring. 

Contrary to popular belief, there’s 
no shame around crying. We’ve been 
through extraordinary things together 
and it’s important to expect and accept 
emotions – it’s seen as strength not weak-
ness to let them out. All soldiers know 
there’s a possibility of being in danger on 
the frontline and we’re trained for it. I’ve 
never had to test out my killer instinct so 
I don’t know for sure how I would react 
under fire. The whole army ethos is about 
working together and my colleagues are 
my family; I love knowing that I’ll probably 
be working with the same people for the 
rest of my life.

I thrive on being active and start my 
day with exercise, whether it’s a full-on 
physical training session or just walk-
ing the dog. I feel desk-bound since be-
ing promoted to Staff Sergeant, so I get 
up twice a day to train or walk over to the 
helicopter hangers to inspect the equip-
ment. I wasn’t always fit but I love run-
ning and compete in cross-country and 
triathlons. Last year I applied to go on a 
never-before-attempted expedition to 
Antarctica with an all-female group of sol-
diers. If I make the cut we’ll go to the South 
Pole unassisted – a monumental task and 
one I’ve been working towards alongside 
my regular job. I believe in keeping things 
challenging, otherwise I become bored. 

WORK IT
Sara’s guide to a fulfilling work day

Iron your work ‘uniform’ every morning. 
Discipline builds confidence. By taking 

pride in your appearance, you take 
more pride in your actions, too.
Eat a protein-rich breakfast. 

I have up to four boiled eggs to fuel me 
through the morning. If you don’t eat, 

you’ll be hungry and miserable at work.
Start your day with a physical challenge. 

Going on an eight-mile march with 
weights strapped to my back makes 

me feel like I can do anything.
Reframe how you view obstacles. 

I see everything as a blessing. I believe if you 
work hard you’ll eventually see the rewards. 

‘MY NAIVETY WAS A  
BLESSING; HAD I KNOWN  

HOW MUCH MONEY AND WORK 
IT WOULD TAKE, I WOULD  

HAVE BEEN TERRIFIED’





A
M NIS

Photography Adam Whitehead
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        How does a card-carrying feminist approach her big day in 2016? 

                                                     Forget being wedded to those outdated matrimonial traditions, 
 
                           Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett redefines the modern bride  

I
t’s a fraught business being a feminist. We’re constantly 
being asked to define our terms. ‘Can you be a feminist 
and shave your bikini line/wear high heels/go on a juice 
cleanse/watch music videos?’ we are asked. And on and 
on it goes, for what seems to be almost every life choice 
we encounter, however trivial. And now I’ve made one 

of the most momentous life choices of all, I can already  
anticipate the next question: ‘Can you be a feminist bride?’

See, I’m getting married next year. I’m a card-carrying 
feminist, and hope to be a modern bride. But being both 
a fiancée and a bride means, even in this enlightened day 
and age, being bombarded with conflicting messages. 
Let’s be honest here: a wedding, with many of its tradi-
tions rooted in a time when women were flogged off like 
farmyard animals at a market (and treated with even less  
respect), is pretty much the most patriarchal party you 
can ever throw. I have watched other feminists try to con-
tort themselves into arguing there can be such a thing as 
a feminist bride, but let’s not kid ourselves that the two 
things are 100% compatible. While same-sex marriages 
have more flexibility because they already fly in the face of 
‘tradition’, heterosexual weddings are mired in throwback 
customs, which is seriously complicating things for me  
– morally and emotionally.

The thing is, no matter how feminist you try to be, it is 
impossible to sign up to any belief system without com-
promising somewhere, especially if, like me, you are a 
die-hard romantic with a deep and slightly guilty love for 
Richard Curtis films. But that doesn’t mean you can’t defy 
convention and resolve to make your wedding your own. 
It’s 2016, after all, and only the legal bits are fixed. Every-
thing else is up for grabs. The question is, how to pull it off 
and stay true to yourself?

INDECENT PROPOSAL. Many women propose to their 
boyfriends now, but for years it was so taboo that it was 
only acceptable to do so on Leap Day, an event so rare that 
it only actually happens once every four years. According 
to old Irish legend, St Brigit of Kildare struck a deal with 
St Patrick to allow women to propose to men on this day 
in an attempt to balance out the traditional gender roles. 
While I salute St Brig’s right-on progressive feminism, I 
also feel duty bound to say, ‘Come on!’ I was actually tempt-
ed to propose, but ultimately I was glad my boyfriend asked 

me, on Valentine’s Day on Hampstead Heath (told you:  
Richard Curtis). Why? Because it felt like a statement that 
he was ready for this huge, slightly scary commitment. But, 
mercifully, he didn’t get down on one knee. We both hate 
a scene and it was really muddy. Now, lots of people don’t 
bother with a proposal at all. The whole idea that it should 
be a big surprise feels like a silly charade and ignores the 
fact that most modern human couples communicate hon-
estly with one another about the future. Plus, springing a 
life-changing decision on a woman like that with no warn-
ing kind of undermines her agency.

PUT A RING ON IT? You can’t get more patriarchal than the 
fact that, traditionally, the woman wears an engagement 
ring and the man doesn’t. There’s really no getting around 
it. Historically, it’s a sign of ownership (men didn’t used to 
wear wedding rings either, a convention that has thank-
fully died a death). I was largely opposed to a ring until  
I was presented with a beautiful art deco emerald one. 
Does that make me a hypocrite? Possibly, but I realised it 
meant a lot to me. I joked about getting my boyfriend an 
engagement watch in order to even things out a bit, but 
haven’t done so because he already has two watches he 
doesn’t wear so why buy a third? 

Not having a diamond pacified me enough so that  
I didn’t feel I was buying into a sexist marketing trend  
(I was concerned about conflict diamonds, too). He also 
knew that I thought it completely idiotic that it ‘should’ 
cost three months’ of his salary. 

‘We raise women to make them feel like the biggest 
diamond is a goal, and the idea of women giving men the 
ring is seen as emasculating, which is crazy and unequal,’ 
says Orsolya Szabo, 31, a fashion stylist who, pre-empting 
that her boyfriend may be about to propose, told him not  
to bother putting a ring on it. ‘The diamond tradition 
comes from an advertising campaign De Beers ran in the 
Thirties. They basically made up the fact an engagement 
ring should be a diamond so they could sell more rocks. 
Adverts encouraged men to buy the biggest possible (the 
bigger the diamond the bigger the love, apparently). It’s a 
cultural tradition that keeps women back.’

SAY YES TO THE DRESS? Also to be filed under: ‘Oh, 
don’t be so ridiculous.’ Are we really going to continue to 
play along with the virginal white pretence in 2016? It’s ›  
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accompanied by her dad but, in a pleasing nod to equality, 
the groom was given away by his mum.

Furthermore, if you choose a Church of England wed-
ding, you are free to adapt some of the script. So ‘who 
gives this woman to be married to this man?’ can easily be 
changed to ‘who brings this woman…’ which I dig.  

Many couples have friends give readings or write the 
vows themselves. And, praise be to the feminist goddess-
es, the requirement that you have to promise to ‘honour 
and obey’ your husband is now long gone. 

FREE SPEECH. There used to be a time when you’d think 
all women had been rendered magically mute, because 
only the men gave speeches. Sometimes, horror of hor-
rors, the best man would use his speech to make crass 
jokes about the groom’s sexual past. Not so now, in this 
world of sensitive modern men (well, mostly). I will cer-
tainly be giving a speech, as will my mother, mother-in-law, 
best woman, one of my ‘unofficial bridesmaids’, and any-
one else who chooses. 

FLOWER POWER. Traditionally, the woman who catches 
the bouquet is next to be married, hence the old cliché that 
women go feral and are willing to claw each other’s eyes 
out to get to it. Out of respect to those friends of mine who 
run the length of the room in order to avoid the bouquet 

toss, I don’t think I’ll be partak-
ing in this tradition. Have you 
ever seen desperate, undigni-
fied women scrapping over a 
bouquet outside of a bad ro-
mantic comedy? Exactly. 

Modern feminist wedding 
planning involves picking 
those elements that you feel 
totally comfortable with and 
discarding the rest. I don’t 
think that any wedding can  
really be truly feminist, but why 
does that matter? We can still 
be feminists while acknowledg-
ing the fact that, in a patriar-
chal society, not everything we 
do is going to be ideologically 
pure. And what’s a ‘right’ or 

‘wrong’ bride anyway? A wedding is about you as a couple 
and presents an exciting opportunity to break away from 
the clichés of films, magazines and Pinterest boards to do 
what makes you happy. 

Just as I was supremely unimpressed when my grand-
ma fretted about my being a bride with bare arms, so 
should you be if anyone tries to foist their own idea of a 
wedding on to you, whether it’s traditional or quite the 
opposite. Because doing your own thing is, ultimately, the 
biggest feminist statement you could make. 

one thing if you want to wear a white dress and veil because  
they’re traditional and pretty, but I’m here to tell you that 
there is no obligation.

Personally, I’ll be jettisoning the veil, as I don’t like  
the symbolism, and will probably opt for a cream dress  
– I don’t want any colour to broadcast my sexual history,
even if people don’t take the tradition that seriously any-
more. It’s accepted now that the modern bride is free to 
wear whatever the hell she wants, in whatever colour. It’s 
about expressing yourself, not feeling like you’re a Disney 
World extra (though if that is your thing, go for it). 

And for those of us on a budget, the resurgence of  
vintage and DIY fashion is a blessing. So often we’re told 
it’s the most important dress you’ll ever wear (as opposed 
to the one you’re wearing when they make you Prime Min-
ister, naturally) so it often has the frankly terrifying price 
tag to match. My mum’s making mine.

HENPECKED. The hen do is traditionally organised by 
the maid of honour, who I’ll be referring to as ‘the best 
woman’ because her marital status is irrelevant and she 
is my very best woman. Ultimately, I feel like the hen do 
is about managing expectations. My best woman is a  
fellow feminist and will want to keep things chilled, but  
I have a friend who keeps talking about Greek island spas 
that cost £900 per person for 
the weekend. I’m not keen on 
this, and an ‘L-plates, male 
stripper, penis lolly’ bash is my 
personal idea of hell, but one of 
my ‘unofficial bridesmaids’ is 
set on it. 

I’d feel uncomfortable if my 
boyfriend had a stripper at 
his stag, so I owe him the same 
courtesy. Plus, does anyone 
actually find Fabio abs and 
thongs even a tiny bit attrac-
tive these days? A nice week-
end with my closest girls and 
a carload of booze at a cottage 
in the country would be ideal. 
That is, until a man in a poly-
ester imitation police officer’s 
uniform knocks on the door because, ‘Ladies, there’s 
been a complaint about the noise,’ in which case  
I can’t be liable for my actions.

 OUT OF SERVICE.  I don’t want to be ‘given away’ because 
I’m not a pair of old shoes. My dad was completely cool 
about it, saying: ‘I’ve never felt like I owned you.’ Rather 
romantically, friends of mine walked into the registry of-
fice together, an idea that I may borrow. There’s no rule 
that your father (or indeed anyone) has to escort you 
at all. At my cousin’s French Catholic wedding, she was  

‘I DON’T WANT TO BE 
“GIVEN AWAY” 

BECAUSE I’M NOT A PAIR 
OF OLD SHOES. MY DAD 
WAS COMPLETELY COOL 
ABOUT IT, SAYING, “I’VE 

NEVER FELT LIKE  
I OWNED YOU”’
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edge
Women on the 

P
icture this: you have the power to climb a rock
face with spider-like skill and superhero ability.
You’re standing at the foot of a magnificent spike
of granite, surrounded by awe-inspiring moun-
tains, knowing you have the strength to propel

yourselftothetop.Thinkofthesenseofachievementyou’d
have on succeeding.

Whereas before a SoulCycle-inspired spin class would
be the best way to sweat it out for an hour and visualise
how you were going to kick ass for the rest of the day, now
climbing is becoming the ultimate challenge. Even if you
don’t see yourself scaling Everest anytime soon, learning
to climb is as much about pushing yourself physically as

FIRST IT WAS CANDLE-
LIT SPIN CLASSES THAT

GAVE EXERCISE JUNKIES
THEIR LATEST HIT. NOW,

WOMEN ARE SEEKING MORE
HARDCORE CHALLENGES,

PUSHING THEIR BODIES
AND MINDS TO THE LIMIT.

AS CLIMBING BECOMES
AN OLYMPIC SPORT FOR

2020, GEORGIA SIMMONDS
EXPLORES THE MINDSET IT
TAKES TO REACH THE TOP

it is mentally. Some of the most successful female climb-
ers on the circuit became addicted at a young age; others 
came to it later, often to confront deep-rooted fears. 

Leading the way is 15-year-old American schoolgirl 
Ashima Shiraishi, who is considered one of the most tal-
ented young climbers – male or female – of all time. Shi-
raishi, who has been sponsored by The North Face since 
2015, began climbing in Central Park when she was six 
years old, after watching other people clambering up the 
rocks: ‘At first I was just captivated by the movement be-
cause it seemed so graceful – I thought of it as dancing on 
the rocks – it was just like nothing I’d seen before.’ 

Since then the slight teenager, who is just over 5ft tall, 
has dedicated herself to the sport. Earlier this year she 
became the first female and the youngest person ever to 
conquer a V15 climb (V0 is like climbing a ladder, V16 is 
the hardest climb that exists). Aside from physical dex-
terity, climbs of this level (accomplished without ropes) 
require the utmost mental agility; Shiraishi innovates to 
solve the puzzle of the wall by scaling craggy overhangs 
with imagination, moving into gravity-defying positions, 
and flexing her mind and her muscles simultaneously. 

Plus, she already knows at 15 what it took me at least 
another 10 years to realise: doubting yourself invites cri-
sis, whatever sphere you’re operating in. She doesn’t let 
the ever-present possibility of falling faze her: ‘In climb-
ing, most of the time you fall – 99% of climbing is falling. 
Climbers focus on that 1% chance that you might be able 
to do it. I think in life too you fall a bunch but the challenge 
is to stand back up.’  

Sasha DiGiulian, 23, is also an American climber whose 
experience on the rocks has made her philosophical 
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about confronting fear and failure: ‘The only way to push 
your comfort zone is to step outside of it and see. There 
are situations in which I’ve not known if I was capable 
of doing something but I put myself on the line, and I’ve 
failed but I’ve also surprised myself with success.’ The 
5ft 2in blonde powerhouse from Alexandria, Virginia, is 
the reigning Pan-American Champion, undefeated since 
2004. She travels the world establishing ‘first ascents’, 
pioneering climbs that involve exploration and greater 
risks than routes scaled before. We’re talking colossal 
rock faces in wild landscapes that, to the untrained eye, 
have no discernible footholds. ‘Climbing is mental as well 
as physical,’ DiGiulian explains. ‘Physically, it’s easy to 
break down; it’s a strength-to-bodyweight ratio sport. 
But mentally you have to be able to envision yourself 
doing something in order to be able to do it. If you don’t 

actually believe in yourself then climbing is nearly impos-
sible.’  When a climber stands at the bottom of a towering 
wall, any obstacles they spot are decodable; they visualise 
overcoming the mountain, not being defeated by it. ‘To be 
a success in high-risk sports, like climbing, you need to be 
strong and focused with a clear, consistent sense of con-
trol,’ explains Dr Rhonda Cohen, Sport and Exercise Psy-
chologist at Middlesex University. It requires a tenacious 
mentality, laser focus and discipline. In return, climbers 
find their self-esteem, body awareness and goal-setting 
skills sky rocket. 

Dr Cohen says, ‘The mental attraction for women  
is often that engaging in extreme sport is a way of ›
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step back, looking at the full picture and analysing how 
you get through to the next level. Climbing has made 
things easier for me to process.’ 

In 2013, Boué did a year-long solo climbing trip around 
the US in a van she retrofitted herself. At one point she 
spent three months in Utah trying to tackle a particu-
lar boulder problem, figuring out the best sequence of 
hand- and footholds from start to finish: ‘It wore me down 
but then one day, I just felt good.’ That day she solved 
the problem by conquering the gymnastics of the climb. 
Boué’s story is not unusual; according to Dr Cohen, ‘It is 
not the risk for climbers that is the drive, but the experi-
ence, sense of challenge and accomplishment… Climbers 
tend to be more spiritual, more introverted and more in 
control than those in other extreme sports.’ What about 
climbers who take tremendous risks? When free soloing 
(no ropes, no partner) at 1,000ft above the ground you’re 
dicing with elements you can’t control, such as weather 
and loose rocks, and falling isn’t an option. 

Enter  Steph Davis, the 42-year-old Illinois-born  climber  
who has free soloed Colorado's Longs Peak Diamond 
four times. This is an alpine climb at high altitude with a 

vertical gain of more than 900ft. 
For Davis, who has 25 years’ ex-
perience, the sport has taught 
her that she does well under a 
‘life or death kind of pressure’, 
so the risky styles of climbing 
suit her. How does Davis con-
front the fear factor? ‘I manage 
my fear, and I can differentiate 
between the types of feelings it 

manifests as. Often I’m feeling what I call “intensity” and 
I enjoy being in that state. If I’m feeling too much fear, I 
listen to it and try to get out of the situation. I eliminate 
all emotions except for a feeling of extreme calm and de-
termination, because this is the best way to operate in 
a dangerous environment. You can train yourself to do 
it through practice, and setting it as an intention.’ But  
Davis’ biggest challenge to date has been one she’s faced 
off the wall: ‘My husband Mario died in the mountains 
during a wingsuit base jump when we were in the Dolo-
mites [Italy] together.  Learning how to go on without 
Mario was the hardest thing I’ve done – the biggest climbs 
I’ve conquered were comparatively easy.’

None of these women have the goal of risking their  
lives; it’s not why they climb. Instead they’re set on mas-
tering something, whether it’s a sense of synchronicity 
with the natural environment or to be the best climber 
ever. Climbers focus on where they want to be and fig-
ure out how to achieve that in a methodical way; they’re 
skilled problem-solvers. And we can all learn something 
from them, whatever summit we’re trying to reach. 

building confidence and overcoming fear.’ On the other 
hand, ‘Men often engage in sport to physically push 
themselves and mentally they pursue extreme sport for 
the thrill and sensation of it. Men are also regarded as 
more likely than women to take a risk.’ But how do men 
and women’s elite climbing performances compare? 
It’s a unique sport in that whatever your gender, you 
tackle the exact same climbs, so direct parallels can be 
drawn. This seems progressive – everyone competes 
at the same level – but it’s also a point of contention. 
Terminology such as ‘first female ascent’ exists and 
some climbers feel that it reinforces outdated stereo-
types, highlighting the fact that women are expected 
to be outperformed by men (the distinction ‘first male  
ascent’ is not used). 

DiGiulian considers first female ascents an impor-
tant way of emphasising female 
achievement (she has 28 to her 
name, in addition to five first as-
cents). ‘What’s really going to help 
women meet the level that male 
climbers are at now is by becom-
ing more involved with the devel-
opment process of climbing, and 
that’s by going out there and doing 
more first ascents.’ She tells me 
that climbing is a very technical sport, so women can cer-
tainly do it as hard as men: ‘I think that women have skills 
that can outshine men on certain climbs, such as endur-
ance and flexibility.’ 

Contrary to what non-climbers might imagine, the 
sport can instil a zen-like sense of calm. The climbers  
I speak to report a melting away of doubts as soon as 
they grab the first hold. ‘The concentration needed really 
helps you to manage stress,’ explains Dr Cohen. ‘Being on 
the wall requires a complete focus similar to meditation. 
When you meditate, you’re not responding to your anxi-
eties or fear.’ Being able to push past fear takes commit-
ment, but the rewards are on another level, too. 

A
merican adventurer Katie Boué, 28, knows this 
first-hand. Until she started climbing in college 
she hadn’t realised she had a fairly crippling fear 
of heights: ‘It’s something that I have to man-

age every time I climb.’ Boué’s first year of ascents was 
punctuated by panic attacks: ‘I stopped climbing for a 
while but realised that when it happened I needed to stay 
where I was, not come down, let it out and then keep go-
ing.’ Learning how to manage her fear gave Boué a new 
outlook that informs every part of her life. ‘The panic at-
tacks gave me perspective: the importance of taking a 
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‘DOUBTING YOURSELF 
INVITES CRISIS, WHATEVER 

SPHERE YOU’RE OPERATING 
IN. DON’T LET THE EVER-

PRESENT POSSIBILITY  
OF FALLING FAZE YOU’
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Music has got its groove back.

In 2016, the genre has become meaningful, engaging and exciting again.

Journalist Eve Barlow, once Deputy Editor at NME, now freelance

critic, reporter and music obsessive, celebrates the incredible

impact it’s having on everything, from our

iPods to the political conversation. Hands in the air like you just don’t care
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of Adele’s Hello in October 2015, which spawned 1.3m
frenzied 140-character missives over five days*.

THE FRONT PAGES OF BROADSHEETS have been
hijacked by the deaths of icons; columns have intel-
lectualised era-defining albums from the likes of Ra-
diohead and UK grime star Skepta; consumers have
grappled with their preferred streaming services; pop
songs have been liberated from the anodyne subject
matter of yore (boy meets girl, girl meets boy, the end)
and embraced modern life following years of economic
recession and social uprising; and stars such as Kesha
and Against Me! transgender frontwoman Laura Jane
Grace are fighting for their voice.

In 2016, a quarter of the most popular Instagram ac-
counts are those of music stars. The knock-on effect

is that I receive more messages
from Miley Cyrus every day than
WhatsApps from my best mate.
Music is happening at us, on so
many levels, and the wider pub-
lic is being swept up in it, not just
young girls and music journalists.

When you write about music
there are four scenarios that jus-
tify emergency protocol: a band
breaks up or loses a member
(hello Zayn Malik’s post-One
Direction album, Mind Of Mine),
a band reforms (The Stone Ros-
es), someone releases an unan-
nounced track (everyone this
year), or someone dies (it might

be a good idea to cryogenically freeze Kate Bush, Cher,
Björk and Paul McCartney pronto). The music world
has been at Defcon level 2 these past eight months.
After years of predictability in pop and the monopoli-
sation of every platform by Taylor Swift’s 1989 album
campaign, you’d forgive the non-music obsessive for
considering that the playing field was positively flat.
As Swift faded from view and Adele out-smashed her-
self, there was room for a glut of releases across the
spectrum of genres.

WITH THE SHOCKING DEPARTURE OF PRINCE in
April, the collective sense that the cosmos was send-
ing some sort of a message was palpable, no matter
how irrational, but it had a galvanising effect. ‘The
tragic losses have made people realign with legendary
albums and reconnect with current music,’ says
Anna Meacham, who still works on Prince’s publicity.
A cynic may consider the public hysteria surround-
ing these deaths as panic about the impending loss of
our remaining irreplaceable icons. Perhaps these
deaths have provoked today’s stars to aim higher ›

AT AROUND 9.45PM ON 10 JANUARY, this year started
as it meant to go on for me. I was pulling an all-week-
ender reporting on the death of Hollywood rock’n’roll
legend, Motörhead frontman Lemmy, whose funeral
took place that Sunday in Los Angeles where I live.
Fresh from finishing my article, hunger pangs struck
so I went to my cornershop for milk and Cheerios
(stop judging me). By the time I got home, David Bowie
was dead. I plonked myself back at my desk, put on
his album Station To Station and spent the next few
hours paralysed, gorging on the thoughts spilling
out of peers’ brains via social media as the world
mourned together. The milk never made it to the
fridge. As the news spread like wildfire across every
social media platform, Bowie fans worldwide united
in picking apart the lyrics of the
newly released Blackstar album,
particularly the song Lazarus in
which Bowie appears to narrate his
own death, as though he knew all
along. ‘Look up here, I’m in heaven,’
he sang. ‘I’ve got scars that can’t be
seen / I’ve got drama, can’t be sto-
len / Everybody knows me now…’

If 2016 had a soundtrack, it
would feature a frantic beat and
play at a tinnitus-inducing vol-
ume. The debate surrounding
music now is louder, less predict-
able and more meaningful than it
has been in decades. Once again,
it’s dominating the cultural conver-
sation, both holding up a mirror to society and helping
to articulate how we see the world.

Our engagement with music events would suggest
that we’re living in a renaissance period for pop. If the
cultural essays and major happenings continue at this
rate, we’ll have lost our voices before Christmas and
I’ll have spent all my money on tour merchandise. Be-
tween Justin Bieber’s Purpose World Tour, Rihanna’s
Anti and Beyoncé’s Formation, I’m in dire need of a tax
rebate (can I claim my Rihanna ‘Most likely to not give
a f**k’ hat back as a ‘work’ expense?). At long last, the
world is taking pop music seriously again and frankly,
I’m thrilled about it.

THIS WAS THE YEAR THAT MUSIC became a discus-
sion, which runs much deeper than just tweeting the
lemon emoji to signify you’ve purchased a copy of an
album that’s occupied as much internet space as the
run up to the US election. No less than 1.8 million of us
tweeted about Beyoncé’s visual album Lemonade dur-
ing its HBO premiere, according to Twitter UK. That’s
half a million more tweets than followed the release
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with their creative vision. Meacham, who also mas-
terminds press for Zayn, Adele and Beyoncé, agrees
that making music isn’t enough anymore. Artists now
create a universe around themselves; you only have
to look at Kanye unveiling his album The Life Of Pablo
at Madison Square Garden in February with a fashion
show to realise that a simple on-sale date won’t do.

Usually the most anticipated albums are released
in the weeks leading up to Christmas.
This year’s biggest records were landing
just ahead of summer festivals and tours,
and all at the same time; the explosion of
the festival market means artists want
their albums out earlier so the crowd
can sing along. Rihanna put tour tickets
on sale without the album, then released
Anti just in time.

Let’s pour one out for all the critics and
broadcasters who suffered a mild break-
down in April/May of this year when Lem-
onade kickstarted 13 days of madness, as
surprise albums from Drake, Radiohead,
James Blake and Chance The Rapper
were all dropped one by one. Fast forward
to August when Frank Ocean released
a surprise visual album, Endless, and
subsequent follow-up, Blonde. It forced
the importance of albums again and stuck
up two punk fingers at the iPod shuffle
culture. The lyrics generated stories of
their own, too: Drake, who’s become an
expert at creating a meme out of his every
move, used the restaurant chain Cheese-
cake Factory as the setting for a lovers’ tiff
on his track, Child’s Play: ‘Why you gotta
fight with me at Cheesecake? / You know
I love to go there.’

THE LONG-AWAITED ‘MOMENT’ also
came for UK grime hero Skepta, whose
album Konnichiwa landed six days before
Chance’s. ‘The feds wanna shift man /
Wanna put me in a van / Wanna strip a
man’ go the lyrics of Crime Riddim, announcing himself
as Britain’s most politicised bard, calling the authori-
ties out on stop-and-search laws and racial profiling.

These artists are all individuals in their own right,
but together they share the key to this reinvigorated
dynamism via their grappling with greater questions

of identity. Journalist and punk frontwoman of Per-
fect Pussy Meredith Graves says we’ve become more
engaged with whether our pop stars are ‘good people.
Especially in such a contentious [US] election year.
When it comes to artists who are capitalising on a per-
ceived authenticity, they should be transparent and
give their fans the choice.’

ARTIFICE IS NO LONGER WELCOME in 2016. As Zayn
Malik told ELLE this year, ‘Authenticity is the key to
being a successful artist, and to being iconic.’ Our re-
lationship with music is more intimate now, too; tech-
nology allows us to have music with us wherever we
go. It’s creating feverish levels of anticipation around

forthcoming releases. That, combined
with the fact that music is meeting us
where we are in our lives (socially, po-
litically and personally), has sparked
vital interest. We seek to connect with
artists who are using their platforms
to talk about the things that affect us
daily because they’re in our lives daily.
Jessica Hopper, Editorial Director at
MTV News, recalls being in the New
York courtroom when Kesha’s appeal
was thrown out, an ongoing saga with
recent news that she’s since dropped
one of the lawsuits against producer
Dr Luke. ‘Kesha is taking on the status
quo of her industry to fight for her self
expression; it’s part of the continuous
conversation we’re having about the
way women are taken advantage of
everywhere.’ It reminds me of seeing
Beyoncé close a show in September
in LA with Freedom, her most politi-
cally charged song to date. ‘I’m a wave
through your shallow love,’ she hol-
lered, stomping through puddles of
water, kicking away frivolities of the
past. With a final cry of ‘Freedom, cut
me loose […] cause I need freedom
too!’ she threw down the gauntlet for
a year of uninhibited artistic expres-
sion. And as art imitates life, so too life
begins to take art seriously again.

NEW ALBUMS TO
DOWNLOAD RIGHT NOW
ANGEL OLSEN My Woman (Out
now) The 29-year-old US singer-
songwriter’s second album, Burn
Your Fire For No Witness, ripped your
heart open with its bare teeth and
solidified her as one to watch.
My Woman has been described
by Olsen as a record about ‘the
complicated mess of being a
woman’. Prepare to be floored.
WILEY Godfather (Out now)
After the enormous rallying
behind Skepta’s album Konnichiwa
in May and subsequent electrifying
performances by the MC all
summer long, all eyes will be on
the original ‘godfather of UK grime’
Wiley when his suitably titled fourth
studio album lands.
DEAP VALLY Femejism (Out now)
The drums-and-guitar duo returned
to LA after two years touring the
world to bring you their new album,
Femejism. Drummer Julie Edwards
has since got married and had her
first baby, while guitarist Lindsey
Troy has been readjusting to life
in California. Produced by Yeah
Yeah Yeahs’ guitarist Nick Zinner, it
promises to be a feminist-anchored,
guitar-heavy lunge at the jugular.
Other albums to come this year
are from Gorillaz, LCD Soundsystem,
The Killers, Kings Of Leon, Sky
Ferreira, Pete Doherty, Metallica,
M.I.A. and another effort from
Kanye West.
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   FASHION 
 SMARTS

ELLE PROMOTION

Looking to kick-start your career?   
      Fashion academy Istituto  
   Marangoni is a great place to 
        start, say two recent graduates

G I U L I A M U M M O L O

BA (Hons) Fashion Design, 2016
 ‘I found the constant and 

professional support of the tutors 
fundamental for understanding 

my strengths, working on my 
weaknesses and pushing me out 
of my comfort zone. Furthermore, 
contact with people from so many 

different cultural backgrounds 
influenced me to discover new 

ways to approach creativity  
and develop projects.’

Styling Michelle Duguid



FOUNDED IN MILAN in 1935 and since 
established in locations as diverse as Paris  
and Shanghai, Istituto Marangoni has built an 
international reputation for fashion excellence. 
Its London school is no exception. Located, 
rather fittingly, on Fashion Street in the heart  
of the East End, the school is home to over 850 
students from around the world, who are drawn 
to the school’s signature approach of pairing 
practical skills with high design aesthetics.  
The aim is for students to leave armed with  
the skills to succeed in whichever aspect of the 
industry – from fashion design to production  
to styling – they wish to join, and it’s one that 
has reaped dividends: Istituto Marangoni is 
credited with launching the careers of influential 
designers including Domenico Dolce (Dolce & 
Gabbana) and Fashion Fringe Award winner 
Golan Frydman (Fyodor Golan), among others.  
No wonder its students – such as those  
featured here – are hotly tipped as ones  
to watch at Graduate Fashion Week. 
Find out more at istitutomarangoni.com

S U S U C H E N
 

BA (Hons) Fashion 
Design, 2016 

 ‘Fashion design is 
a profession full 
of dreams. We 

were constantly 
encouraged to 

find new ways of 
developing our 

design creativity, but 
we also learnt a lot 
of practical theory 

to help increase our 
chances of success 

in the industry.  
I really enjoyed it’



BLITHE SPIRIT
‘I can’t detect any real negative energy. Has the house been 
blessed?’ a nice psychic lady said to me over the phone. I told 
her that of course the house hadn’t been blessed, bid her a 
polite goodbye, and hung up feeling like an idiot.

I’ve always been interested in spirituality. As a teenager, 
after ruling out most religions, I came across Paganism, and 
proceeded to mildly concern my parents by reading their 
palms and stealing basil from the kitchen to make protection 
charms. I liked it then because, amid crashing hormonal 
chaos, it seemed simple. Instinctive and more free form than 
the rules and regulations of conventional belief systems. It 
revolved around the fact that everything has an energy, and 
this energy can be directed however you want. 

Amid the similarly crashing chaos of London, I’m still 
drawn to that simplicity. So when, at 28 years old, I started 
lodging in my friend’s newly bought flat and promptly began 
sleeping in the living room because everything unnerved 
me about my bedroom – the quiet walls, vast expanse of 
space, not to mention the shoe cupboard and how I’d once 
dreamed about waking up and seeing an eye staring back 
at me through the crack in the cupboard door ( just like that 

shoe cupboard.

Last month I
rang a spiritual

clearer because
I was scared

of my own
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Photography Daniel Thomas Smith
Words Stevie Martin

episode of Round The Twist I’d watched, and wet myself at, 
aged 10) – I started thinking about spiritual clearing.

Spiritual clearing, for those not in the know, is the act of 
removing the negative energy from a flat, house or person. 
Another tradition is, as the psychic mentioned, a blessing, 
which can be done by someone of any faith and is a way of 
ensuring the house is settled before the new owner moves in, 
but without actively looking for ghosts or energy. And yes, I felt 
embarrassed when I brought it up with my new housemate. 
‘Oh, that’s weird the psychic asked if the house had been 
blessed,’ she said. ‘Because I did do that.’ I nearly had a cardiac 
arrest. ‘I didn’t know what else to do, everything was going 
wrong and it was like the house was conspiring against me. 
We’d strip the carpets to reveal rotten floorboards. We had 
mice and then suddenly the ceiling caved in,’ she explained.  
‘I thought it couldn’t do any harm.’ 

That settled it. I immediately called another two psychics  
(I’m thorough) I’d found after googling ‘spiritual clearers 
London’ but this time I demanded a proper examination, 
and found out that I’m just one of many. In fact, it’s becoming  
positively fashionable among the young London set.

‘Most of my clients are in their twenties,’ renowned psychic 
and spiritual healer Hayley Rogers tells me upon arriving at 
my flat, taking various objects out of her bag including a drum, 
a bell, an ornate-looking knife, some incense. I start feeling 
like I am in Buffy The Vampire Slayer and, just to be clear,  
I am a huge fan of Buffy The Vampire Slayer. Straight-talking 
and no-nonsense, Rogers couldn’t be further from how you’d 
expect a psychic to be. You know, wearing 12 capes that blow 
in the breeze despite the fact we’re stood in my kitchen, 
tonnes of eyeliner, three rings on each finger and a cat called 
Merlin. Instead, she looks like a perfectly normal woman in 
her late forties except, on closer inspection, she’s wearing a 
small blue crystal necklace (more of that later) which, if I’m 
honest, could have come from Accessorize (it didn’t). 

‘Older generations were a bit more practical and sceptical,’ 
she adds. ‘Younger generations are more open to the 
spiritual now, probably because they’re less interested in the 
traditional religions the previous generations swore by and 
have the freedom to be more questioning.’ 

Rogers trained in Japan as a ritual magician, has received 
countless certificates in a variety of healing and spiritual 
practices and now runs classes on empowerment in south-
east London, as well as doing call-outs all over the place. 

Just to clear up what we mean when we talk about ghosts, 
we’re not talking Casper. Rather, it’s an umbrella term for 

an energy that can form and be picked up by those who are 
slightly more sensitive to these sorts of things. Most places 
have some sort of ‘ghost’, but a restless, angry one could cause 
you to feel stressed and upset in your own home, for example. 
If you’re super sensitive like Rogers or one of the other space 
clearers, then you may get an impression of a human form, 
and the story behind when the energy was a living form, or 
pick up on the emotions more acutely, but not always. 

The increasing number of people calling on Rogers’ 
services is not surprising. Wherever you look, spirituality is 
back with a breathy, mysterious vengeance. From commuters 
reading books on meditation to evening yoga classes spent 
breathing through your various chakras, we’re a generation 
obsessed with Things We Don’t Understand But Sound Cool. 
Think how many times in the last few years someone told you 
how mindfulness has ‘like, absolutely changed my life’ while 
wearing an aura of eerie (dare I say smug?) calm and sipping 
on a peppermint tea. Think about the Kabbalah craze a few 
years back, and, these days, the fact that whenever there’s a 
Blood Moon, a Supermoon or a Blue Moon, we know about it. 
Simply put, we’re drawn to the mysterious. 

A study by religious think tank Theos found that three-
quarters of all UK adults believe that ‘there are things in life 
that we simply cannot explain through science or any other 
means’*. Another by University College London revealed that 
a fifth of people in the UK describe themselves as ‘spiritual, 
but not religious’**, a figure that has been increasing as the 
popularity of religion decreases. The simplicity of spirituality, 
and its acceptance of everyone, makes it timeless.

When you think about it, what’s the difference between 
getting a priest to read off an old bit of paper and having 
Rogers work a crystal? The aim is the same: an attempt to 
control chaos and seek out meaning. Adulting is harder 
now than it was for previous generations; we’re more likely 
to flit than have careers, rent than buy, date than settle 
down. According to Ingrid Collins, who’s a part-time healer 
and psychologist at London Medical Centre, London’s 
leading private medical clinic, this is the key to religion and 
spirituality. ‘When we are kids we have parents who are our 
gods,’ she says. ‘But as we grow to adulthood, we still crave 
that feeling of someone who looks after us, and it’s a real need 
for nurturing and protection. People need that now more 
than ever.’ 

So back at my flat, Rogers has begun the first step in 
the clearing process: using a Lapis Lazuli crystal to feel 
vibrations from various corners of each room of the house 
(known as ‘dowsing’), and a ‘chimer’ – a small bell – to 
detect energy changes by listening to variations in sound. ›  
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STRANGER THINGS



5 SIGNS THERE’S 
A GHOST IN YOUR 

HOUSE
1. Gut instinct ‘If you feel 

uneasy, as though you
don’t want to spend a lot of 
time there, you might want 

to have a clearing,’ says 
psychic Philena Bruce. 

2. Life issues arise ‘Was
your relationship, for

example, absolutely fine 
before you moved in?’ 
Bruce asks. ‘Was your 

health OK? If it all began to 
deteriorate upon moving 

in, talk to someone.’
3. Nightmares ‘If you’re
having trouble sleeping, 
it could be a sign of bad 

energy,’ says spiritual 
healer Hayley Rogers.
4. You feel like you’re
being watched ‘Some 

people will be able to feel 
a ghostly presence, or 

feel unnerved in certain 
rooms,’ says Rogers. 

‘You’re not mad – it’s good 
to get someone like me in 

just to check it.’
5. You’re moving house

‘I get lots of call-outs from 
people in new homes, 

asking me to clear them 
of any potential trouble,’ 
says Bruce. ‘It’s a good 
precautionary method. 

Even a new build could be 
on top of something.’

‘It’s very common,’ she says. ‘When a house is old and gets 
converted into flats, the energy becomes disrupted and the 
house guardian – in this case, the man who was here before  
– is unsettled. I can help you clear it.’ Great news.

First, we ‘smudge’, which involves burning sage and doing 
a bit of wafting. Second, she drums in a gentle rhythm to 

help stir the energy. Third, I wait on my bed while 
she goes into the cupboard and, through a crack 
in the door, I can see her talking animatedly to 
what appears to be nothing. After 10 minutes, she 
comes back in.

‘He’s lived here the whole time, and doesn’t 
understand why there’s been so much disruption,’ 
she tells me. ‘This used to be his room, as the 
dividing wall is probably a false one, and he hates 
the fact that it’s messy and uncared for.’ 

A quick tap on the wall reveals it is in fact false, 
and I can’t deny that I’ve been throwing shoes 
around in the boiler room. The upshot is that I have 
to tidy it, clean it, and keep it looking respectable – 
and then in return, he’ll let me sleep and be a little 
more settled in the dead of night. And yes, that 
does sound crazier when written down than it did 
at the time.

After Rogers has left, I look at the cupboard like 
it’s going to sprout a mouth and talk to me. Then  
I take a deep breath and tidy it. I hadn’t spent any 
time there because it gave me the creeps, but just 
standing in it for a bit starts to make me feel better. 
I put a vase of flowers on the windowsill, arrange 
my shoes properly, add some nice-looking storage 
boxes and throw away the cardboard. That night  
I realise how little it matters if there is a man 
living there or not, because another adult has 
validated my irrational fear of it. ‘When something 
emotionally affects us, we create neuropeptides, 
a string of protein that reacts with cells all over 
our bodies,’ explains Collins. ‘More simply, we are 
energy and information, and we react to energy 
and information. There’s a real crossover in 
psychology and spirituality. People feel negativity 

in a certain space because the light, heat or electrical energy 
resonates at a particular frequency to our bodies. We’re 
drawn to wearing certain colours on certain days because 
colour vibrates at different levels, too. Whatever you believe, 
you are being affected by the energy around you.’

I was affected by the weird energy in my shoe cupboard, 
and whether or not that was because of a ghostly presence or 
because I’ve seen one too many horror films, I’ve now claimed 
that space as my own. And, regardless of how or why, where’s 
the harm in that? 

‘Call-outs definitely tend to get busier during each full moon, 
when people are a little more sensitive,’ she explains as she 
prepares some holy water in a metal bowl for sprinkling 
purposes. For a reasonably sized two-bedroom flat like mine, 
she’ll charge about £100, and increase the price the more 
‘dangerous’ it gets. When I ask what she means by ‘dangerous’, 
she seems unwilling to elaborate, in case it sounds over the 
top. ‘Let’s just say that if you had called me with a dangerous 
problem, I would have known immediately and you would 
barely be able to speak,’ she explains. ‘Sometimes there are 
psychic attacks, objects moving around, a lot of 
stuff that I wouldn’t want to frighten people with. 
People can pay thousands the more serious a 
clear-out gets.’

For some, there’s no price limit on a spiritual 
clear-out. Another psychic, west London-based 
Philena Bruce, works almost exclusively for 
upmarket properties where people can pay up 
to £3,000 for a session. ‘I’ve been flown out to 
Belgium and France before,’ she tells me. ‘And my 
team and I also often go to businesses in the city. 
We’ve had investment banks who just haven’t been 
performing and after we’ve been in they’ve seen 
incredible results.’

I’m hoping for incredible results in my own 
room. Rogers asks me to chime the bell in each 
corner to note what I hear. Preparing an elaborate 
lie, I’m relieved – and concerned – to find I can 
actually detect a difference when striking it in 
the direction of the dreaded shoe cupboard. It 
sounds lower. She asks me whether I can sleep 
and I tell her about my living room nights, and how 
uncomfortable I feel in my room despite being a 
28-year-old adult who once abseiled backwards 
from a bridge.

‘There’s something off about that room,’ she 
says, nodding in the direction of the cupboard. 
‘I got a flicker of a ghost when I walked in before, 
but wanted to be sure. I think the house guardian 
here is a bit upset. And as the shoe cupboard is 
right by your head, that’s probably why you’ve 
been struggling to sleep.’

All houses have a house guardian, apparently. 
In the Middle Ages it was common practice to 
hold parties upon moving in, to let the spirit know you’d 
claimed the space – something we still do now, in the form of 
a house warming. Thankfully, there are also traditional rituals 
for when someone finds a ghost man living in your cupboard. 
Rogers reassures me that this isn’t anything to worry about 
as I eye the cupboard warily.
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YOUR
NEW-
SEASON 
STYLE
GUIDE
Want to know how to work 
this season’s trends for  
maximum fashion impact? 
Introducing the a/w 2016 
collections from New Look

ANIMAL PRINT

CHINOISERIE

More is never too much. Layer up colourways, textures 
and print sizes to max out your style

Think silken florals 
are too feminine? 
Doubling-up brings 
some edge to a classic

LEOPARD-PRINT COAT, £49.99, LEOPARD-PRINT SKIRT, £19.99, AND LACE SHELL TOP, £19.99. ALL NEW LOOK  

HERITAGE

Classic checks and 
ruffles nod to the  

very Best of British 
RUFFLE JUMPER, £24.99, WRAP SKIRT, £19.99, AND CROSSBODY BOX BAG, £19.99. ALL NEW LOOK 

BROCADE BOMBER, £29.99, AND JACQUARD 

SKIRT, £19.99. ALL NEW LOOK  

ELLE PROMOTION



THE VELVET DRESS

MUST-HAVE DENIM

Make it work for day 
with a Nineties-style 
slip dress and sweater

This season’s way  
to wear everyone’s  

favourite style staple? 
Cut-off and frayed

VELVET MAXI DRESS, £34.99, POLO NECK 

JUMPER, £19.99, PIPE-EDGED TRAINERS, £19.99, 

AND DROP EARRINGS, £4.99. ALL NEW LOOK 

POPLIN SHIRT, £17.99, DENIM CUT-

OFFS, £29.99, MAXI COAT, £44.99, 

MULES, £22.99, AND NECK TIE (WORN 

AS CHOKER), £3.99. ALL NEW LOOK 

JOIN ELLE AT THE NEW 
LOOK SHOPPING EVENT 
Discover all the latest 
collections at New Look’s 
exclusive in-store event at 
Oxford Circus, London, from 
6pm, Thursday 20 October. 
Sign up and you and a friend 
can look forward to a night of 
fun and shopping – including 
a style talk from one of the 
ELLE fashion team to show 
you how to work a/w 2016’s 
key looks. There’ll be a 
DJ, complimentary drinks, 
goodie bags and more. 
Plus, an exclusive shopping 
discount for any purchases 
on the night. Places are 
limited so email your name 
and that of your plus-one to 
uk.events@newlook.com 
today. See you there!
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TRUE

Staggering success,  
global fame, enormous 

wealth, addiction  
and recovery. Having  

fast-tracked a Hollywood 
career before he hit 
adulthood, Daniel 

Radcliffe is wise beyond 
his years, surprisingly 

edgy and free to  
play the game his way

Photography Dean Chalkley
Words Marisa Meltzer
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Daniel Radcliffe is sat in the depths 
of the Public Theater in Manhattan, in 
some storage space filled with cases of 
wine. It’s all a bit ironic for the now-sober 
actor who has spent the summer here 
starring in the critically acclaimed play 
Privacy. ‘I was never a prosecco or rosé 
drinker,’ he says with a laugh. ‘And for 
the record, I’m fine with people drinking 
around me. I like to make that point  
– I still love being in those atmospheres. 
I’ve just managed to learn that for 
whatever reason it’s not for me, and I can 
still go out and have a good time without 
it.’ And there he is: fully adult, very cool  
and super-honest.

By now this 27-year-old’s story is a 
familiar one. A precocious London child 
born to a literary agent father and a 
casting agent mother, after a few small 
roles he was cast, age 11, as the world’s 
most beloved wizard, Harry Potter. Daniel 
starred in all eight Potter films, which 
spanned a decade of his young life and 
took a massive £1bn at the box office. 

‘A lot of the pressure of looking 
for that really successful thing has 
been taken away because it’s already 
behind me. I’ll never do anything as 
commercially successful as Potter, so 
your definition of success changes.’ 
Instead he’s pursued a career that zig-
zags between big-budget blockbusters 
(The Woman In Black), indie gems (Kill 
Your Darlings), forays into theatre 
(Equus) and even a few well-chosen 
cameos (Trainwreck). 

In person, he is small and chiselled. It’s obvious – even before he 
mentions it – that he works out every day. With a scruffy light brown 
beard, he bares no resemblance to the boy that made him a star. Does 
he remember much of life before fame? ‘Yeah, I have memories from 
before the age of 10,’ he says with a wry smile. ‘Something life-changing 
happening when you are young is probably better than it happening 
when you are in the super vulnerable, weird stage of being a teenager.’

This month he stars in his grittiest role yet: the thriller Imperium, 
about an FBI agent who goes undercover to investigate terrorism in the 
American white supremacist underworld. Daniel plays Nate, a bookish 
type who must hold his own around brutes. ‘What normally happens is 
they set this kind of character up as being intelligent, but then in the last 
third of the movie they just go, “F**k it. He’s Jason Bourne, give him a 
gun.”’ Daniel appreciated this character was someone who used his wit 
and charm to read situations, two things the actor himself has to spare. 
As we talk he’s both easy-going and boundlessly enthusiastic, with just  
a touch of manic energy.

Daniel is the first to admit that the majority of scripts he’s sent are 
for the same type: ‘A lot of characters are described as – and it’s not my 
favourite stage direction, I have to admit – on the spectrum.’ But he’s not 
exactly rebelling against it. ‘I think it’s nice to have a reputation for doing 
weird, smart stuff. That seems to be a lot of what I get sent, either kind 
of heavy, or kind of very weird. And I’m quite happy with that.’

Making the transition from angelic child star to functioning  
adult actor is a famously problematic path. With every great success 
– Leonardo DiCaprio or Christian Bale – comes countless tabloid 
burnouts. I don’t even have to say the words ‘Lindsay Lohan’ before 
Daniel lists Jodie Foster, Tobey Maguire and Elijah Wood, adding  
that they all ‘turned out fine’. It’s the one time during our meeting  
when he comes across a little defensive. ‘There’s no blueprint on how  
to do it. When you are very young and fame becomes a part of your 
identity, and you’re still discovering who you are, what you like and  
what makes you happy, I imagine that can really screw you over when  
the fame goes away.’

In order to cope he has built up a fortress of privacy. Daniel is not 
a celebrity who shares much of himself – no selfies on the beach or 
mindless quips on Twitter. The lack of social media makes him feel a bit 
of a luddite, like he isn’t fully participating in his generation’s favoured 
mode of communication. ‘It’s much better for my sanity, the more 
isolated from that stuff I keep myself,’ he notes. ‘One of the reasons  
I don’t is because […] I want to keep as much private about myself as I 
can. Equally, there is a generation of people who have just grown up with 
all this stuff [Twitter and Facebook] around them. Their instinct is to › 
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live in that world – I don’t [agree] that just because you’re a participant
in [social media] at that young an age means you are giving up all your
rights to having a youth of your own that nobody else sees.’

Daniel has shuffled back and forth between New York and London
since at least 2008, when he made his Broadway debut in Equus.
He’s vague on where he lives exactly, but says he was in the US when
Barack Obama was elected President and has been a keen observer of
American politics ever since. ‘You grow up assuming that everything
tends from the conservative to the liberal, that’s the arc of time and
we’ll just get more progressive. So it’s an odd moment to feel like
everything’s taking a violent jump backwards,’ he says. ‘The sense of
anger everywhere is really frightening. People are appealing to the
baser instincts and fears of lots of people,’ he adds, referring to both
the Brexit referendum, for which he voted in by post, and the current
US presidential campaign. He’s well informed about politics, with just
enough cynicism to show that he likes to use his brain.

He praises fellow Harry Potter alumna Emma Watson for her own
foray into politics, although adds he hasn’t spoken to her in a while.
Is he a feminist as well? ‘Yeah, obviously,’ he replies. ‘It’s sad that
people are having to come out as feminist. I thought we’d have got
beyond this point. I would hope it would be assumed of me that I was
one.’ He and his girlfriend, actress Erin Darke, who he met on the set
of Kill Your Darlings, talk frequently about parts in films for women.
‘You see amazing male characters, and there is an absolute dearth
of roles for women.’

For now he is trying to lead an aggressively normal life. It’s something
a lot of actors claim to do, but Daniel is genuinely doing it – there are no
recent photos of him at parties or premieres (unless they’re his own).
He lives in a messy home with not much more than almond milk in the
fridge. (‘At the moment there is a brownie in there I haven’t gotten to
yet that I’m excited about tackling.’) Like many New Yorkers, he eats
out a lot, but otherwise enjoys reading, listening to a lot of indie music
(M. Ward and Father John Misty are current favourites), and jogging
on the West Side Highway, where he usually goes undetected. He also
spends time with friends, many of whom he met on stage and in movies,
including co-star Dane DeHaan. ‘We just hang out, watch shit TV and
talk. There are friends who I’ll watch quiz shows with, and then there
are friends [with whom] I just watch the worst reality TV, like Millionaire

Matchmaker.’ Daniel seems, sobriety
and all, like someone who would be a lot
of fun to hang out with. Like your smart,
funny friend who can make fun of reality
TV while also making a case for its great
cultural importance. The addiction
and dark times he went through have
burnished that cherubic child actor
sheen to make him more interesting,
more real, more like someone who’s had
some true life experiences beyond the
confines of a film set. And he’s now got an
enviably wise, knowing, altogether sorted
attitude we could all do with more of.

With this in mind, it’s no surprise to
hear he’s fully aware of how fickle his
industry is. He even has a theory that it
will all change for him with time. ‘I’m not
going to be that interesting to people
forever. Someone else will be the random
name they pull out of a hat to say, “Oh,
we’ll write a story about this person” in
a few years from now. I’ll probably just be
like another actor.’ This seems a bit like
wishful thinking from someone who is
craving anonymity. But if he continues
to make bold and alternative choices
with his roles, maybe his fame will
change along with it. While he’s on top
he’d still like to work with auteurist
directors, such as Spike Jonze, Wes
Anderson or the Coen brothers. And,
of course, he can always afford to be
picky. ‘I’m in a really fortunate position
where I don’t have to do anything I don’t
particularly want to do,’ he says. So why
does he do it? He smiles, ‘Because life
without work is pretty boring.’

Imperium is in cinemas 16 September

It’s sad that people are
having to come out as

feminist. I thought we’d have
got beyond this point. I would
hope it would be assumed of

me that I was one
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Be you. 
Everyone else

 is taken

Stride boldly 
forward

SEEK OUT AUTHENTICITY. TAKE IT 
                                       BACK TO THE ESSENCE. KEEP IT SIMPLE

TAKE A RISK AND ENJOY THE RIDE

ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING…
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU
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‘MAYBE I SHOULD BE A BITCH NOW.’  Lily James is considering rein-
venting herself. She laughs, but you can see why the idea is in her 
mind. The girlishness of Countess Natasha Rostova in the BBC1 
epic historical drama War & Peace, and the saccharin sweetness 
of Cinderella in Kenneth Branagh’s Disney remake, combined with 
Lily’s own natural warmth, have all coalesced into a rather candy-
coated public persona – one she now longs to break away from. 
‘I’m so much more than those roles. I can be challenging too – I’m 
not always sunny in the way people might expect. I’m not afraid to 
insult people, not purposefully, but… to have strength of convic-
tion and trust myself.’

I meet Lily, 27, at Burberry’s London headquarters, where she’s 
having a fitting for a film festival gown. She greets me warmly, 
looking casual in minimal make-up and Isabel Marant dunga-
rees, with her slept-in hair piled on top of her head. She’s slightly 
shy, holding herself in reserve until we decide to do the interview 
on the move. As we walk across the sunbaked streets lining the 
Thames, her Converse slapping against the pavement, she starts 
talking, intently and from the heart – a tumbling flow of ques-
tions and concerns, beliefs and anxieties. ‘I’m quite an emotional 
person, and I’m sensitive in that I care about a lot of things. It can 
make you vulnerable. Everyone has darkness in them, don’t they?’

Yes, Lily is delightfully cheerful with the fans and children we 
meet during our two-mile walk. And yes, she actually stops to ›  

Her dark materials
 ‘I think you’re at your sexiest when you’re at your most free, 

and uninhibited, and bold. Power is sexy’ – Lily James 
  Words Hermione Eyre  Photography Kai Z Feng  Styling Anne-Marie Curtis
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COTTON-MIX
SWEATER AND SILK-

MIX TROUSERS, BOTH
BURBERRY. GOLD-

PLATED AND PEARL
EARRING, GOLD-PLATED

AND PEARL RING, AND
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RING, ALL JANE KØNIG.
STERLING SILVER

RINGS, PANDORA. ALL
JEWELLERY WORN
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THIS PAGE WOOL-
MIX JACKET, COTTON
SHIRT AND SILK-MIX
SKIRT, ALL MIU MIU.

LACE BRA (JUST SEEN),
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SILVER EARRINGS
(JUST SEEN, WORN
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& FIGS. STERLING
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MOHAIR-MIX SWEATER
AND SILK-LACE SKIRT,
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LEATHER BOOTS, BALLY
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admire flowers. And when she laughs – re-
ally laughs – it turns into a sweet, unexpected
snort. But she is a deep thinker and, by her
own admission, a ‘stress head’. Case in point:
she has three months coming up without any
job commitments. Some would see this as a
well-deserved break after a West End play –
Romeo and Juliet – and two major films, except
she’s prey to that irrational insecurity so many
of us secretly nurse: ‘A part of me thinks, “Oh
no, this is terrible – no one wants me any more.
I’m old news!”’

This is all despite the fact that at the pre-
cise moment I meet her she’s at a peak of in-
sane demand, nine weeks into a 12-week sold-
out run of the play at the Garrick Theatre, for
which her performance of Juliet has had rave
reviews. ‘I’m in a little world of my own doing
this play,’ she says. She is conserving her en-
ergy to stay strong enough to play Juliet every
night (and twice on Wednesdays); her biggest
indulgence is a slug of brandy in her hot lemon
drink after the show, and a massive lie-in. ‘I
need eight hours. It’ll be hell when I have kids.’

The destination of our walk is Sloane
Square’s Royal Court Theatre, where she is
catching a matinee of Unreachable starring
her boyfriend, former Doctor Who star Matt
Smith. I note that it’s very Richard Burton and
Elizabeth Taylor of them to be starring on two
of London’s stages at the same time. ‘I’ll take
that,’ she laughs. This is the only chance Lily
has to see her boyfriend’s show. ‘I have to be
there on time. It’s the first time I’ve ever seen
him on stage,’ she says, a mix of excitement
and nervous expectation.

She and Matt have been together for al-
most two years (this year, they also co-starred
in the rom-zom-com slasher film Pride And
Prejudice And Zombies), but when I ask how
they met she smiles down at her shoes. ‘There
are a few theories on that. Whether they’re
true or not… I need to be protective of my per-
sonal life and self, in a way.’

Their friends are a tight-knit group of actors including Freddie
Fox, Douglas Booth and Billie Piper, though she admits that she
can oscillate between being a party girl and a loner: ‘I love danc-
ing but I don’t do it very much now unless I’m drunk. Me and Matt
have been known to dance on a table, though…’ She also has a
strong introverted side: ‘I can be quite a solitary person and I need
to be alone quite a lot. Or [alone] with Matt.’

In August, her campaign as the global face of Burberry’s new
amber perfume, My Burberry Black, was revealed. Shocker: Cin-
derella gets her kit off. In the pulse-quickening new advert, Lily
has been shot by Mario Testino wearing little more than a lot of
bronzer on her skin. ‘The pictures are very sensual and seductive,
and people are a bit shocked to think I would do that based on the
period roles I’ve played.’ It wasn’t a calculated decision to shatter
her Pollyanna typecasting, she says: ‘It just felt natural. And it’s
nice to explore different sides of yourself.’ In this case, the sultry,
low-lit side. ‘I felt really confident and sexy. I think you’re at your
sexiest when you’re at your most free and uninhibited, and bold.
Power is sexy. So is being open, innocent and vulnerable, but try-
ing too hard is not sexy. Or thinking about it too much. I’ve got
drawers of sexy underwear that I never wear because I’m much
sexier when I’m not trying.’ Such as in today’s dungarees? ‘My
dungarees probably aren’t that sexy…’

SO WHAT HAS DEFINED HER FEMININITY? As a middle child with
two brothers, growing up in Esher, Surrey, Lily was a tomboy. ‘It
was very rough and tumble. I was big boned and I was always jump-
ing on them.’ She’s recently been watching some old home videos
that her mum has transferred to DVD and in one her dad James,
an actor/musician/writer, was encouraging her across a ‘ridicu-
lously high’ assault course, shouting, ‘GO LILY, GO!’

And yet, there was always a different side to her. She cites an-
other home video of herself aged four that shocked her: ‘I’m sing-
ing and it’s really quite provocative,’ she says, miming a childish
voguing dance. ‘At one point my little cape slips off my shoulder…’
Just as the strap slips from her shoulder in the balcony scene of
Romeo and Juliet. ‘Where does that come from?’ she asks. ‘How do
you learn to flirt? Is it because it’s everywhere around us, cultur-
ally? Or is it more intrinsic? Maybe we’re born like that.’

She describes watching these old videos as ‘just so enjoyable,
so happy’, which is in itself a small act of bravery. She lost her
adored father to cancer when she was a student at the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama. She loved the course but her emo-
tions were naturally all over the place during that time. ‘It was the
most insane, brilliant, f**ked up time of my life; a rush of feeling ›
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and change, and nothing was very stable.’ She 
was in love too, with a jazz trumpeter. ‘First 
love is the most powerful feeling I have ever 
experienced,’ she says. ‘But we become cyni-
cal and bruised by life.’ The memories from 
that madness she describes as ‘smells and 
sounds, coffee, hip-hop and R&B, Craig David, 
All Saints.’ How did it end? A guilty laugh. ‘I fell 
in love with someone else.’

SHE FREQUENTLY MENTIONS HER FATHER,

who seems very present to her (and not only 
because it was his first name, James, that she 
chose as her surname when searching for a 
stage alternative to her birth name, Thomp-
son). ‘My dad was very spiritual and I went 
with him a couple of times to the Kaygu Samye 
Ling [Tibetan Buddhist Monastery] in Scot-
land. I was really into [Buddhist] ideas and 
that sense of spirituality, and it was a strong 
connection I had with my father.’ She breaks 
off, drawing back, watching her step on the 
curb. I get the impression going further could 
be painful for her. 

Randomly, at this point we pass the brick 
wall against which she posed for her first ever 
newspaper photo shoot, just as she was grad-
uating from Guildhall. She stops for a moment 
to find the pictures on her phone to show me 
– in them she’s wearing clogs, a baggy shirt
and a nonplussed expression. ‘I was so un-
comfortable with the whole process!’ What 
advice would she give that 19 year old? ‘Relax. 
Don’t take everything so seriously. Don’t aim 
to please people all the time.’

Now she longs for work that pushes her. 
‘You read a lot of scripts where the girl parts 
are boring… [at this point I swerve to body 
block her from traffic; I can’t let Lily James die 
on my watch] …girlfriend roles, in a word. I’ve 
been really lucky in the parts I’ve done, but  
I can complain for the greater good.’ Her next 
roles include a Jewish Dutch woman in the pe-
riod drama The Kaiser’s Last Kiss (‘It’s a really 
topsy-turvy relationship where they have sex 

before they even have a conversation’) and a waitress from Amer-
ica’s deep south in Edgar Wright’s Baby Driver. 

There are, she believes, ‘many, many’ battles to be won in the 
industry’s fight for gender equality. ‘But the brilliant thing is that 
it’s now being addressed so openly. Emma Watson, Jennifer Law-
rence and Lena Dunham are all so inspiring and I feel totally swept 
up in the movement, even though I haven’t had a pay-gap expe-
rience in the same way as them due to doing a different type of 
work. But we all need to join together from the smallest jobs to big 
blockbuster movies.’ Does she have pay parity, for example, with 
Romeo (Richard Madden)? ‘I’d certainly hope so and I’d ensure my 
agent made sure that was the case.’

A barista runs across the street, apron flapping, proffering 
napkins. Will she sign them? He even knows Cinderella’s catch-
phrase. ‘Could you put “Have courage and be kind”?’ he asks, ex-
plaining that they are for his twin nieces. Lily can’t resist mutter-
ing afterwards: ‘Maybe it was actually for him…’

She is adjusting to stardom. She demonstrates her ‘paparazzi 
face’ that can kill an unauthorised photo by whipping out her pink 
iPhone and pretending to be on it while looking grumpily at the 
photographer. No street value to that snap. Business class travel 
and designer handbags feel a little alien. ‘I find it really hard to 
spend a lot of money on stuff. With my first big paycheck I bought 
a Chloé handbag that was £700, but I couldn’t handle it so I took 
it back!’ After a show, she is often asked to sign hundreds of pro-
grammes. ‘It’s really nice because all you want is for people to en-
joy it, but it can be overwhelming.’

OUR TIME IS RUNNING OUT. Admitting defeat, we hail a taxi, and 
she arrives at the Royal Court Theatre just in time, disappearing 
with a kiss and a promise to get me tickets to Romeo and Juliet. 
Days later, I take her up on the offer, but the show is in trouble. 
Richard Madden is off due to a broken ankle and his understudy 
has also dropped out with an injury. Kenneth Branagh steps on 
stage to announce that Freddie Fox is filling the breach. It is thrill-
ing to see the sparks flying between these two old friends and 
last minute co-stars. They win a huge standing ovation. After the 
show, the crowd of fans waiting for Lily at the stage door is so deep 
that barricades have been put up. ‘It’s mental,’ says the stage door 
keeper. ‘She ought to just slip away through the other side.’ But 
the crowds won’t go away. It’s Lily they want. The tide in her direc-
tion feels like an unstoppable force. 

Lily James is the new face of My Burberry Black, £65 for 50ml. For 
ELLE’s edit of the best new-season elevated sweaters, turn to p121
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COTTON TOP, OSMAN
THE PERFECT 5. HAIR:
SOICHI INAGAKI AT
SAINT LUKE USING
KIEHL’S SMOOTHING
OIL-INFUSED HAIRCARE. 
MAKE-UP: NAOKO
SCINTU AT THE
WALL GROUP USING
BURBERRY BEAUTY.
MANICURE: TRISH
LOMAX AT JED ROOT
USING BURBERRY
BEAUTY. SET DESIGN: 
THOMAS BIRD



Athleisure gets a couture spin this autumn/winter. Pair graphic, colourful 
shapes with bold silhouettes and tough boots, then take it to the streets

URBAN LEGEND
Photography Gilles Bensimon Styling Anne-Marie Curtis Model Devon Windsor
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THROW CAUTION TO THE WIND AND CHASE ADVENTURE AS YOU  
PULL ON YOUR LEATHERS, GRAB A LOVER AND RACE INTO THE WILD 

TWO
ROADS 
DIVERGED 
IN A
WOOD 
AND I…  
I TOOK
THE ONE 
LESS 
TRAVELLED 
BY 
Photography Aitken Jolly  Styling Anne-Marie Curtis Models Ilvie Wittek and Aaron Shandel



THIS PAGE ILVIE
WEARS: LEATHER
JACKET, £620, DIESEL
BLACK GOLD. SILK-MIX
DRESS, £1,385, ALBERTA
FERRETTI. FELT HAT, £39, 
AMERICAN APPAREL.
AARON WEARS:
LEATHER JACKET,
£2,590, SAINT LAURENT.
WOOL-MIX SWEATER,
£185, THE KOOPLES.
LEATHER TROUSERS,
£1,095, BELSTAFF.
STERLING SILVER RING,
£200, THE GREAT FROG.
ALL CLOTHING WORN 
THROUGHOUT
OPPOSITE PAGE
LEATHER JACKET,
£2,650, AND LEATHER
TROUSERS, £1,490,
BOTH SAINT LAURENT.
SILK TOP, £395, COACH.
STERLING SILVER RING
(WORN THROUGHOUT),
£180, THE GREAT FROG.
LEATHER BOOTS (JUST
SEEN), £695, CHLOÉ
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Aitken Jolly

THIS PAGE
ALL CLOTHING,

AS BEFORE
OPPOSITE PAGE

CRYSTAL-EMBELLISHED
LEATHER JACKET, £6,000,

AND WOOL DRESS,
£1,025, BOTH VALENTINO.

LACE TIGHTS (WORN
THROUGHOUT), £16,
JONATHAN ASTON.

SILVER-PLATED STONE
RING (RING FINGER,

WORN THROUGHOUT),
£280, KASUN
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THIS PAGE
ILVIE WEARS: BLACK
LEATHER JUMPSUIT,

£3,775, CHLOÉ. WHITE
VISCOSE-MIX SHIRT,

£595, MAGDA BUTRYM.
AARON WEARS: BLACK

LEATHER JACKET, £3,990,
JUST CAVALLI. COTTON

TOP, £320, SAINT
LAURENT. LEATHER

TROUSERS, £1,095,
BELSTAFF.

BLACK SILK SCARF,
£165, ROCKINS 

Aitken Jolly 253



THIS PAGE LEATHER
SALOPETTES, £219,
HALVARSSONS AT
MOTOLEGENDS.
SILK SHIRT, £1,220,
ERMANNO SCERVINO
OPPOSITE PAGE
ILVIE WEARS: COTTON-
MIX DRESS, £890,
PHILOSOPHY DI
LORENZO SERAFINI.
AARON WEARS: ALL
CLOTHING, AS BEFORE

Aitken Jolly254
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THIS PAGE ILVIE WEARS:
LEATHER JACKET, £1,450,
MULBERRY. COTTON
TOP, £350, KENZO.
LEATHER SKIRT, £260,
MAJE. LEATHER BOOTS,
£880, CHLOÉ. AARON
WEARS: LEATHER
SHOES, £760, SAINT
LAURENT. ALL OTHER
CLOTHING, AS BEFORE
OPPOSITE PAGE
ILVIE WEARS: BLACK
LEATHER JACKET,
£4,796, VERSACE. WHITE
COTTON TOP, £395,
OSMAN. AARON WEARS: 
ALL CLOTHING,  
AS BEFORE
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Aitken Jolly

COTTON JACKET, £199,
BARBOUR. POLYAMIDE-

MIX DRESS, £445, AND
POLYAMIDE-MIX SHORTS,

PRICE ON APPLICATION,
BOTH PHILOSOPHY DI

LORENZO SERAFINI 



THIS PAGE ILVIE WEARS:
VELVET CAPE, £1,950,
ROLAND MOURET. SILK-
MIX LEGGINGS, £555,
VALENTINO. HAT,
AS BEFORE. AARON
WEARS: LEATHER
JACKET, £945, MATTHEW
MILLER. WOOL TOP,
£140, SUNSPEL. HELMET, 
STYLIST’S OWN
OPPOSITE PAGE
ILVIE WEARS: BLACK
AND WHITE WOOL-
MIX JUMPER, £2,290,
CHANEL. LEATHER
TROUSERS, £199,
HALVARSSONS AT
MOTOLEGENDS.
LEATHER CAP, £317,
MOSCHINO. LEATHER
BOOTS, AS BEFORE.
AARON WEARS:
LEATHER JACKET
AND WOOL TOP, AS
ABOVE. ALL OTHER
CLOTHING, AS BEFORE.
HAIR: EARL SIMMS
AT CAREN. MAKE-UP:
NAOKO SCINTU AT
THE WALL GROUP
USING TOM FORD
BEAUTY. MODELS:
ILVIE WITTEK AT TESS
MODEL MANAGEMENT. 
AARON SHANDEL
AT WILHELMINA.
MOTORCYCLES
PROVIDED BY
BETTYSBIKES.CO.UK

Aitken Jolly260
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TAILORING IS BACK AND STRONGER 
THAN EVER. SILHOUETTES ARE BOLD 

AND BRAVE, TROUSERS ARE 
OVERSIZED OR RAZOR SHARP.  

OH, AND SHOULDER PADS  
ARE A THING AGAIN (THE BIGGER 

THE BETTER)

Photography Kerry Hallihan Styling Grace Cobb 
Model Luping Wang

IN



THIS PAGE BROWN
CASHMERE JUMPER,
£755, AND BROWN
WOOL TROUSERS,
£1,000, BOTH RALPH
LAUREN COLLECTION. 
WHITE SILK SHIRT,
£245, EQUIPMENT
OPPOSITE PAGE
WOOL JACKET, £1,250,
AND MATCHING
TROUSERS, £790,
BOTH GIORGIO ARMANI.
COTTON-MIX SHIRT,
£900, BRUNELLO 
CUCINELLI
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THIS PAGE CREAM
WOOL COAT, £3,000,

AND BLACK SATIN SHIRT,
£1,850, BOTH DIOR

OPPOSITE PAGE
CASHMERE JACKET,

£2,245, AND MATCHING
TROUSERS, £970, BOTH

BOTTEGA VENETA.
COTTON SHIRT, £200,

PAUL SMITH. SUEDE
SHOES, £395,
JIMMY CHOO

264 Kerry Hallihan
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THIS PAGE
WOOL JACKET, WOOL
WAISTCOAT, COTTON

SHIRT AND WOOL
TROUSERS, ALL PRICE
ON APPLICATION, ALL

DOLCE & GABBANA
OPPOSITE PAGE

WOOL JACKET, £605,
AND MATCHING

TROUSERS, £270, BOTH
PAUL SMITH. COTTON-

MIX SHIRT, £335,
MARGARET HOWELL

Kerry Hallihan



THIS PAGE WHITE
COTTON SHIRT, AND

BLACK WOOL-MIX
TROUSERS, BOTH PRICE
ON APPLICATION, BOTH

ANDREAS KRONTHALER
FOR VIVIENNE

WESTWOOD. BLACK
LEATHER SHOES, £450,

GIANVITO ROSSI
OPPOSITE PAGE WOOL

JACKET, £930, AND
MATCHING TROUSERS,
£365, BOTH MAX MARA.

COTTON SHIRT,
£115, THOMAS PINK.

LEATHER SHOES,
£395, JIMMY CHOO

268 Kerry Hallihan
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THIS PAGE WOOL
JACKET, £850, AND

MATCHING TROUSERS,
£650, BOTH DSQUARED.

COTTON SHIRT, £200,
KARL LAGERFELD.

VELVET SHOES, £425,
JIMMY CHOO

OPPOSITE PAGE NAVY
JACKET, £600, AND

MATCHING TROUSERS,
£345, BOTH PAUL SMITH.
WHITE COTTON POPLIN

SHIRT, £359, MICHAEL
KORS COLLECTION

270
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THIS PAGE COTTON
POPLIN SHIRT,
AS BEFORE. SILK
TROUSERS, £1,355,
RALPH LAUREN
COLLECTION.
CASHMERE SCARF,
£380, BOTTEGA VENETA 
OPPOSITE PAGE
SILK-BROCADE
JACKET, £2,176, MICHAEL
KORS COLLECTION.
COTTON SHIRT, £295,
MARGARET HOWELL.
HAIR: BEN JONES USING
BUMBLE AND BUMBLE.
MAKE-UP: MEL ARTER
AT CLM HAIR & MAKE UP
USING MAC COSMETICS.
MANICURE: AMI STREETS
AT LMC WORLDWIDE.
MODEL: LUPING WANG
AT PREMIER MODEL
MANAGEMENT.

273Kerry Hallihan



Photography Brendan Freeman    
Styling Siobhan Lyons

HOW TO WEAR THE TRENDS

STARRING THE MODEL  

JULIA CUMMING  

WEARING THE TREND  

ANIMAL PRINT
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THIS PAGE RED AND 
BLACK COTTON-MIX 

DRESS, £199, CLAUDIE 
PIERLOT. RED SILK-

MIX SHIRT (WORN 
UNDERNEATH), £230, 

ATEA OCEANIE. SILVER 
BRACELET (WORN 

THROUGHOUT), £99,  
SIF JAKOBS

OPPOSITE PAGE 
COTTON-MIX JACKET, 

£65, RIVER ISLAND. 
NYLON TOP, £249, MOLLY 

GODDARD. COTTON 
BRA, £58, BASERANGE. 

DENIM JEANS, £240, 
AG. LEATHER BOOTS, 

PRICE ON APPLICATION, 
CÉDRIC CHARLIER. 
SILVER EARRINGS 

(WORN THROUGHOUT), 
£129, SIF JAKOBS. 

LEATHER CHOKER, £65, 
FLEET ILYA. LEATHER 

BELT, £25, BIBA AT 
HOUSE OF FRASER
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THIS PAGE FAUX-FUR
COAT, £350, SHRIMPS.

DENIM JUMPSUIT, £325,
AG AT SELFRIDGES.

LEATHER BOOTS,
£245, RUSSELL &

BROMLEY. GOLD AND
DIAMOND EARRINGS

(WORN THROUGHOUT),
£1,500, LINKS OF

LONDON. SILK SCARF,
£85, ROCKINS

OPPOSITE PAGE
BLACK DENIM DRESS,
£326, ACNE STUDIOS.

BEIGE AND BLACK
COTTON-MIX DRESS

(WORN UNDERNEATH),
£169, BAUM UND

PFERDGARTEN. BLACK
COTTON TOP (WORN
UNDERNEATH), £225,

HAIZHEN WANG. BLACK
LEATHER BOOTS,

AS BEFORE. BLACK
POLYESTER TIGHTS,
£8.50, CALZEDONIA
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THIS PAGE 
VINYL COAT, £315, MAJE. 

SILK-MIX DRESS, £42, 
URBAN OUTFITTERS. 

LEATHER BOOTS, £70, 
ALDO. LEATHER CHOKER 
AND POLYESTER TIGHTS, 

BOTH AS BEFORE  
OPPOSITE PAGE BEIGE 

AND BLACK WOOL 
CARDIGAN, £350, TOGA 

PULLA. BURGUNDY 
WOOL-MIX TOP, £245, 

HOLLY FULTON. BLACK 
LEATHER TROUSERS, 

£350, TOPSHOP UNIQUE. 
LEATHER BOOTS, 

AS BEFORE. SILVER 
EARRINGS, £129,  

SIF JAKOBS

   

Brendan Freeman278
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THIS PAGE  
COTTON-MIX TOP, £35, 

RIVER ISLAND. LEATHER 
SKIRT, £230, DIESEL. 

SUEDE BOOTS,  
£170, DUNE  

OPPOSITE PAGE CREAM 
SHIRT, £395, RAQUEL 

ALLEGRA. BLACK VINYL 
TROUSERS, £29.99, NEW 

LOOK. RED, WHITE AND 
BLUE SILK SCARF, £105, 

ZADIG & VOLTAIRE
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THIS PAGE FAUX-FUR
COAT, £399, KAREN
MILLEN. COTTON-
MIX SHIRT, £29.99,
H&M STUDIO. DENIM
JEANS, £289, ARIES.
LEATHER BOOTS, £1,495,
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN.
LEATHER BAG, £125,
GUESS. BLACK RIBBON 
(AROUND NECK),
STYLIST’S OWN
OPPOSITE PAGE NAVY
WOOL-MIX JACKET,
£337, MAISON KITSUNE.
BLACK COTTON-MIX
TOP, £45, GUESS. WHITE
COTTON SHIRT (WORN
UNDERNEATH), £36,
NEXT. GOLD COTTON
TROUSERS, £79, BIBA
AT HOUSE OF FRASER.
BLACK LEATHER BELT,
£50, COMPTOIR DES
COTONNIERS.
HAIR: BEN JONES USING
BUMBLE AND BUMBLE.
MAKE-UP: NAOKO
SCINTU AT THE WALL
GROUP USING BOBBI
BROWN COSMETICS.
MANICURE: AMI STREETS
AT LMC WORLDWIDE.
MODEL: JULIA CUMMING 
AT PREMIER MODEL
MANAGEMENT. SET
DESIGN: KIM HARDING
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B
allerinas are used to being the centre of attention. But armed with 
millions-strong social media followings, today’s dancers are becom-
ing bona fide stars off-stage as much as on it. Take Misty Copeland, 
the first African-American woman to be made Principal Dancer at the 

American Ballet Theatre, who featured on the cover of Time Magazine in 
conversation with President Obama. She’s even inspired a Misty Copeland 
Barbie doll ‘with a brand new ballerina body’. 

Along with Michaela DePrince, a dancer at the Dutch National Ballet, 
and the Royal Ballet’s own Eric Underwood, the latest ballet superstars are 
courting a new cult audience, posting candid backstage shots on Instagram 
and rehearsal videos on Snapchat. As a result, ballet is experiencing a Golden 
Age – the once untouchable world has never felt so accessible. 

Here ELLE choreographs four of the Royal Ballet’s most electric dancers 
in the autumn collection from Christian Dior, a house that has a longtime 
relationship with the ballet.

Photography Aitken Jolly Styling Michelle Duguid Words Hannah Nathanson

New  
MOVEMENT
BALLERINAS ARE THE NEW ROCK STARS. ELLE DRESSED FOUR OF 

THE ROYAL BALLET’S MOST EXCITING NAMES IN DIOR’S LATEST 

COLLECTION. THESE ARE THE BREATHTAKING RESULTS

AKANE TAKADA, 26, PRINCIPAL 
OF THE ROYAL BALLET
The critics’ favourite, Akane 
joined the Royal Ballet in 
2009, where she quickly 

snapped up the most coveted lead roles 
including Giselle – ‘her dream part’ – 
before being promoted to Principal at the 
beginning of this season. She’s settled 
into the Royal Ballet as comfortably as 
she has London, after moving from her 

home city of Tokyo, via Russia, on  
a scholarship. After an evening 
performance she refuels with  
a burger at her local Five Guys. 
For Akane, social media is a chance  
to connect with people beyond the 
theatre and let her family know what 
she’s doing: ‘Ballet looks like a dream 
world, with no struggles, but social 
media shows dancers’ personalities,  
so people feel closer to you,’ she says. › 
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FROM LEFT SARAH
WEARS: COATED COTTON
COAT, £3,500, DIOR.
LEATHER BOOTS, £795,
CASADEI. LAUREN WEARS:
CASHMERE COAT, £6,000,
DIOR. COTTON-MIX BRA,
£28, INTIMISSIMI. COTTON
BRIEFS, £36, TRIUMPH.
LEATHER BOOTS, £795,
JIMMY CHOO. AKANE
WEARS: CASHMERE COAT,
£4,400, DIOR. COTTON
BODY, £140, WOLFORD.
LEATHER BOOTS, £490,
ROBERT CLERGERIE
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SARAH LAMB, 35, PRINCIPAL  
OF THE ROYAL BALLET
She’s worn gold-sequined 
tutus and feathered bird 
wings but one thing you’ll 

never see the Boston-born dancer wear 
is a pair of flats. ‘I love heels because 
aesthetically they lengthen the leg,’ she 
says. ‘As a dancer I really appreciate 
lines. Dancers, fashion designers and 
photographers, we’re all critical of line.’
In front of the camera she performs  
as electrically as she does on stage, 
propelling her willowy body from pose  
to pose. Since joining the Royal Ballet  
11 years ago, Sarah has had several  
roles created for her, including British 
choreographer Wayne McGregor’s 
rebellious heroine in Raven Girl.  
Could she imagine herself doing 
something other than dancing?  
‘A dancer’s career is so short I’m  
enjoying it while I can, but really it’s  
not a job, it’s part of your identity.’

FROM LEFT ERIC WEARS: DOWN
COAT, £2,200, COTTON TROUSERS,

£540, AND LEATHER BOOTS, £760, ALL
DIOR. SARAH WEARS: COTTON BODY,

£130, WOLFORD. LAUREN WEARS:
COTTON COAT, £5,300, DIOR. LEATHER-

MIX BOOTS, £1,000, LOUIS VUITTON.
COTTON BODY, STYLIST’S OWN

286 Aitken Jolly



LAUREN CUTHBERTSON,  
32, PRINCIPAL OF THE
ROYAL BALLET
Lauren, who enrolled in The 
Royal Ballet’s White Lodge 

school age 11, was late to join Instagram 
but that hasn’t prevented her regularly 
posting candid backstage shots to her 
38.1k followers. ‘It’s a very different time,’ 
she says of being a dancer in the age of 
social media. ‘It inspires younger dancers 
to look up to their seniors and spur each 
other on.’ But it also connects dancers 

around the world. ‘We’re all living pretty 
similar lives but in different cities. I like 
following French dancers, their posts are 
so chic and sophisticated.’ 
For Lauren, the only British Principal 
of The Royal Ballet, there’s a natural 
synergy between dance and fashion. Her 
favourite designer may be Erdem but  
her best red-carpet outfit yet was a huge 
red silk skirt, which was part of Lady 
Capulet’s costume in Romeo and Juliet 
‘borrowed’ from the Royal Opera House’s 
costume cupboard. ›
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ERIC UNDERWOOD,  
32, SOLOIST OF THE  
ROYAL BALLET
Unlike most classical 
dancers, Washington 

D.C.-born Eric’s ballet career started  
by mistake. Aged 14, he forgot his  
lines during an acting audition for a 
performing arts school in Prince George’s 
County, Maryland, and tried a dance 
class instead. ‘The teacher immediately 
saw I had no training but I was physically 
correct for dance and eager to learn, 
despite being in denim shorts,’ he recalls.
He’s been redefining the image of  
a classical dancer ever since with his 
infectious energy and love of performing. 
He joined the American Ballet Theatre in 
2003 and then moved to the Royal Ballet 
three years later. This season he stars in 
Carbon Life, a Wayne McGregor ballet at 
the Royal Opera House in collaboration 
with fashion designer Gareth Pugh, which 
suits his fashion credentials – he’s 
worked on campaigns with Kate Moss 
and Vivienne Westwood.
On social media, he’s not afraid to show 
a different side to a dancer’s life: ‘It’s not 
just about perfection. It’s important to 
see the dancers failing and trying again.’ 
Is there anything he wouldn’t post? ‘I try 
not to do politics, love or finance.’ 
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THIS PAGE SARAH WEARS: SILK-
MIX JACKET, £10,000, DIOR. COTTON
BODY AND LEATHER BOOTS, BOTH
AS BEFORE. ERIC WEARS: CASHMERE
JUMPER, £810, WOOL TROUSERS, £520,
AND LEATHER-MIX SHOES, £760, ALL
DIOR OPPOSITE PAGE ERIC WEARS:
COTTON JACKET, £2,200, COTTON
TROUSERS, £540, AND LEATHER BOOTS,
£760, ALL DIOR. LAUREN WEARS: WOOL
COAT, £3,200, AND ANGORA JUMPER,
£2,150, BOTH DIOR. LEATHER BOOTS
AND COTTON PANTS, BOTH AS BEFORE

289Aitken Jolly
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Into the fold

Mix up your new-season style. Pairing chunky, jewel-
toned knits with clashing plaids and checks will hit the right 

note – at work, and at play. Only at Tu 

Photography Jesse Laitinen  Styling Michelle Duguid 



ELLE PROMOTION

Shop the collection at tuclothing.sainsburys.co.uk and selected Sainsbury’s stores

THIS PAGE RIBBED 
JUMPER, £20, AND 
DENIM JUMPSUIT, £25. 
(SHOES STYLIST’S 
OWN) OPPOSITE 
PAGE PLAID SKIRT, 
£18, RUFFLED 
BLOUSE, £18, AND 
WOOL-MIX COAT,  
£50 (AVAILABLE  
FROM 1 OCTOBER). 



THIS PAGE KNITTED 
JUMPER, £20, AND 

HOUNDSTOOTH 
TROUSERS (JUST  

SEEN), £18 OPPOSITE 
PAGE KNITTED JUMPER, 

£20, AND CHECKED 
PINAFORE, £18 

ELLE PROMOTION



Shop the collection at tuclothing.sainsburys.co.uk and selected Sainsbury’s stores





THROW  
SOME  
SHADE
There is a place 
where gothic 
meets its pretty 
antithesis 
and make-up 
magic happens. 
Discover your 
dark(ish) side

297ELLE/OCTOBER
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TWILIGHT ZONE  
You could go for simple smoky eye, 
but where is the rebellion? Subvert 

your gothic thinking and go for a 
reverse smoke. It’s still dark, but 

it’s softer and more surprising than 
the classic kind. Layer deep mauve 

over pure black under the eye for 
some depth, and balance with  

mascara on the top lashes only.

Photography Jason Hetherington   
Words Sophie Beresiner   

Fashion styling Donna Wallace 
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Beauty



DARK LINE Displaced liner – as we were all calling it backstage this season – is perfectly  
pretty and gothic in that it’s slightly strange (not where you’d expect to find it). But it still does the 
elongating, beautifying  job eyeliner was invented for. In this case, start somewhere in the middle of  
the eye and ‘triangulate’ it outwards to an extreme point. ›  

THIS PAGE LACE 
DRESS, PHILOSOPHY 

DI LORENZO SERAFINI. 
PERSPEX EARRINGS, 

SIMONE ROCHA
OPPOSITE COTTON 

DRESS AND LACE TOP 
(WORN UNDERNEATH),  

BOTH LANVIN

299ELLE/OCTOBER



SPIDER EYES Big lashes seem like an obvious choice for a new-season gothic look, so yes, we’re 
going there. Lashes are just pretty by nature, so amp them up and you get double the attractive-factor.  
This means layering them top and bottom, and finishing with mascara to clump them together a little. 

THIS PAGE LACE 
DRESS, AS BEFORE
OPPOSITE 
LACE DRESS, 
CHRISTOPHER KANE

300 ELLE/OCTOBER



ON THE EDGE 
Go deep or go home. A very 
dark blood-red lip is so much 
more wearable and beautiful 
than you could imagine, but 
you need to bring it to life with 
some 3D tones. That means 
highlighting the Cupid’s bow 
to the extreme and lifting the 
middle section with a scarlet 
red patted over the top. › 

Beauty
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THE ESSENTIAL KIT 1. BURBERRY LIP DEFINER IN OXBLOOD, £18.50 2. L’ORÉAL PARIS NAIL LACQUER IN GRENAT IRREVERENT, 

£4.99 3. BURBERRY EYE COLOUR CREAM IN CHARCOAL, £25 4. BURBERRY BEAUTY FULL KISSES LIPSTICK IN OXBLOOD, £24 5. CHANEL ILLUSION D’OMBRE 

VELVET EYESHADOW IN ROUGE CONTRASTE, £25 6. LANCÔME GRANDIOSE LIQUID EYELINER IN 01, £23 7. BURBERRY FRESH GLOW HIGHLIGHTING 

LUMINOUS PEN IN NUDE RADIANCE, £25 8. MAC STUDIO EYE GLOSS IN PEARL VARNISH, £16 9. BURBERRY EYE COLOUR WET & DRY SHADOW IN STORM 

GREY, £23 10. BURBERRY FRESH GLOW LUMINOUS FLUID BASE IN NUDE RADIANCE, £34 11. GUERLAIN TERRACOTTA KOHL LOOSE POWDER, £26 12. 
CHARLOTTE TILBURY HOT LIPS IN HEL’S BELLS, £23 13. BURBERRY KISSES HYDRATION LIP COLOUR IN NUDE CASHMERE, £25 14. CLINIQUE BRUSH-ON 

CREAM LINER IN TRUE BLACK, £17 15. DIOR VERNIS COUTURE NAIL POLISH IN OBSCURE, £19.50 16. DIOR DIORSKIN NUDE AIR LUMINIZER POWDER IN 001, £39 

17. RIMMEL VOLUME COLOURIST MASCARA, £7.99 18. BURBERRY NAIL POLISH IN DARK TRENCH, £15 19. BOBBI BROWN ART STICK IN CHERRYWOOD, £21 
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Beauty







THE TREND
A celebration of all
things bright, playful
and anti-mundane.
Coloursarevivid,shapes
are experimental and
the attitude is go bold
then go bolder. Glitter
stars? Throw them
on: you’re channelling
Jeremy Scott. Tribal
pink eyeliner? Go for it.
This is weekend make-
up and it’s guaranteed
toboostyourmood.

Normally, you’d wear
blue mascara or blue
eyeshadow – here, you
pile on both. We used
a wet eyeshadow for a
more intense colour,
and went heavy handed
with the YSL Beauty
Luxurious Mascara for
False Lash Effect in
Extreme Blue, £25.

Yellow eyeshadow?
Yes, really. Wear
Illamasqua Powder
Eyeshadow in Hype,
£16.50, on its own or
pair it with multiple
shades to recreate
the Fendi eye.

Create a floating
eyeliner flick by tracing
just above your socket
line with Urban Decay
24/7 Glide-on Eye Pencil
in Electric, £15.50.

Leighton Denny Nail
Polish in Tiger Tamer
and Skinny Dippin’,
£12 each

YSL Beauty Couture
Mono High Impact
Color Eyeshadow in
Zellige, £23.50

This trend is all about
being experimental.
Apply Maybelline
Vivid Matte Liquid
Lipstick in Electric
Pink, £6.99, across
your eyelids for
a pop of fuchsia.

In Your Dreams Gold
Zorya Face Gems, £6.50,
and Mac Amplified Lip-
stick in Morange, £15.50

CARTOON
COLOUR

AS SEEN AT: JEREMY SCOTT, FENDI, TOPSHOP UNIQUE, ICEBERG

Words JoelyWalker

This season, it’s about swapping taupey
eyeshadow and nude nail varnish for

punchy brights to make a bold, colourful
statement. And don’t forget the glitter
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 DIFFICULTY RATING: 3/5 

THE TRIAL
ELLE Beauty Editor 
Joely says: ‘This bonkers 
style was one of my 
favourite catwalk trends 
of the entire season. But 
that’s where I thought 
it should stay – on the 
catwalk. I had much 
more fun playing around 
with colour than doing 
my go-to natural look. 
It sticks two fingers 
up to conformity, and 
actually, I love it.’
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AS SEEN AT: STELLA MCCARTNEY, MARC JACOBS, PRADA, OPENING CEREMONY, BLUMARINE

THE TREND
Theplacewhere
old-schoolHollywood
glamourmeetsits
modernmaker.It
comesintheformof
acarefullycurated
hairstylethatfeatures
sleekanddetailed
marcelorfingerwaves
aroundthehairline,
alongsidetougher,more
dishevelledlengthsand
ends.Lesstraditional
styling,moreretrorebel.

THE TRIAL
ELLEBeautyEditor
JoelyWalkersays, ‘I’ve
witnessedtheworld’s
besthairstylistscreate
thislookbackstage,
soyou’dthinkI’dhave
somecluehowtodoit
onmyself–butno.
Luckilythere’sYouTube,
soarmedwithaton
ofmousse,Ifollowed
astep-by-steponline
tutorial. Itwasn’t
easybutbytheendit
somewhatresembled
thelookIwasgoingfor
( justnotaspolished).
Ithinkpracticemakes
perfectonthisoneand
I’lldefinitelybetrying
itagain,butImight
callonanextrapair
ofhands(preferably
aprofessional’s).’

Words JoelyWalker

For quick and easy
texture I spritzed and
scrunched Toni &
Guy Casual Sea Salt
Texturising Spray, £7.19,
through the lengths.

The bottom section
(ears down) should
have a somewhat
dishevelled texture, but
I still wanted it to look
healthy so I applied
a few pumps of Wella
Professionals Luminous
Smoothening Oil, £15.50.

A tight-toothed comb
is indispensable for
this style. I used a ghd
Tail Comb, £7.50, to
create a deep, sleek
side parting on damp
hair. I used it again
when creating the
finger waves around
my hairline.

I saturated the
top part of my
hair with L’Oréal
Paris Elnett
Satin Crème de
Mousse Extra
Strong Hold,
£5.99, working in

sections, starting from
the roots to just below
my ears.

Hairstylist Guido
used Redken Wax
Blast 10 High Impact
Finishing-Spray Wax,
£11.25, backstage at
Prada to create a high-
shine result. Naturally,
I copied and spritzed
the top section of my
hair with this to finish
the look.

label.M Metal
Sectioning Clips,
£1.99 for a pack of 6

It’s one of the biggest hair trends of AW16.
Tricky, yes, but once you’ve perfected the

technique, it adds a little rock’n’roll
rebellion to a traditional Twenties look

NEW SET
WAVES

DIFFICULTY RATING: 5/5
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4.

2.

3.

1.

BACK IN APRIL, news that Victoria Beckham
was creating her first make-up collection for
Estée Lauder almost broke the internet. Since
then, the products have been guarded with
military-style secrecy. Until now. Of course,
she has absolutely nailed it. This is some of
the slickest, most collectable make-up
you’ll ever set eyes on (and then put on your
eyes). Our pick is the highlighting palette,
which gives a universally flattering glow
and cheekbones we never knew we had.
You’ll love it all. Prices from £22

PhotographyBeate Sonnenberg

BLEND IT
LIKE BECKHAM

ANTICLOCKWISEFROMTOPLEFT:
1.HIGHLIGHTER IN MODERN MERCURY, £48

2.EYE INK IN CHARRED EMERALD, £36

3.EYE INK IN BLACK MYRRH, £36 4.LIPSTICK

IN CHILEAN SUNSET, £36. ALL VICTORIA

BECKHAM FOR ESTÉE LAUDER
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PROFESSION (AS ON PASSPORT)
Shop Owner. ‘Shoe designer’ 

sounds so silly.

FIRST JOB 
I started as an intern on a musical, 

helping design shoes for the 
showgirls. I ended up delivering  

a lot of love letters to the girls 
from a guy working on set. It was 

so romantic.

BIG BREAK
It was very organic. I began with 
one shop, and then I added a few 

more. I think the turning point 
was a very early image of Nicole 

Kidman at a film premiere in 
London. She was wearing a 

backless dress and my shoes. 
I remember a lot of comments on 
her outfit appearing in the media 

and it went from there.  

CURRENT JOB
Continuing to develop my beauty 

line. Following the nail polish, 
lipsticks and Loubilacque gloss, 

I am now launching three 
perfumes, for women: Bikini 

Questa Sera, Tornade Blonde and 
Trouble In Heaven. The bottles 

are designed by British architect 
Thomas Heatherwick. I’ve always 

had an interest in architecture 
and we’ve worked together very 
closely on getting them perfect. 
They all have a floral heart and, 

while I don’t have a favourite, 
Bikini Questa Sera smells 

beautiful on a really hot day.

CAREER HIGH
Monsieur Saint Laurent loved  

a shoe I designed so much that  
he asked me to do the footwear 

for his last ever show. It was a 
retrospective of all his work, his 

last couture show, so  
a fantastic moment.

DREAM JOB
To be the director of a fantastic 
Bollywood movie. There would 

be costume, decor, music, 
actors and actresses dancing 

all together in a great film
written by me!

BACK-UP PLAN
I actually trained as a landscape 
architect in my twenties. But I’m 
quite impatient. The thing with 

gardening is that you have 

CHRISTIAN 
LOUBOUTIN

With such surprisingly varied experience 
(from interning in musical theatre to 

writing a film script), and a thirst for new 
horizons, there is so much more to Christian 

Louboutin than his red-soled shoes

WATCH IT NOW
OUR EXCLUSIVE FILM GOES BEHIND 

THE SCENES AT CHRISTIAN’S LISBON 

HOME, WHERE HE WORKED ON AND 

EVENTUALLY REVEALED THE NEW 

PERFUMES AT ELLEUK.COM/BEAUTY 

5 KIT ESSENTIALS 
1. CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN LIPSTICK 

IN VERY PRIVÉ, £60 2. DARPHIN 

8-FLOWER NECTAR FACIAL OIL, 

£95 3. CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN 

FRAGRANCE TORNADE BLONDE, 

TROUBLE IN HEAVEN AND BIKINI 

QUESTA SERA, £215 EACH FOR 80ML 

4. MARC JACOBS VELVET NOIR MAJOR 

VOLUME MASCARA IN BLACK, £20 

5. CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN NAIL 

POLISH IN MISS MARS, £36

to be patient, so I thought 
I could always do it later.

HOBBIES AND INTERESTS
Gardening, architecture and 

travel. I’m always thinking about 
writing movie scripts too. 

I almost finished co-writing one 
with my friend, but then she fell 
in love and got pregnant, so we 

never made it into a film.

Beauty CV



WATCH IT
Go online to see
Patricia put the Nivea
Daily Essentials
range to the test
and reveal her own
nutrition, fitness,
beauty and lifestyle
advice at nivea.co.uk/
cremecarecleansing

Even the most ardent follower of fashion knows that
when it comes to it, the real foundations of any wardrobe
are the few key, essential items that you return to again
and again. It’s the same when it comes to skincare. What
you need more than anything is a gentle yet effective
cleansing formula that genuinely cares for your skin.

That’s where Nivea’s new Daily Essential Creme Care
Facial Cleansing range comes in. Whether at work or at
play, there’s a product that will gently nourish and
cleanse your skin and eyes, leaving all skin types – even
sensitive – touchably soft. ‘I suffer from skin that is quite
dry at times and quite sensitive as well so a good
cleanser that is gentle and effective is really important
to me,’ says lifestyle blogger Patricia Bright. Her take on
the Daily Essentials range? ‘Really amazing’ and ‘really
effective as well’. In other words, essential.

In beauty, as in fashion, it’s all about
getting the basics right. EnterNivea’s
Creme Care Facial Cleansing range

Workday style
WEEKDAYS ARE BUSY. STREAMLINE
YOUR SKINCARE AS WELL AS YOUR
WARDROBE WITH NIVEA CREME
CARE CLEANSING CREAM WASH.
IT CLEANSES DEEPLY AND GENTLY
TO REMOVE MAKE-UP AND GRIME
FROM BOTH SKIN AND EYES – AND
IT WASHES OFF WITH WATER

1
DAILY ESSENTIALS

Trousers may  
be workwear 
staples, but 
classic doesn’t 
have to mean 
dull, as Patricia 
demonstrates

Tone-on-tone 
block colour adds 
a modern twist 
to the classic 
leather tote

Unstructured 
jackets work with 
anything and are 
a great way to 
transition the 
seasons – and the 
move from office 
to evening



Night out 
 
DON’T LET LATE NIGHTS GET IN THE 
WAY OF CARING FOR YOUR SKIN. NIVEA 
DAILY ESSENTIALS CREME CARE FACIAL 
CLEANSING WIPES OFFER FAST, EFFECTIVE 
CLEANSING THAT LEAVES ALL SKIN – EVEN 
SENSITIVE – FEELING TOUCHABLY SOFT

Weekend casual 
 
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DOWNTIME 
BY TRANSFORMING NIVEA’S LIGHT, 
DELICATE SCENT INTO A SENSORY 
TREAT. SLOWLY MASSAGE CREME 
CARE CLEANSING LOTION INTO SKIN 
AND REMOVE WITH COTTON WOOL FOR 
DEEPLY CLEANSED SKIN THAT LOOKS 
AND FEELS BEAUTIFUL

2

3

ELLE PROMOTION

Patricia brings 
a little extra  
pop to her 
evening style 
with the classic 
combination of 
statement heels 
and bag

Tailored culottes 
are the answer  

to effortless 
eveningwear 

– simply dress 
up or down to  

fit the occasion  

A biker jacket 
and chunky knit 
– as easy to wear 

as they are 
versatile. Ideal 

for off-duty 
dressing

Patricia knows 
denim is a 
shortcut to  

easy weekend 
style. Cool. 

Casual. 
Essential





The 27-year-old formerELLE cover star, and one
of theworld’s highest-earning supermodels, knows

what shewants andworks hard to get it

THREE PRODUCTS I LOVE
are Biotherm Aquasource
Moisturiser, £30, as my skin
gets so dry from travelling
all the time, Max Factor False
Lash Epic Mascara, £11.99,
for opening up my eyes and
a balm with cocoa butter
to keep my lips soft.

IF I COULD BE
invisible for a day
I’d go to all the
public places
I normally avoid and
enjoy the freedom
of not being noticed.

MY FAVOURITE
INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT
to follow is National
Geographic (@natgeo)
because I’m obsessed
with travel.

THE THREE WORDS
that best describe my
fitness philosophy are
reluctant, slow, uplifting.

I NEVER HAD a plan B
career. I worked really
hard to make sure my
plan A worked out.

THE BEST BEAUTY TIP
I’ve been given was from my
mum, Eileen, who said it’s never
too early to start taking care
of your skin. I cleanse, tone,
moisturise, apply eye cream
daily and I look for products
with green tea in them. [ELLE
loves Aesop B & Tea Balancing
Toner, £23, and Origins Rituali
Tea Cleansing Body Mask, £25].

THE FIRST fragrance I owned
smelled of sweet apples
and was given to me by
my grandmother. Now, I’m
drawn to scents with jasmine,
as I love the smell, and wear
Givenchy Dahlia Divin Le Nectar
De Parfum, £82 for 75ml.

Candice S anepoel
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Beauty Matrix





The only way to salvage some control is with
aggressive daily heat styling. But then guess what?
You torch your ends so much that you need to cut
it again and lo, the doom settles in for the long run.

It took one comment too many from my
husband to allow this latest accidental bad haircut
to grow out with dignity. ‘You look like an older lady
who has cut her hair short to manage it better. In
older age.’ Thank you, husband, your work here is
done. I have a difficult relationship with my hair,
and since I can’t look in the mirror without seeing
my future now, I just avoid it. And sulk.

Within two days of the first (disastrous) wash,
I’m back in the hot seat. This time it’s at Daniel
Hersheson’s Harvey Nichols concession and
extensions expert Hadley Tweddell is attaching
micro-fine pieces of someone else’s hair to my 
temples (it’s ethically sourced, don’t panic). I’ve 
booked in for ‘hair fillers’, the idea being you use 
much smaller, lighter pieces than conventional 
‘length’ extensions to create ‘filler’ where you 
need it most. This way you get more bounce and 
sideways volume, rather than the length traditional 
extensions are known (and often disliked) for. In
most cases, this is around the hairline where you

see the most styling damage and the first place
the hair thins naturally. In my case, I do have the
styling damage, plus I have a rounded front section,
which lends that ‘ageing lady’ feel to my look.
Within an hour I have invisible keratin bonds with
colour-matched, flowing hair, creating a seamless
asymmetric bob that succeeds in disguising
the damage. It’s a flipping miracle. The ultimate
test? The husband. He was away so the drastic
difference wasn’t too drastic for him.
Instead, upon his return, I got a ‘your hair
looks really nice actually, I don’t know why
you made such a fuss about it’. Fair point
– now I know how easy it is to fix.

For a falsie-phobic the pros here far
outweigh the cons. Time taken: one hour
rather than the typical four or five for
classic extensions. Cost: £250 as opposed
to the £450 starting price for the full works. And
while I can feel the fillers and I’m tempted to fiddle 
with them at every opportunity, there is a whole 
middle section of untouched hair that I can still run 
my fingers through, unobstructed. All in all, while 
I’m looking forward to removing them in three or 
four months, I’m happy to let my hair grow out this 
way. In fact, it definitely looks better than before  
I got it cut. I’ve broken the cycle of doom. And
a new addiction has been born! Uh-oh…

‘I HAVE A 
DIFFICULT 
RELATIONSHIP 
WITH MY HAIR.  
I JUST AVOID  
THE MIRROR. 
AND SULK’ 

A BAD HAIRCUT always precedes a cycle of 
doom. First there’s the through-gritted-teeth 
submission: ‘Erm, thank you. Yes, it’s great, 
much better. OK, I have to go now.’ Then the 
two-days-too-many of lanky hair while you 
stave off the first wash, because that leads  
to the first DIY styling. And finally, there’s the 
defeatist realisation: you do look as terrible 
as you suspected.

Sophie 
Beresiner
ELLE Beauty  
Director
@ElleSophie

TRY IT OUT NOW THE WET BRUSH, £12;          ‘BECAUSE IT WON’T SNAG MY EXTENSIONS EVEN WHEN MY 

HAIR IS WET. SOLD.’ JO MALONE BASIL & NEROLI EDP, £86 FOR 100ML; ‘SOMEHOW THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM 

FOR ANOTHER FRAGRANCE.’ MARC JACOBS LINES & LAST NIGHT AIR BLUSH, £25; ‘SUPER-LONG-LASTING’
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MAKE-UP

‘THE NEW NARS COLOURS ARE  
SO CURRENT, DON’T WASTE 

TIME LOOKING AT THEM – JUST 
STOCKPILE. QUICKLY’

The compulsive 
make-up magpie in  
us wants this for the 
playful design alone, 
but the real covet 
factor comes from the 
spot-on flush it gives 
our cheeks.  

Mac Pearlmatte Face 
Powder in Trophy, £24

Already pretty much 
faultless on all fronts, 
the new Nars AW16 
lipstick colours are so 
current you shouldn’t 
waste time looking  
at them – just 
stockpile. Quickly.

Nars Audacious Lipsticks 
in Kate, Stefania and 
Apoline, £24 each

Your mascara 
collection can now  
be streamlined to just 
one tube that offers 
three levels of lash 
impact depending on 
what setting you dial 
it to. Practical and 
genius in equal parts.

Clinique Lash  
Power Flutter-To-Full 
Mascara, £20

The definition of 
‘perfect bronzer’, 
according to us. It’s 
supersized (so you 
can do your legs, too) 
super-flattering and 
complete with a mega 
mirror in the lid. 

Guerlain Terracotta 
Terra Magnifica, £47.50

Created to help 
streamline make-up 
artists’ kits, this clear 
velvety cream turns 
any lipstick matte. 
Pretty genius, no?

Smashbox Insta-Matte 
Lipstick Transformer, £18

The mineral make-up 
master has released 
its first full-coverage 
and pressed powder 
foundation. Finally.

bareMinerals BarePro 
Performance Wear 
Powder Foundation,  
£27 and Core Coverage 
Brush, £24 

The best of the latest beauty innovations

You had us at 
‘retouching’. These  
colouring-in crayons 
for correcting your 
face (with a pointed 
nib for precision) 
make achieving  
perfect skin easy.

Bobbi Brown Retouching 
Face Pencils, £22 each If our hands make  

a guest appearance  
on the @elleuk 
Instagram in the next 
few months, they’ll 
most probably be 
wearing one of these. 
Murky, slightly ‘off ’ 
but still so, so pretty. 

Essie Tokyo Nail  
Polishes in Go Go Geisha 
and Udon Know Me,  
£7.99 each
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Shampoo, serums and sprays for all types

HAIR

‘WE WANT TONI & GUY PARTY 
READY VOLUME LOTION  

JUST SO WE CAN HAVE MORE  
EXCUSES TO GO OUT’ 

Beauty Directory

Possibly the final word 
in dry shampoos, this 
helps lift your roots 
while refreshing your 
hair at the same time. ›

L’Oréal Paris Elvive 
Fibrology Air Root-Lifting 
Dry Shampoo, £3.99 

It’s a pre-styler that 
works on dry hair just 
as well as wet, so you 
can count it as a style 
refresher too. It’s 
pretty much all the 
multitasking genius 
you could need.

Origins’ Ojon Damage 
Reverse Styling Mist 
for Volume & Lift, £20

In a sea of hair oils, 
which hair oil is the 
oil? Being all natural, 
organic, nourishing 
and protective 
against UV, salt and 
chlorine makes this 
one a big winner.

Onira Organics  
The Oil, £42

A specialised 4-6 
week treatment  
to tackle various 
scalp issues such as 
dandruff, hair loss or 
sensitivity –  you need 
healthy soil (scalp) to 
grow good crops 
(hair), right?  

Kérastase Spécifique 
Cure, from £40 

Clever name, T&G, 
clever name. We want 
this just so we can 
have more excuses  
to go out. Volume and 
parties are suddenly  
all we want in life.

Toni & Guy Party Ready 
Volume Lotion, £7.49

Called‘Professionel’ 
because it’s like  
recreating an in-salon 
finish but at home. 
It’s soothing and heat 
protecting, too.

L’Oréal Professionnel 
Pro Fiber Re-Create 
Serum-In-Spray, £14.99

It’s sad, but your hair 
will need anti-ageing 
care, too. And as  it 
grows from your  
scalp (your skin), it 
makes sense to use  
a solution inspired by 
skincare. Start now  
to slow down changes.

Living Proof Timeless 
Shampoo, £23, and 
Conditioner, £23

First came the iconic 
surf spray, so the 
foam spray has a lot 
to live up to. It gives 
more of a polished 
beachy effect than 
the original, like  
a tousled, bouffy 
blow-dry. Big tick.

Bumble and bumble surf 
foam spray blow dry, £22



‘THINK OF SISLEY’S DOUBLE
TENSEUR AS A BASE AND 
TOPCOAT FOR YOUR SKIN’
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Cool packaging, 
certified organic 
ingredients and 
super-moisturising 
formula – everything 
about these balms  
is on point.  

This contains double 
the percentage of 
Patented Pro-Xylane 
(mega anti-ageing 
ingredient) than the 
original Laser range. 
So it’s harder, better, 
faster, stronger. 

It’s on the pricey side, 
but this multi-action 
cream combines  
a holistic approach 
with serious science 
to give the best of 
both worlds.  Think of this as a base 

and topcoat for your 
skin. Apply before 
and/or over the top 
of your foundation 
and it will last much 
longer, while firming 
skin over time.   

Feeding your skin 
with topical vitamins 
will help your summer 
glow last through 
autumn. Combining 
vitamins B3, C and E, 
this lightweight gel 
will do the trick.

This draws on ancient 
Ayurvedic ritual to 
help balance skin. 
And well-balanced 
skin should mean 
better-behaved skin 
so, naturally, we’re  
on board.   

Eating 21 superfoods 
a day would do your 
body wonders – now 
apply that theory to 
your face. This has  
21 super-seed oils  
to leave skin feeling 
healthier and calmer.

If quick and visible 
results in the wrinkle 
department are what 
you want, make this 
balm high on your 
shopping list. It 
switches on the skin’s 
defence system 
against ageing 
aggressors. Smooth.

L’Occitane Crème 
Harmonie Divine 
Immortelle & Jania 
Rubens, £126

Votary Super Seed 
Facial Oil, £70 at  
liberty.co.uk

Aveda Tulasara Facial 
Dry Brush, £27, and 
Tulasara Bright 
Concentrate, £45

Protect, nourish, revive

SKIN & BODY

L’Oréal Paris Revitalift 
Laser Renew - The 
Double Care Complete 
Rejuvenation Day 
Cream, £24.99

H&M Conscious lip 
balms in Vanilla, 
Ginger and 
Raspberry,  
£5.99 each 

Chanel Le Lift  
V-flash, £67

Sisley Double  
Tenseur, £111

Estée Lauder 
Revitalizing Supreme + 
Global Anti-Aging Wake 
Up Balm, £46
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Beauty Directory

BOSS The Scent was 
‘for Him’ first – musky, 
powerful and fairly 
racy. Sounds pretty 
much perfect to us, 
too. We want what he’s 
having! And now we 
can, thanks.

This latest Miss Dior 
incarnation can only 
be described as 
‘sassy’. It’s still pretty, 
but kind of punchy 
too because of the 
fruitiness. It’s the 
‘#Iwokeuplikethis’  
of the perfume world.

The aphrodizzying 
(yes, we made that 
up) jasminum sambac 
core make this a sexy 
scent. But throw in 
pink pepper and 
sandalwood, and it’s  
a modern romance.

Who knew you could 
be in raptures over a 
bottle lid? Part of the 
Portraits  Collection , 
this is a work of 
‘olfactive fiction’. In 
this case the delicate, 
musky and woody 
notes tell a snippet of 
Duchess Rose’s story. 
Romantic, right? 

Ceramic is porous, 
making it an excellent 
option to absorb and 
then slowly release 
scent. So shape it  
into a cute animal 
ornament and you’re 
winning on all fronts.

It feels like only 
yesterday we 
discovered the 
original McQueen 
Parfum, so what’s the 
difference? They’ve 
added ‘eau de’ to the 
title, plus the scent is 
more ethereal but still 
quite classic – like a 
vintage spring dress. 

These are like the 
fragrance equivalent  
of the single man/ 
woman of your 
dreams. A floral, 
intense, sultry, pretty 
female for the musky, 
intense, sexy mate. 
You can imagine.

If you’ve been into  
a Z&V store you can 
make a guess as to 
what the scent will be. 
If not, imagine what 
woody and milky 
smells like. Failing 
that, seek out a bottle.

McQueen Eau de 
Parfum, 50ml, £75

Miss Dior Absolutely 
Blooming, 50ml £70

Michael Kors 
Wonderlust, 50ml, £62

Zadig & Voltaire This  
Is Her!, 100ml, £90

Hugo Boss The Scent  
For Her, 50ml £63

Say hello to your new scent

FRAGRANCE

‘PRADA HAS CREATED THE 
FRAGRANCE EQUIVALENT  

OF THE SINGLE MAN/
WOMAN OF YOUR DREAMS’

Penhaligon’s Duchess 
Rose, 75ml, £178

La Femme Prada, 
100ml, £99, and 
L’Homme Prada, 
100ml, £69

Avery Ceramic 
Dachshund, £32, and E 
Fragrance, 30ml, £90





Select ‘Perfect Skin’ cycle. Enable ‘Delay Ageing’ function

A FACIAL REVOLUTION
SKIN LAUNDRY:

Photography Beate Sonnenberg

IF YOU HAD LIVED IN SINGAPORE 
FIVE OR SO YEARS AGO, you  
might have heard about mild laser 
facials – but then the Asian market 
has always been one step ahead 
when it comes to skincare. They have 
a more aggressive, my-face-before-
all-else approach. Yen Reis, the 
ex-oil-trading founder of cult clinic 
Skin Laundry, took that thinking, and 
launched a phenomenon in LA. 

Her own complicated relationship 
with her skin led to a radical idea  
that bridges the gap between  
pricey dermatology treatments  
and a facial. Skin Laundry offers  
a 20-minute treatment using a 
mild YAG laser to target bacteria 
and smooth pores, encouraging 
the production of collagen. It’s so 
appealing and affordable that after  
11 openings in the US, and three in 
Hong Kong, we’re finally getting  
a UK clinic in Liberty Of London. 

We’ve tried it and can confirm that 
it’s simple, only as uncomfortable 
as a hair elastic pinging on your skin, 
and results in a glowing complexion. 
It’s satisfyingly clinical and utterly 
addictive. Treatments from £50  
per session, skinlaundry.com 
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Finding ways to avoid it became a fine art, because
it was a minefield: the contortionist act of trying to
change into your kit without removing any clothes,
carefully selecting items that didn’t accentuate your
boobs. PE was defined by social awkwardness.

But more than anything, I found, it was the
thought of sweating. Everything in
society told us we weren’t supposed
to do that. There weren’t any examples
of women pushing themselves to their
physical brink, looks be damned. So
while we’ve always been expected
to have ‘perfect’ bodies, we weren’t
supposed to sweat to achieve them.

The thing is, we all sweat. Some more than
others, granted (people who grow up in hot
countries have more active sweat glands), but
women have around 2.6m sweat glands in their
bodies, so the patriarchy should cut us a little slack.

We produce almost a litre of sweat daily, up to
12 litres if we exercise. Sweat is also the body’s way
of cooling down; the hotter we get while we work
out, the more we sweat because our body is trying
to regulate its temperature. And while we’ve made
progress in leaps and bounds, this anti-sweat

ideology still simmers under the surface. Looking
unkempt and red-faced can still be a barrier for
women getting into fitness. We’re so used to having
to look perfect all the time that we’re scared to let
our guard down for a proper workout, fearing the
judgement that comes from men and women alike.
That’s why Sport England’s This Girl Can campaign
is so important: it celebrates active women
everywhere, encouraging them to reach their goals,

no matter how red their face gets.
When you think about it, we’re

letting vanity get in the way of our
health. We’re denying ourselves the
feeling of glorious accomplishment
that comes from a tough workout
because we don’t want to look
anything less than perfect. I’m often

in the position where I have to rush straight to a
meeting after a workout, with no time to shower –
but I make no apologies for showing up red-faced
in my Lycra. I see nothing shameful in the fact
that I’m looking after my body, engaging in a very
important act of self care.

My sweat is a badge of honour – I earned it.
I pushed limits, broke through barriers, held that
plank a little longer, did those extra squats. My
sweat is a reminder that I can do great things
when I put my mind to it. And so can you.

‘WE’RE LETTING
VANITY GET IN
THE WAY OF OUR
HEALTH BECAUSE
WE DON’T WANT TO
LOOK IMPERFECT’

IT’S TIME TO shake a fist at the patriarchy
and embrace the transformative power of
perspiration. Sweat is a feminist issue. It starts
whenwe’re young, during our awkward teenage
years whenwe’re trying to figure out ways to
get comfortable in our ever-changing bodies.
Whether forged or genuine, we all got notes
written by our parents to excuse us
fromPE at some point…

3 THINGS THAT HAVE INSPIRED ME THIS MONTH 1. SHUT UP AND RUN                BY ROBIN 

ARZON – ‘MOTIVATION GALORE.’                  2. NUUN ACTIVE HYDRATION TABLETS, £6 – ‘REPLENISHES LOST 

ELECTROLYTES.’ 3. THE NIKE PRO RIVAL HIGH SUPPORT SPORTS BRA, £45 – ‘KEEPS EVERYTHING IN PLACE.’ 

Bangs AKA 
Muireann  
Carey-Campbell 
ELLE’s Fitness 
Columnist is a 
spinning instructor 
and fitness blogger. 
Read more of 
her motivational 
writing at  
elleuk.com
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‘CALISTHENI
IS STRENGTH

TRAINING USING
YOUR BODY AS THE
WEIGHT: YOU ARE A
HUMAN DUMBBELL’

CS
THH

WHAT IS IT? Strength and power training
using your body as the weight. Yup, that’s
right: you are a human dumbbell.
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? £13 for a
60-minute class at Stretch London.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Unlike gym machines or
weights, which target and isolate individual
muscle groups, calisthenics works your body
as a whole. Exercises include L-shapes (where
you sit on the ground with your legs out in
front of you, then use the power of your arms
and core to hold your legs off the floor), push-
and pull-ups, and leg raises.
WHAT DOES IT DO? Because all the
movements originate from your core,
calisthenics creates functional strength that
boosts any other training you do. It targets
muscle groups that can get weak from
sitting at a desk all day too, such as hips and
shoulders, so it’s great for office workers.
DO YOU NEED TO BE SUPER FIT TO DO IT?

No – it’s all about quality over quantity.
Classes offer options for all levels.
IS IT ACTUALLY ENJOYABLE? Once you get
over your quads burning and your arms
begging for mercy, hanging around on
gymnastic rings is actually quite fun.
ON A SCALE OF ONE TO 10, HOW HARD IS IT?

The basics: 5. If you want to advance, be
prepared to put in the hours.
BEST THING ABOUT IT? Learning new tricks
to show off to your friends. Levitating is cool.
AND THE WORST? You will ache in places you
didn’t think possible for days.
WOULD YOU DO IT AGAIN?

Definitely. Sign me up.
ELLE tried calisthenics with
Bodyweight Dan at Stretch
London. For more information,
go to bodyweightd.com and
stretch-london.com

THE LAZY GIRL’S GUIDE
TeamELLE Fit tests the
latest workouts and gives
you their honest verdict.
This month: calisthenics

5 of the best
Cool calisthenics kit
1. COTTON-MIX TOP, £15, NEXT

2. COTTON-MIX BRA, £55, NO KA’OI.

3. VISCOSE-MIX LEGGINGS, £130,

MARA HOFFMAN 4. ADIZERO

ADIOS SHOES, £149.95, ADIDAS

5. WOMEN’S TRAINING GLOVES,

£20, NIKE

Soul food
CRAVING A SWEET TREAT?

SWAP CHOCOLATE FOR THESE
HEALTHY DATE AND COCOA

BALLS. MAKE A BATCH AND TAKE
THEM WITH YOU TO SNACK ON

THROUGHOUT THE WEEK
1.Place 100g of oats (use

pecans for a gluten-free option)
into a food processor with 10
pitted medjool dates, 1 tbsp
of agave, 2 tbsp of almond

butter, 1 tbsp of flaxseed, 1 tbsp
agave syrup and 1 tbsp of cocoa

powder, then pulse.
2.Once the mixture is fully

combined, roll into balls and
place in the fridge until firm.

3.These will keep for up to two
weeks, and are a delicious way
to satisfy sweet cravings while

also providing you with
a nutritious vitamin-rich hit.

Tester FernRoss

1.

2.

4.

5.

3.
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‘Self-love’ is the latest buzz word to have us under its spell.  
But what does it mean to take true care of yourself ?  

Robyn Wilder dives into the world of ‘me time’ to find out

ME 
ME ME

T
reat yo’self. If this generation had a 
slogan, that would be it. Treat yo’self goes 
the internet meme, born on Parks And 
Recreation and taken up by swathes of 
millennials across social media. Is it your 
birthday? Or just a Tuesday? It doesn’t 

matter – treat yo’self. You deserve it.
Nowadays, narcissism via social media is de 

rigueur – more than 24bn selfies were uploaded 
to Google in 2015*. We are treating ourselves, 
photographing ourselves and celebrating ourselves 
like never before and we don’t even need the 
context of a memorable event to do so. We are 
the memorable event. A by-product of all of this 
is an emerging passion for all things ‘self-love’. 
Championed by the likes of Gwyneth Paltrow and 
Blake Lively, it increasingly leans towards ‘me 
time’, introspection and therapy. Self-love, in this 
context, concerns ‘energy’, ‘flow’, and ‘wellness’. 
Not masturbation – believe me, I checked.

Psychologist Philippa Perry puts all of this down 
to an emerging cult of individualism: ‘What is “me-

time”? What other sort of time is there? “Me time” 
suggests we shrug off our responsibilities and 
spend all day in a spa. There seems to be a belief 
that it is one’s duty to make the most out of one’s 
own life. But research shows that what actually 
makes us happy is doing stuff for other people, 
such as helping someone struggling with a buggy.’ 

You may have seen this trend creeping into 
your own social feed. A yoga pose here. A sunrise 
there. A vase of peonies beside a mug of herbal 
tea hashtagged #metime #wellness and #blessed. 
In fact, this sort of thing is so prevalent online 
that, despite Perry’s words, I begin to wonder if 
there isn’t something behind it all. Behind the art-
directed flowers on Instagram, the fact is Paltrow 
and Lively all look as though they’re made of 
strained sunlight, so they must be doing something 
right. Maybe it’s their immense wellness. As a 
freelancing stay-at-home mother who hasn’t slept 
in about a year, I could use a little ‘me time’. So, for 
the next seven days I will do one ‘wellness’ activity 
daily. How hard can it be? ›
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‘Just mentally 
stopping and 

trying to  
figure out if I  

feel “present” 
sends me into 

panic mode’

DAY 1: I TRY FLOATATION THERAPY  
My husband likes to relax in a watery  
coffin. This is absolutely true. Anytime he’s 
overworked or at odds with the world, he will 
strip down to his pants in a draughty London 
warehouse and lock himself in an airless 
container filled with salt water for an hour.

The proper name for this is ‘flotation 
therapy’, and it’s one of the hottest new 
wellness trends, so I give it a go. It’s not as 
frightening as I imagined. At first it’s hard  
to escape the feeling that I’m about to enter 
cryosleep en route to Mars, but then I’m on 
my back, floating suspended in warm water, 
with peaceful music being piped in around 
me. There is a moment of claustrophobia 
when the door closes but then it disappears, 
as does my sense of time and – without 
visual stimuli – even the placement of my 
own limbs. It’s a very odd sensation; like 
dipping in and out of consciousness. 

Afterwards, I feel very relaxed. However, 
stumbling back into the hustle of London is 
quite stressful, and by the time I get home  
I am a little traumatised. Altogether a 
positive experience, though. Wellness: 6/10

DAY 2: I TELL MY REFLECTION I LOVE IT 
According to self-help guru Louise Hay, 
‘mirror work’ is key to healing. I’m to go up to 
my bedroom mirror and stare deeply into my 
own eyes for two minutes, trying to ignore my 
flaws and focus on myself as though I were 
another person. This is wildly uncomfortable. 
My reflection seems to be judging me with  
a ‘well this is awkward’ sort of expression.

After two minutes of saying ‘I love you’, 
stupidly, over and over to myself, I start to get 
bored and tune out. This is the mirror I use  
to apply make-up, pluck my eyebrows and 
generally check my face for unacceptable 
things hanging off it. I’m so used to looking  
at my reflection that it’s hard to concentrate.

So for a minute I try, actively, to look at 
myself. And that’s when I see myself as a 
person. Not someone with brows that need 
doing (although they do), but a human being 
with a friendly imperfect face that, I realise, 
I’d like to get to know if it belonged to 
someone else. ‘Gosh,’ I think, slightly taken 
aback. ‘You’re alright, me.’

Then I run away back downstairs. I am 
British. Perhaps ‘you’re alright’ is as close  
to ‘I love you’ that I can get. Wellness: 5/10

DAY 3: I DO ‘MORNING PAGES’  
The idea behind artist Julia Cameron’s 
‘morning pages’ is that by handwriting three 
A4-sides of stream-of-consciousness as soon 
as you wake up, you boost wellbeing and 
clear your mental decks for the day ahead. 
But I’m a sleep-deprived mother, remember? 
To get up early I need to set my alarm for a 

couple of hours before my son wakes up, 
which results in me clomping downstairs a 
mere four hours after I go to bed for the night. 
I sit at the dining table, grab a paper and pen, 
and the next thing I know the paper’s stuck  
to my face with drool. I simply don’t have the 
time to jot all this down. I’m a busy writer! 
Wellness: 1/10

DAY 4: I ASK MY FRIENDS TO SHARE THEIR 
FIVE FAVOURITE THINGS ABOUT ME 
According to Gala Darling, author of Radical 
Self-Love: A Guide To Loving Yourself And 
Living Your Dreams, this helps you to stop 
focusing on your flaws and see yourself from 
an outside perspective. In my case, though,  
it just makes everyone really worried about 
me, which is extraordinarily unhelpful from  
a self-love perspective. ‘I thought you’d been 
hacked?’ opines one friend. ‘Have you joined  
a cult?’ asks another. That would be the cult 
of individualism Perry warned me about. 
Wellness: 1/10

DAY 5: I TAKE MYSELF ON A DATE  
Having palmed my son off on my husband,  
I head into the city with no real plan. This 
would have made pre-baby-me anxious, but 
post-baby me is unfurling like a rehydrated 
flower. I enjoy a cocktail in a rooftop bar, buy 
an artisanal hot dog from a food market and 
roam the Tate Modern until my feet ache.  

I come home feeling like a different person, 
and I resolve to do it more. Wellness: 9/10

DAY 6: I TRY GOOP-STYLE MINDFULNESS 
‘Close your eyes. Go inward and feel into 
where you are,’ instructs Gwyneth Paltrow’s 
wellness site Goop. ‘What is the nature of 
your breath? How do you feel in your body?’ 
Biting back the urge to disregard anything 
that uses the word ‘present’, I perform small 
internal audits throughout my day and 
discover something unexpected. The act of 
applying this focus to myself actually makes 
me anxious. I have an anxiety disorder and 
maybe this triggers it. Just mentally stopping 
in the middle of the day and trying to figure 
out if I feel ‘present’ sends me into panic 
mode. Wilder: 0. Paltrow: 0. Wellness: 1/10

DAY 7: I DO A ‘WELLNESS HYPNOSIS’ 
SESSION Despite my distrust of the word 
wellness (not to mention the word ‘hypnosis’) 
I give US hypnotherapist Barry Eisen’s 
YouTube session a go. His voice is non-
intrusive, his directions straightforward and, 
apart from a horrible moment where he tells 
me to ‘live an empowering life’, it’s very 
soothing. He guides me into a staggered 
meditation and, when I’m at my most relaxed, 
he suggests that I eat well, sleep well and 
think positively, and then we’re done. And I 
feel pretty good afterwards. Wellness: 9/10

So am I more grounded, happy and ‘loving’ of myself? 
Not really. The activities that didn’t work – the morning 
pages, mindfulness and feedback activity – put me in a foul 
mood for the rest of those particular days. There was the not 
enjoying it in the first place, and then the follow-up misery of 
failure itself. ‘If a person is feeling down, what they invariably 
need is listening to, not pampering,’ says Perry. ‘These lists 

don’t take into account that what one person needs 
to do more of, another person will need to do less.’

This makes sense. I spent seven days trying to 
apply a blanket remedy to a set of specific problems 
that boiled down to ‘need to feel less tired’. So the 
activities that worked were ones that alleviated this 
the most. There is a rather twee graphic doing the 
rounds on Tumblr. It reads: ‘Treat yourself as you 
would a small child – eat well, sleep well, go outside, 
don’t be mean and allow yourself plenty of naps.’ Is 
this the real secret to happiness, I ask Perry? ‘Yes,’ 

she replies. Research backs this up, too – scientists from 
Yale and UCLA found that doing altruistic deeds boosts 
people’s health and makes them feel better. Surely this is 
the real definition of ‘wellness’? So maybe kindness trumps 
pampering. Perhaps we should do more, rather than trying  
to ‘be’ more. Personally I’d much rather become involved with 
a charity than tell my reflection I love it ever again. 
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THIS PAGE: LACE AND LYCRA® 
FIBRE BODYSUIT, £42
OPPOSITE PAGE: ‘SARA’
BALCONETTE BRA, £28,  
AND BRIEFS, £9.
ALL INTIMISSIMI



THE NEW 
LACE WITH
A HIDDEN 
SECRET...
Discover classic style 
with a thoroughly 
modern fit in the  
new underwear  
range by Intimissimi.  
Its secret ingredient?  
Lace enriched with 
Lycra®. As model 
and social media 
star Xenia Tchoumi 
demonstrates, it’s  
a perfect marriage  
of luxurious comfort 
and feminine elegance  

THE LYCRA® BRAND BRINGS 
a new lease of life to lace. This 
near-magic fibre brings dynamic 
comfort and contemporary fit 
to a classic fabric that adds a 
touch of luxury to everyday style.
Revolutionary for its comfort, 
wearability and freedom of 
movement, Lycra® is the invisible 
fibre that you can’t see, but 
you’ll always be able to feel. It’s 
a label that guarantees quality 
and fit wherever you find it. 
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Ihave a confession. Unlike (nearly) 
every other traveller who sets foot 
in Patagonia, I haven’t read Bruce 
Chatwin’s seminal 1977 travelogue 

In Patagonia. I had every intention of 
doing so, but then Patagonia itself got in 
the way. On some level, I think I wanted 
to leave Chatwin’s book untouched, to 
allow myself to shape my own, unfiltered 
experience of a region often referred 
to as ‘the end of the earth’. In reality, 
Patagonia sits at a latitude of 51°S. To put 
this in context, London is 51°N. So it’s not 
that Patagonia is actually that far south, 
it’s just that there is nothing between it 
and Antarctica. Part-Argentinian, part-
Chilean, Patagonia follows the spine of the 
Southern Andes and straddles the border 
of the two countries, but has an identity all 
its own. It’s a place where you truly feel like 
you have space to gather your thoughts 
and reset. But first, there is the not-so-
small matter of getting there…

LONDON TO BUENOS AIRES
To get anywhere close to Patagonia, first 
you need to fly to Argentina. I’ve wanted to 
see Buenos Aires ever since seeing photos 
of its iconic crumbling colonial façades in 
the Nineties, so my husband Mark and I 
spend our first few days in the capital at 
the Philippe Starck-designed Faena Hotel 
(faena.com/buenos-aires, rooms from 
£272 B&B). Set in the regenerated Puerto 
Madero district, it isn’t exactly vintage 
BA – once a warehouse, it now showcases 
leather and red velvet furnishings, marble 
bathrooms and views of the Costanera Sur 
ecological reserve. After a 15-hour flight, 
the hotel’s opulent pool is just what we 
need. With a giant crown fountain in the 
centre and cocktails on tap, it’s definitely a 
pool to pose around, rather than swim in. 

Come 9pm, it’s time for dinner (early 
by Argentine standards) at Don Julio, a 
famous parrilla, or steakhouse. As we sit 
down, Mick Hucknall (not the best celeb

Above: Cycling  
with Biking Buenos 

Aires. Top: 
Succulents at El 

Porvenir winery. 
Main: The view of 

Torres Del Paine 
from Explora

Top: Colourful 
Caminito. Above: 
The Presidential 
Suite at the  
Faena Hotel

TRAVEL
ELLE’s Associate Editor Fern Ross  

went to the end of the earth and  
found a place she could call home

PATAGONIA
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spot, I know) walks in with his entourage.
The bife de chorizo (rib-eye) steak is
probably the best I’ve ever had.

Day two in BA, and we’re feeling more
energised (there is only a three-hour time
difference, so no jet-lag), so it’s time to
explore the city on two wheels with Biking
Buenos Aires. Our guide Rodrigo is fun
and politically engaged, and takes us
everywhere from the famously colourful
Caminito in the Boca district (where
port workers painted their houses with
leftover tins of boat paint) to the Plaza
de Mayo. So much of Argentina’s political
history has taken place here, from the
attempted bombing of Peron in 1955,
to the campaigning mothers of the
‘Disappeared’ whose children were taken
from them during the state terrorism
of the Seventies military dictatorship.
It’s an insight into Argentina’s often
uncomfortable political history, and this
tension is still evident throughout the city.

That evening, we hit up the city’s
oldest bar El Federal (established 1864),

which still has its original
cash registers and espresso
machine on display. It does
a mean negroni, the perfect
aperitif for fresh, flavoursome
and cheap sushi at Comedor
Nikkai, housed in the Japanese
Society of Buenos Aires.

BUENOS AIRES TO CAFAYATE
Buenos Aires done (for now), it’s time
to try some of Argentina’s famous wine.
We sidestep Mendoza in favour of its less
famous wine-making cousin, Cafayate.
It’s a three-hour flight to Salta, followed
by an incredible three-hour drive through
the Valles Calchaquies: rich red earth,
alien-looking desert rock formations
and armadillos crossing the road, all set
against the backdrop of the Andes.

A town of 12,000, Cafayate is small
and lively: the quaint main square is lined
with restaurants, bars and artisan shops,
and the bodegas and their respective
vineyards stretch from the outskirts.
People come from far and wide to taste
the famous Torrontes: think crisp, fruity
sauvignon but with a lovely minerality.

We get a chilled glass of it on arrival at
Grace (gracehotels.com/cafayate, doubles
from £280 B&B), a luxurious hotel with
residential villas, a mile outside of town.
We can’t believe our luck when we get
our own villa for the next three nights.
Set over two floors, with a private garden
and hot tub, it is something else.

The next few days are all about
massages at the on-site spa, bike rides
and walks around the huge grounds
(1,360 acres) and yoga on the terrace.
And, obviously, wine tasting. We spend
a long, boozy afternoon at El Porvenir,
a family-run winery producing intelligent,
interesting wine. Our evenings are filled ›

‘IT’S A PLACE 
WHERE YOU 

TRULY FEEL YOU 
HAVE SPACE TO 
GATHER YOUR 

THOUGHTS  
AND RESET’

Below: El 
Porvenir 
winery. Below 
left: Valles 
Calchaquies
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with low-key dinners and stargazing out 
on the terrace. Our favourite Cafayate 
night is when we stumble across Chato’s 
wine bar; with hundreds of local wines on 
the list, Chato’s enthusiasm and pride for 
the local grape is infectious and inspiring.

CAFAYATE TO BUENOS AIRES
It’s back to BA for the weekend before 
flying to the southernmost tip of the 
country. This time we’re at the boutique
Home Hotel (homebuenosaires.com,
rooms from £119 B&B) in the hip Palermo
district, which is filled with shops, bars,
restaurants and loads of green space.
We set off on what ends up being a 15km
walk around the city, taking in all of
Palermo’s parks (including the famous
Jardins Botanico and Japones) and the
statue-filled La Recoleta Cemetery, where
Argentina’s most celebrated are laid to
rest, including Eva Peron. Knackered, we
take a safe and cheap Radio Taxi back to
the hotel to chill out in our suite. With its
vintage wallpaper, Sixties-style furniture
(all sourced at local flea markets by its
owner, former record producer Tom
Rixton) and private terrace overlooking
the pool, it’s our own little oasis.

That night we have dinner at I Latina.
Originally a ‘Closed Door’ restaurant
(supper clubs run out of the chef ’s home),

I Latina was established by
Colombian siblings Santiago
(the chef), Camilo and Laura
Marcias (the hosts), and
has already been listed as
one of the world’s 50 best
Latin restaurants. The food
is incredible and the seven-
course tasting menu is
innovative, exciting, unique
and full of flavour: corn and

cacao breads, Oaxacan mole, seabass 
ceviche, and Colombian coffee ground and
brewed at your table. The decor is equally
inspiring: a vibrant modernised colonial
house with amazing palm-frond wallpaper.

BUENOS AIRES TO EL CALAFATE
It’s time to leave civilisation and head
south to Argentinian Patagonia. We’re up
early for our flight to El Calafate, a town
of 20,000 on the edge of the Los Glaciares
National Park. The view from the sky is
incredible: glacial lakes and tundra as far
as the eye can see, the Southern Andes
looming in the background. It feels as
if we’ve landed on another planet, and
everything is bathed in a luminous golden
light. After all the travelling, I feel like I’ve
come home: the wild landscape’s muted
hues remind me of my native Scotland
and I feel an instant sense of calm.

We pick up our hire car and drive for 30
minutes along the edge of Lake Argentino
to EOLO (eolo.com.ar, doubles from
£650 all inclusive), a magical lodge on a
4,000 hectare estate, a few kilometres
out of town. As a member of the Relais
& Chateaux group, the food is the main
focus, but every little detail has been
thought of, from the miniature L’Occitane
bath products and waterfall shower, to the
giant windows and telescopes throughout
the hotel showcasing panoramic views
and close-ups of the wildlife. We even
see an armadillo scuttling around in the
scrubland in front of our room.

We spend our one full day on this side
of the border kayaking around the Upsala
Glacier (vivapatagona.com/mil-outdoor).
Flowing from the Southern Patagonian
Ice Field (the third largest in the world
after Antarctica and Greenland), the
ice is a vibrant blue and constantly
changing: as we paddle around the ice
floes in our two-seater kayak we hear
the glacier rumbling in the background,

‘AS WE PADDLE 
AROUND THE ICE 

FLOES IN OUR 
KAYAK WE HEAR 

THE GLACIER 
RUMBLING. 

ICEBERGS ROLL 
AND CRACK ALL 

AROUND US’
Above and left: EOLO’s 
stunning setting in 
Argentinian Patagonia 
makes it perfect for 
nature lovers

Above: Setting 
off to see the 

Grey Glacier in 
Torres Del Paine Above and top: 

Home Hotel, 
Buenos Aires
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and icebergs roll and crack all around us. 
It’s a once-in-a-lifetime experience, and 
we’re wind-beaten and exhausted by the 
time we make it back to the lodge. After 
an incredible dinner of trout tartare and 
Patagonian toothfish, we retreat to our 
room to stargaze.

EL CALAFATE TO TORRES DEL PAINE
Our trip across the border into Chilean 
Patagonia to Explora (explora.com, 
rooms from £2,000pp for a three-night 
all-inclusive stay) starts early. A four-
hour drive across the barren Patagonian 
Steppe (the seventh largest desert in the 
world), the road ahead stretches as far  
as the eye can see, with nothing but tufted 
grass and the occasional guanaco herd  
to either side. Being somewhere so remote 
is oddly comforting – we have nothing  
to do but keep heading towards the iconic 
‘towers’ of the Torres Del Paine peaking 
out of the horizon. The only other people 
we pass are truck drivers and a stoner 
doing the classic Ruta 40, which runs from 
Rio Gallegos at the tip of Patagonia to 
La Quiaca in the very north of Argentina, 
with what looks like all of his worldly 
possessions packed into a rusty old car 
painted the colours of the Argentine flag. 

We cross the border at Cerro Castillo, 
which feels like something out of a 
Western, leave our car with the local cafe, 
and hop into the Explora van, which takes 

us on the final 90-minute leg of our epic 
journey into the Torres Del Paine national 
park. Arriving at Explora takes our breath 
away: its iron, wood and glass architecture 
is award-winning. The lodge is perched on 
the banks of the turquoise Lake Pehoé, in 
front of the granite peaks that form the 
iconic Paine Massif, of which we have a 
panoramic view from our room. We head 
down to the outdoor hot tubs for a well-
earned beer and a soak before dinner. 

We’re up early for our first expedition, 
the Grey Glacier tour: a short boat ride 
across the lake, followed by a six-hour 
walk to the mouth of the Grey Glacier. 
Luckily its mostly sheltered, as the wind 
is so strong that we nearly get blown off 
the edge of a viewpoint, and my chin is 
chapped that evening (the glamour). On 
the boat back, the crew get ice from the 
glacier and make a round of Pisco Sours 
for everyone on board. 

Day two, and it is time for the towers,  
a 22km hike across rocky moraine (glacial 
debris) to the top. Our guide, Ana, is great 
at keeping up morale, especially when 
70mph winds threaten to blow us off the 
side of the mountain. At the base of the 
towers is a glacial lake, and we all shelter 
behind a giant rock to eat lunch. We spent 
our third and final day with gauchos, riding 
across the plains before celebrating with 
a traditional asado lunch. It’s a wonderful 
way to end the trip, and as we race back 
to the ranch, I hope that I’ll return soon. 
Patagonia has stolen a piece of my heart. 
British Airways (ba.com) 
flies daily from Heathrow 
to Buenos Aires from 
£380 return. With thanks 
for Destino Argentina, 
destinoargentina.com.ar. 
For full listings, go  
to elleuk.com

Above and left: 
The full Gaucho 
experience at 
Explora

Above: Ice kayaking 
around the Upsala 
Glacier. Above left: 
Explora’s award-
winning interior

Above: Explora’s 
spectacular 
location in front 
of the Torres  
Del Paine
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NOVEMBER ELLE
ON SALE

18 OCTOBER

NEXT MONTH IN ELLE

FASHION’S
NEW ATTITUDE /
WINTER COATS /

OFF-DUTY
DRESSING / THE

KNITWEAR
YOU NEED
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IN THE HOOD  Buzzing foodie hotspot Granary Square is a five-minute walk away. Don’t miss the Real Food Market from Wednesday-Friday, 12-7pm, 

featuring food stalls by Oat & Smoke and The Borough Cheese Company. There are some excellent restaurants, too: The Lighterman serves modern 

British meals, The German Gymnasium is the place for the ‘German Power Breakfast’ and the Grain Store makes vegetables the stars of the show.

THE VIBE 
If you fancy lording 
it up, overnighting 
before a trip or 
soaking up some of 
that seductive railway 
hotel transience, this 
is the place. In some 
areas the elaborate 
tiles, travertine pillars 
and gothic windows 
give it the feel of a 
cathedral – albeit one 
with the tinkle of wine 
glasses and tapping 
of laptop keyboards. 

THE SPA  
Housed in the 
original underground 
kitchens, featuring 
an illuminated heated 
pool, the theme is all 
about travel. Journey 
to Polynesia for a 
scrub and massage; 
to Indonesia for a five 
flowers facial; and  
to Africa for a crème 
de rassoul wrap. The 
60-minute Time 
Traveller massage  
is the perfect pick-
me-up after a 
long journey.

THE LOOK  

Derelict for years, 
the gothic Midland 
Grand Hotel (where 
the Spice Girls shot 
their Wannabe video 
in 1996) became the 
elegant St Pancras 
Renaissance London 
Hotel five years ago. 
Stepping inside is like 
going back in time to 
when space wasn’t 
at a premium; where 
ceilings touch the sky, 
restaurants are the 
size of ballrooms and 
the opulent decor –  
an abundance of gold, 
terracotta, frescoes 
and filigree iron work 
– is enough make a 
Russian tsar blush. 

THE FOOD  
For full-on British 
fare The Gilbert Scott 
excels in hake, halibut, 
partridge, venison 
and prune and 
Armagnac tart. It’s 
classic haute cuisine, 
and at £29 for three 

In others, the leather 
banquettes, diffused 
lighting, and wooden 
flooring is a world of 
timeless élan. 

Above and top: 
Restaurant The Grain 
Store in nearby 
Granary Square  

courses (Monday to 
Friday), a bargain. If 
you want to feel the 
urban pulse of the 
place, try a freshly 
mixed punch or 
cocktail in the buzzy 
The Booking Office 
bar and restaurant 
with live music most 
nights. Upstairs, 
Mi + Me (named for 
the milk and meat 
carriages in Victorian 
trains) focuses on 
meat and cheese.

There are views 
along every vaulted 
corridor and down the 
serpentine staircases, 
and some bedrooms  
– 245 in the period 
Chambers Wing and 
207 in the modern 
Barlow Wing at the 
back – with windows 
looking out over the 
Eurostar concourse.

GETTING THERE
Attached to St Pancras 
International Station, 

you’ve got connections to 
the north and the Eurostar 
terminal, with a continent 

at its fingertips. There’s 
also access to six London 

Underground lines and 
connections to Heathrow 

and Stansted airports.  

Above: The 
decadent foyer. 

Below: The German 
Gynasium restaurant 

ST PANCRAS 
RENAISSANCE LONDON 

HOTEL, St Pancras 
International, Euston 

Road, London NW1 2AR; 
020 7841 3540; stpancras 
london.com. Doubles from 

£250, room only.

LONDON / KING’S CROSS /  
ST PANCRAS RENAISSANCE HOTEL
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SHINE YOUR LIGHT! 
Beauty Bakerie Cosmetics Brand, 
a cruelty-free brand well-known for 
their smudge-free, vegan, liquid matte 
lipsticks (better known as Lip Whips) 
has announced that this autumn we can 
expect them to add a new product to their 
menu – their ’So Icy’ illuminator. Coming 
in five colours, it promises to leave you 
with an incandescent glow as you go from 
ordinary to extraordinary after one stroke 
of your brush. Leaving a prismatic effect, 
you’re sure to glow in any lighting. The 
packaging alone is to die for but it is what 
happens once the cap is removed-the 
imparting of a fine, luminous powder that 
will complement the structure of your 
face, your eyes or…your décolletage. 

To find out more, visit BeautyBakerie.com 

LOOK YOUNGER LONGERTM

REGENTIV’S THE SPECIALIST  

SERUM (WITH RETINOL)
Lines, wrinkles, crepey eyes, 
neck, sun and skin damage 
can all benefit from this potent 
formula. Developed by leading 
Harley Street specialists with 
concentrated Retinol, Vitamin 
E, Aloe Vera and sunscreen. 
Users say, “Since starting 
with The Specialist Serum my 
friends have asked what I am 
using and my skin has never 
looked better”. 

To order visit www.regentiv.co.uk. Tel: 01923 212555. 
30ml £29.95, 50ml £44.95, 100ml £79.95, 200ml £149. 
Free P&P. Regentiv Specialist Skin Care.

KEEPING THE SKIN YOUTHFUL 
HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
Award-winning Holos Love 
Your Skin Anti-Ageing 
Facial Oil contains vitamins, 
antioxidants and essential 
fatty acids that absorb into the
skin to nourish it and protect it
from the signs of ageing. These
nutrients are found naturally 
in Moroccan Argan oil which 
when massaged in helps to 
plump the skin by replacing 
lost fat and smoothing out 
fine lines. An aromatic blend of essential oils enhances 
the powers of the oil by targeting dehydration, dryness 
and red areas. According to Holos creator, “this is a must 
have for every woman, simple yet effective”.

€22.20 www.holos.ie



ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

THE STYLE EDIT

DEEASJER 
The Missing Passion 
collection from 
British designer 
Deeasjer celebrates 
the decadence  
and intimacy of  
the bedroom.  
This capsule collection is exquisitely crafted here in the 
UK using traditional methods and the luxury materials 
to combine comfort with serious style. 

Deeasjer embodies femininity, indulgence and 
beauty and this latest offering is no exception. The 
Missing Passion showcases boudoir slippers designed 
to complement lingerie in luxe fabrics with exotic 
embellishments. The perfect heels to make you feel 
utterly gorgeous. 

Shop. Deeasjer.com

BRAVE+TRUE 
A stunning new collection imbued with the spirit and aesthetic of its Australian 
design. Think soft suedes and leather, beautifully draped basics, stunningly  
soft knitwear and covetable fur pieces to wrap yourself in this season.  
Be winter ready with a luxe palette of moss, fossil, charcoal and warm white.

The brave+true range is imbued with the essence of adventure and discovery. 
Don't be afraid to try a new direction and pick an uncharted path.

Find us at www.holidaydesign.com.au 

@braveandtruelabel

SAY IT WITH MEANING
Find the perfect gift 
for every occasion 
at www.tienne.co.uk. 
Whether it’s good 
fortune, prosperity, 
intuition, protection, 
positivity, harmony 
or strength you need, 
our collection of Muru 
jewellery reminds you 
of your aspirations. 
Wear classically on 
its own or stylishly 
layered. We are sure 
you’ll find a piece that 
suits your needs. 

Use code ELLE20 for an amazing 20% discount off all  
jewellery at www.tienne.co.uk valid until 31.12.16. 
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ELLE BEAUTY BAG

BELLA AURA SKINCARE
Bella Aura Skincare offers pristine natural skincare infused with ground breaking Emulsion
technology so one’s complexion radiates their pure inner glow. The line combines our signature
Kamilah Oil Complex with active Swiss botanical technology to create targeted skincare
solutions. The natural botanicals provide high levels of hyaluronic acid that help to increase 
moisture levels in the skin and elastin boosters to help minimize the signs of aging.

www.bellaaura.com 
Facebook: @BellaAuraSkin 
Instagram:  Bellaauraskin 
Twitter:  @BellaAuraSkinCO
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KARA CARE SKIN FOOD
Feed your Skin! Kara Vedder, LMT organically educated Actor-Celebrity-Hand Model-Ecopreneur
has developed a unique skin care product so everyone may enjoy skin as clear as hers! Kara crafted
Kara Care Skin Food after searching fruitlessly for an alternative to the chemical-laden products
available. KCSF is 100% organic, edible, GMO-free and chemical-free. Made with raw organic Shea 
Butter, org Cocoa Butter & org essential oils. It is an All-in-One for your face and body. Kara Care 
has a natural SPF, is high in vitamins, and nourishes skin to prevent and heal fine lines and wrinkles.

www.karacareskinfood.com 
shop.karacareskinfood.com 
info@karacareskinfood.com 
Facebook: /KaraCare 
Twitter: @kara_care
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LILASH
Long, curled lashes are just one small habit away. Introduce LiLash Purified Eyelash Serum 
into your daily beauty routine, and enhance the length and curl of your natural eyelashes in just 
a matter of weeks. Created by a physician, and safe for sensitive eyes, LiLash is designed for 
everyone to use. Our easy-to-use formula will leave you saying “#LiLashWorks!”
Enjoy our serum risk-free with our 90-day money back guarantee, and free worldwide shipping. 
The magic is real!

www.lilash.com
Twitter: @lilash_official
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Official.LiLash 
Instagram: @lilashofficialCO

NT
AC

T

FRESHEN AND PROTECT YOUR TOOTHBRUSH!
Steripod® clip-on toothbrush protector freshens & protects for up to 3 months with active vapours.
Fits manual & electric tootbrushes. No cables or batteries. 
Ideal for home, travel and the gym!

Available at Boots, Superdrug and Asda.
www.steripod.co.uk
#getyourpodon
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JOANNE ROZALIN®
Hair Extensions Collection created by and exclusive to Joanne Rozalin®. This beautiful hair 
collection showcases authentic Premier quality virgin and virgin precoloured Remy hair from 
the Diamond Range, 100% Human Hair from the Sapphire Range. Manufactured, using an 
exquisite subtle mix of colours, creating a natural tonal colour blend with a sleek tangle free 
natural movement when fitted.

joannerozalin.com/shop 
Twitter: @Joanne_Rozalin
Instagram: @joannerozalin
Facebook: fb.me/JoannerozalinCO

NT
AC

T
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BRING YOUR BAG
BACK TO LIFE

t: +44 (0)1207 279963
handbagclinic.co.uk

CHELSEA | ISLINGTON | LEEDS | NEWCASTLE

Handbag Cleaning & Restoration 

lara b.

Wor ldw ide Ship p ing

@larabdesigns

@laravanslyke

Lara B. Designs

hand-crafted
leather handbags

 accessories

larabdesigns.com

HARDLY EVER ORDINARY
BUY, SELL & SAVE UP TO 90% OFF LUXURY DESIGNER FASHION

www.hardlyeverwornit.com
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EWA TRIBAL JEWELRY
Australian fine jewelry designers, Francesca & Bianca, work exclusively with ancient objects from
their family collection of Oceanic Art. Each piece is individually handcrafted with 22K Gold,
European Cut Diamonds and Sterling Silver. From wild boar tusks to ancient shell money, the
designers seek to bring tribal jewelry into a new realm of sophistication that speaks to all women. 

Ewa Tribal Jewelry - Bianca Todorov, Owner & Designer
Jalan Dewi Sita, No 1, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia, 80571
Phone: +62 8123 683 5261, Email: info@ewaoceanicgallery.com
www.ewatribaljewelry.com
Instagram: @ewajewelry
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OK^LA
Infusing life into casualwear, this youthful British brand updates timeless shapes with
exaggerated proportions in cut and sew knit fabrics. The sports luxe collection with a touch of
femininity has the perfect aesthetic for an active urban girl with a distinctive identity.
 
OK^LA simply translated as ‘OK’ in Hong Kong, represents the union between East and West.

Shop the collection now at www.im-so-okla.com or http://marketplace.asos.com/boutique/okla
www.facebook.com/okla.imso | www.instagram.com/okla_uk | www.twitter.com/okla_uk

Plus with this exclusive Elle reader offer you’ll get 15% off at www.im-so-okla.com with code 
ElleissoOKLA until end Oct
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MELANIA FUMIKO
Is an Italian haute couture brand launched in 2015. Its creations - bridal and formal dresses - are intended 
for women who recognize the true meaning of Made in Italy: unique designs, quality details, entirely 
handmade. The fashion designer Melania Fumiko Benassi brings her personal life-experience inside the 
brand: evidence of her Japanese name through the old kimono fabrics she introduces in her designs;
a metropolitan yet international taste from her birthplace - New York - and her Italian touch due to her 
family heritage. The result is a combination of elegant outfits for exclusive parties and special events.

Atelier Melania Fumiko | Via Chiossetto 10 | Milan, Italy
www.melaniafumiko.com | info@melaniafumiko.com
www.facebook.com/melaniafumiko
Instagram: @melania_fumikoCO
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KAROT
Is a new French streetwear brand born in Marseille in 2015. It is created by and for children of 
the 80s and 90s; with geek, street, graffiti and fashion inspirations. However, Karot team wants 
to keep classic cuts and streamlined looks, with particular attention to quality and details. Our 
t-shirt designs are created by artists, and each model is limited edition.

Available on our web site: 
www.karotwear.com 
Instagram: @KAROTWEAR
Facebook: /KAROTCO
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ITALIAN FASHION LABEL ENNEMENOUNO 
conveys a return to exacting sartorial workmanship, Mediterranean luxury and sensuality together with 
a unique, unconventional creative vision. Based on experimentation and stylistic originality, the result is 
a mysterious and contrasting world of sensations and textures, at once provocative, elegant and chic. 
Demure, structured and bold silhouettes adorned with captivating embroidered designs and striking 
prints form the brand’s signature style which, season after season, celebrates innovative aesthetics 
with a passion for detail.

www.ennemenouno.com | info@ennemenouno.com
@ennemenouno on Instagram
@Nmenouno Couture on FacebookCO
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W W W.NA NC Y V U U.COM
-  A Luxury Brand  -

Group photo: David Savill, Designer photo: Olesja Mueller, MUA: Monica Montalvo & Caroline Vuu Nguyen

About the Designer
 Nancy Vuu, best known 

internationally for her luxury designs for 
kids and juniors is excited to launch her 
expansion into Women’s Wear at NYFW 
September 2016.

Nancy Vuu, born in Vietnam of Chinese 
and Vietnamese parents, had her fate 
altered when her family immigrated to 
America early in her life. Growing up, 
Nancy became enamored with fashion and 
would intuitively sketch clothing designs. 
Following a formal education, Nancy found 
success in banking and residential lending 
while at Bank of America. Nancy held such 
prestigious positions as Vice President of 
Marketing and Premier Client Manager. As 
a working mother, Nancy enjoyed styling her 
children in unique and beautiful clothing, 
where her passion for fashion then re-
ignited. After designing her fi rst line, Nancy 
launched NANCY VUU in May 2014.

Today, her creations are recognized 
internationally and have been featured in 
Vogue Italia, British Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar 
UK, Glamour UK, Elle UK, BRIDES UK, 
KiDS Magazine France, Earnshaw’s US, It’s 
a Kid’s World US, and Fashion Odd’s US. 
Nancy has styled hollywood celebrity youth 
to the royal Princess Maddalena, daughter 
of Prince Lorenzo De'Medici of Florence.

Nancy is looked up to as a thought leader, 
and a savvy business woman with infl uence 
and inspiration. Silicon Valley Business 
Journal highlights her in the article, 
“People on the Move” and San Francisco 
Business Times recognizes her as one of 
the 2015 “Women on the Move” group. Last 
year, Nancy styled an editorial in honor 
of African American Heritage featured in 
Fashion Odds to promote beauty in color. 
Nancy continues to partner with Unlikely 
Heroes, A21, and Hope for Justice in eff orts 
to raise awareness, stop human traffi  cking 

and to build safe 
homes for its victims.
Last season Nancy 
also launched 
her campaign 
“Empowering 
Children with 
Cancer through 
Fashion”. As a 
result, in her previous shows in NY and 
LA this year, Nancy embraced diversity 
and those with challenges by partnering 
with Madeline Stuart, the only adult model 
with Down Syndrome and Jen Bricker, an 
aerial performer born with no legs. Nancy 
continues to use her platform to inspire 
hope and to emphasize that beauty comes in 
many diff erent forms.

Nancy looks forward to bringing her 
creativity and philanthropy to a new level 
with her new Women’s Wear collection to 
NYFW this September.

“Be Bold. Be Elegant. Be Different. Be You. This is Style.”

ADVERTISEMENT



ELLE BOUTIQUES

To advertise here please call the ELLE team on 020 3728 6260

CC Couture By Claudia Croazzo was founded in February 
this year. The brand offers bespoke eveningwear for the sleek 
stylish and sophisticated woman.

CC Couture's fi rst collection of embellished lace 
and faux fur coats has already caught the eye of 
celebrities and TV presenter Lizzie Cundy who 
has worn items from the collection at red carpet 
events.

The fabrics chosen for the new collection of 
20, have been tailored to CC Couture’s unique 
style. The designs emanate elegance showing 

off simple silhouettes with classical sexy outlines. 
The embellishments give a beautiful 
feminine and exclusive feel.

The autumn collection is now 
available online now at www.
cccouture.co.uk
also fi nd them on twitter
@ccroazzo and Instagram 
cc__couture.
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BEAUTY, PERSONAL & LIFESTYLE

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 13p per min + your
network’s access charge. 0800 = free.

Live calls recorded. SP:4D.

0800 075 9417
0871 908 1603
0871 908 1620

WOMEN:
MEN:
GAY:

per min

CHAT OR DATECHAT OR DATE

13p13p
WOMEN
CHAT
FREE!

WOMEN
CHAT
FREE!

18+. 09 = 75p per min + your network’s access charge.
Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only.

SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

0906 615 0446
only 75p per min

Call one of our friendly
& gifted mediums now!

Mediums

DEBIT/
CREDIT CARD

0800
075
1108
20 mins for £14
or 40 mins for £27

ORLOV
PARIS

A drop of diamond on your 
skin! Each scent is inspired by 

one of the most iconic diamonds 
in history. The magnetic and 

dynamic husband and wife duo 
of Ruth and Thomas Méaulle 

have sought out one of the very 
best perfumers in Dominique 
Ropion to make up a singular 

and precious collection of 
fi ve perfumes that carry the 

inimitable signature of its own; 
fi ve olfactory gems; fi ve shining 

and perfumed diamonds.
 

£200 Exclusively
at Harrods

www.harrods.com

Live Spiritual and Tarot Readings

18+. 09 = 80p per min + your network’s access charge.
Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only.

SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9626.

Debit/Credit Card
0800 075 2602
£15 for 20 mins or £29 for 40 mins

0906 758 0761
80p

per min

DATE CHAT
WOMEN CALL FREE
0800 075 1607

0800 = Free.

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0871=13p per min + your
network’s access charge. Live calls recorded. SP:4D.

0871 908 9497
0871 908 1388

MEN:
GAY:

CREDIT CARD SPECIAL OFFER

Let Your Spirit
Be Your Guide
0905 295 0074

0800 075 9549

75
p

pe
rm
in

18+. 09 = 75p per min + your network’s access charge. Calls recorded.
Entertainment purposes only. Bill payers permission. SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

£14 FOR 20MINS OR £27 FOR 40MINS

For details of classified advertising  
call 020 3728 6260

SUBSCRIBE TO ONE OF OUR
TOP-SELLING MAGAZINES

VISIT
www.hearstmagazines.co.uk

OR CALL

0844 848 1601

Do You Love Style
& Fashion?

Start earningmoney doing
a job you’ll love...

Train to be an Image Consultant
& Personal Shopper with leading
industry experts Image Professional™

www.imageprofessional.co.uk
or CALL 01273 494396

www.helenreynolds.net
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FASHION

Caroline Beyll dresses are Exclusive, Distinctive 
and Captivating. We produce flawless and 
seductive pieces that will make every woman feel 
fearlessly stylish and most importantly, confident! 
 
Our designs are unique, fresh and young at 
heart, but are also very sophisticated. We offer 
style that is timeless, and our concept is simply 
to offer quality fashion at affordable prices, 
that is fair, sustainable and desirable for all. 
 
So stay ahead of the trends and be a timeless 

example of fashion at it’s finest!
 

www.carolinebeyll.co.uk
info@carolinebeyll.co.uk

C A R O L I N E  B E Y L L

S S 1 7  C O L L E C T I O N
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

TRY
FOR ONLY

£24.95

30 DAY
MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE

WUNDERKISS – PLUMPER,
MORE VOLUMINOUS,
AND HYDRATED LIPS

THAT LAST FOR HOURS

Every woman aspires to have

voluminous, plump and kissable lips.

Now, through WUNDERKISS, women

can experience hydrated, naturally

plumper, more voluminous looking lips,

that can last for hours in under two

minutes without surgery or discomfort.

NO NEEDLES. NO DISCOMFORT.
JUST BEAUTIFUL, KISSABLE LIPS!

From The Scientists Who Developed Best Selling 
Worldwide Cult Product WUNDERBROW

IN UNDER
2 MINUTES

PERFECT 
SUPERMODEL LIPS

CALL 020 3308 2910  wunderkiss.co.uk

BEFORE AFTER

Also available at:
feel good

available at selected 
larger boots stores
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ENTERTAINMENT



GET20%OFF
(excludingLUXEandLUXE
Premiumtickets).Quote
‘ELLE’at thecheckout.

LONDON
FASHION

WEEKEND
Be inspiredandshopdirect
fromthedesigners.Your
wardrobewill thankyou

AN EXCLUSIVE INVITE TO

SPEAKER’S CORNER
This is your chance to ask your

fashion heroes how they made it in
the business. Book your place on

our programme of talks from Patrick
Grant, Sophia Webster, Brix Smith

Start and Mother of Pearl’s
Amy Powney, as well as experts from

TONI&GUY and Maybelline.

FIX UP, LOOK SHARP
Be pampered after a day of shopping

with beauty treatments from
the professionals at Maybelline New

York and TONI&GUY.

THE INFORMATION
When: 22-25 September
Where: Saatchi Gallery,

King’s Road, London SW3
Tickets: From £20, available at

londonfashionweekend.co.uk. Get
20% off (excluding LUXE tickets)

by quoting ‘ELLE’ at the checkout.

Join ELLE at the capital’s biggest
ever fashion pop-up, London

Fashion Weekend. Hosted at the
Saatchi Gallery, you can shop, watch

designer catwalk shows and get
expert styling advice from the
professionals. Throughout the
weekend, Laura Jackson, Jack

Guinness and Martha Ward will be
presenting the catwalk shows and

interviewing guest speakers. Tickets
are selling fast, so don’t miss out

– book yours today.

SHOW TIME
Make like the world’s leading editors

and take a front row seat to watch
Preen by Thornton Bregazzi, J. JS
Lee and SIBLING on the catwalk.

Plus, fashion shows with new-season
styling advice from leading industry
names will give you a chance to shop

straight from the runway.

SHOP TILL YOU DROP
With more than 150 of the best

designer and high-street brands on
offer, you can get those must-have

wardrobe updates at one-off prices
before anyone else. What’s more,

Sophia Webster has designed a
limited edition tote bag you can take

home, only available at the event.
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EXCLUSIVE OFFER

New season pieces to buy now
25% OFF AT RIVER ISLAND

elleuk.com

25% OFF
DISCOUNT CARD N ASSOCIAT ON WITH

*Terms and conditions: This discount card entitles customers to 25% off own-brand, full price womenswear, menswear and kidswear merchandise. In order for the offer to be valid, users must go to elleuk.
com/riverislandoffer2016 and register in order to activate the discount card. The discount card is valid from 20 September 2016 to 21 October 2016 at all UK and ROI River Island stores (excluding Voisins, Selfridges 
and Isle of Man concessions) and at riverisland.com. To redeem the discount in store, users must hand over the activated discount card to the cashier. To redeem the discount online, users must type the single-
use code printed on the reverse of this discount card into the promotional code box at the checkout. The discount will not apply to the delivery charge. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other 
promotion, on sale items or on gift cards. Returned items will be refunded at the discounted price paid, on production of a valid receipt. This card may not be exchanged for cash. Strictly one discount card per 
transaction, per person. ELLE and River Island reserve the right to amend the terms and conditions of the discount card at any time and to take appropriate action including cancellation of the card if they deem 

such action necessary. Full terms and conditions are available at elleuk.com/riverislandoffer2016.

HOW TO ACTIVATE YOUR CARD
Find your 25% off discount card  

on the front of this magazine  
and register it at elleuk.com/ 

riverislandoffer2016. Enter the 
16-digit number on the back by 20 

September before using it in store.*

THE ELLE EDIT
Find AW16 looks, styling hacks and

watch ELLE’s Associate Fashion
Editor Harriet Stewart trial this

season’s trends in exclusive ELLE
x River Island videos, released twice

a week on Instagram @ELLEUK.

GET SHOPPING 
This magazine is full of must-haves  

for AW16, but you already knew  
that didn’t you? You’ve circled  

your workwear inspo and you’ve 
Instagrammed your next pay-day 
purchases. All you need to do now  

is get out there and shop. To make it 
that bit easier, ELLE has teamed up 

with River Island to give every reader 
an exclusive 25% off to use both in
store and online. These are the six

pieces in store now.
CHIFFON TOP, £38

METAL EARRINGS, £8

VELVET BAG, £18

ELASTIC STRAP SHOES, £48

COTTON-MIX  

SKIRT, £32

PU LEATHER  

COAT, £85

THE PRINTED BLOUSE

THE STATEMENT EARRINGS

THE EVENING BAG

THE NEW HEELS

THE FLORAL 
SKIRT

THE AVIATOR JACKET



QUESTIONNAIRE completed by  SIMONE ROCHA
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